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Hospitals in Boston and also at the EastMaine General Hospital in Bangor.
Miss Harvey had been devoted to him in
all his illness and resigned her position in
the Thompson factory in September to
care for him at the home of her aunt.
The funeral was held at his late home
Monday at 2 p. m., Rev! Charles W.
Martin of the Methodist church officiating. There was an abundance of beautiful flowers from relatives and friends.
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“It ain't the individual nor the city os a whole.
Hut the everlasiin' team work of every bio im-

Are

and

in surgical dressings are
roodiously established in Memomilks to the generosity of the
M. Marshall Post, G. A. R., and
r a large number of volunteer?.
our quarters
o not only changed

asses

undergone many other
of officers, and methods
.- well,
Mrs. Harry L. Kilgore, our
i,airman, has resigned as she is
have

Belfast.

large debt of

chairman from
faithful and
our
work,
of
•niing
a skilful worker and a fine inour

Miss Annie V. Field has been
her able successor.
now that

our

work is

scale i.1616 dressings have been

past week) to work as efficientslide, and to conform, as far as
ilc to the rules governing the
rooms
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our

in

cities.

It has

proper, at this
irge upon our workers, many of
beginners, the necessity of cerOur work
<
and regulations.
seemed

to

me

high standard and made
Therefore we
ary conditions.
read what follows, and help
a

workroom

a

model for

about two years, and Belle F. who died
April 28, 1898, at the age of 26 years was
blow from which they never fully reFour sons are left to sustain
their father’s declining years: Fred L.,
a

covered.

his parents, Cecil,
who has always lived at home, Albert T. of
Auburn, and Robert, who is a bookkeepwho has

a

home

near

active

an

If not, we want you
earnestly urge that you become a

and leaves many

cerely

mourn

painize

warm

friends who sin-

her passing away, and sym-
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me

neieaveu
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one

It is the cumulative luougni
member.
was a charter member of Dana B. Carter
and efforts of all that we need. In order
Her funeral
Relief Corp in Freedom.
its
on
for the Board of Trade to carry
was held Sunday, January 13th,
service
least
at
have
must
work for 1918, it
$1,000 and should have SI,500 or more. Mrs. Nathan Hunt of Morrill, officiating
Money is necessary to do things.
in her usual comforting manner, and with
You sav, “What has the Belfast Board
her
daughter, Miss Esther, sang “Nearer
of Trade done? Why should I pay my
My God to Thee” and “Sometime We’ll
$5.00 to become a member?”
The following are a few of the things Understand.” Mr. Charles Sherman of
in which the Board of Trade has render- Belfast, had charge of arrangements,
ed material assistance to the City and
The
and her sons were her bearers.
to Y'ou.
of
silent
bore
testimony
tributes
inShoe
following
the
of
Factory
The retaining
volving an expenditure of over $30,000 love and esteem of her relatives and
and providing the continual employment friends: A wreath of white carnations
of over 300 people.
and jacqueminot roses from her husThe establishing of the Sardine Facand carnatory which employs up to 150 people. The band, a pillow of white roses
rent for the site of the factory was paid
tions from her sons, with inscription
bv the Board of Trade until the Company
“Mother,” spray of white chrysanthewas absorbed by the Booth Fisheries Cu.
mums from A. T. Gay and family, sprays
last year.
The Pierce-Billings Co. was encour- of ferns and chrysanthemums from her
aged to locate here and at first was nephews and nieces, Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
financially assisted by the Board of Trade.
Frank Currier, Mrs. Emma
The Board of Trade rendered active Clements,
Mr.
co-operation in establishing the Coe- Woodbury, Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Place,
Mortimer plant which employs from 50 and Mrs. Edwin Sheldon, spray of red
to 100 people and has brought to the city roses and white chrysantheinums, from
a taxable valuation of $60,000.
her grand nieces and nephews, Mr. and
The Belfast Board of Trade was largely
instrumental in locating in Belfast a Mrs. Frank Cooper, Mr. and Mrs. Israel
County Agricultural Agent and the rent Woodbury, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Woodof his office is paid by the Board of Trade.
bury, Miss Leona Woodbury and Mr. and
It is also through the agency of this orMrs. P. A. Clement, spray of pink
ganization that the Agricultural clubs
The carnations and ferns, from the ladies of
were formed and are supported.
effect of the rural work has only begun to Freedom G. A. R., white pinks and ferns,
be realized.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Cushman of Belfast.
In 1912 $420 was expended to clear the
was laid to rest besides her loved
She
conharbor
The
ice.
from
harbor
present
ditions are being looked after by the ones gone hefore.
Board of Trade.
“She sleeps beneath her native earth,
ouij
11
lias COUUIUUICU LU 1UUUU
and by the spot that gave her birth.”
celebrations; helped the Band (in 1916
N. B. T.
S400 was raised for the Band); in 1917
placed signboards throughout the County,
directing the way and attention of travJames Harvey Stinson died at his home
elers to Belfast, thus advertising the City.
at
on Swan Lake avenue, East Belfast,
Under its auspices the Community Chauafter a brief illness,
Jan.
10
16th,
in
1917.
here
m.,
held
p.
was
tauqua
These are only a few of the material aged 6'J years and 10 months. He was
benefits which may be cited quickly. taken ill the Saturday previous with a
The Board of Trade is constantly on the
which soon developed into
watch to protect and advance the ma- severe cold
terial and moral interests of the City and pneumonia, complicated with heart troubCounty.
He was attended by Dr. Foster C.
le.
True, some efforts have proved failures, Small who called Dr. Eugene D. Tapley in
such as the raincoat proposition, and the
steamboat line, but these are few. The consultation. He was born in Prospect,
“best-laid plans -!’’ It is the final the son of the late Graham and Jane
balance that is to be analyzed.
(Mudgett' Stinson and has made his home
What is the Board of Trade to do in
For many years he
in Belfast since 1866.
19111?
That can be most honestly and quickly was employed in the Mathews Brothers
When a
answered by saying, “Everything within Mill and was taken ill there.
its power for the best interests of the
very young man he enlisted in the First
This means the recity and county
Maine Heavy Artillery. He was wounded
sults are to be measured in part by the
support and assistance which it receives at the Battle of the Wilderness and soon

-meal Dressings Department.

desirous,

you

Board of Trade'?

The Red Cross.

we owe a

Kipling.”

their daughters, the youngest Ora Louise,
dying October 25, 1884, at the age of

est development and advancement of that
er in Tewksbury, Mass, and one grandplace is effected. In Belfast, the Belfast
child, Elwood, son of Mr. and Mrs. Al- j
Board of Trade occupies the position of
bert Gay. Mrs. Gay was a lady entirely
the commercial organization referred to.
devoted to her family, a true home maker,
of
the
member

Searsport... Stockton Springs...
Born... Married. Died... Market.

Kilgore

from

Nothing can be truer than
It isn’t the effort
the above quotation.
of any one but the combined work of all
pulling together that accomplishes the big
things for a city or community. It is
through the activities of the commercial
organization of any place that the greatDear Sir:

...

She has been

—Adapted

in’ soul

The News of Belfast.
Items.Letter From
Maine
Hon. John A Peters....U. of M.
May be Army School....Picturesque Market in Chicago....
Ml Sorts.
Vital Statistics for Stockton
Springs.Inefficiency Incarnate.Hats OiT.The Jap
Hay.The
Naval Station
I me Way Out....Of Interest to
are
Novel....
farmers_Veils
Years Bring Added Charm....
frock for Early Spring.

t

our

,

yj

should be washed the last,
coming to class, and no

sticky substance handled.
nring of an apron, for saniThe
-'s urgently requested.
is a large one, with long
n
Espe.iver the entire dress.
v

,v.

■

the arms be covered if a
unwashable waist is worn,
that does not do this does
If a white
o requirements.
is worn, a small apron to
rt will suffice, but the really
apron is the large one.
.re glad to have any wear tile
veil who

care

to

do

so.

We prefer to have the aprons taken
they collect dust if left, in the

as

ng room.

teginners will please sit at the Belable.
workers need instruction, ask

from you.
A campaign should be inaugurated to
divert to Belfast the outside trade of the
county now going elsewhere; to encourage larger and more scientific efforts
throughout the county; to assist in the
•■■■•
to
sacrifice quality
making distriuution of farm labor; to bring about
(lor dressings are all inspected better roads; in short, to give material
< .limit!ee
in charge, and if not encouragement and by its activities help
to instigate and create a universal spirit
.one, must be made over by
of growth and expansion: this more parNew industries
ticularly from within.
rs must be ieftin the dressing
from without are desirable, but new inshould not be worn in the work dustries from within are of still greater
\ alue.
Never allow them to come in conNo man who is awake to the interest
'i !he work tables.
Sterilization of the city can afford not to be a member
The undersigned
remove hairs or other foreign of this organization.
committee will soon call upon you and
s'ances.
ask your active support and co-operation.
.ilize that the work is serious
Paying the membership fee of $5 is not
It
we must conform to the require- ; the only obligation and duty you owe.
the American Red Cross Head- is incumbent on you as well to attend the
association’s meetings whenever possible
-I' ITS
and lend to its efforts the assistance
Louise Hazeltine.
which the workings of your mind may
.11 Waldo Co. Chapter A. R. C.
bring.
Respectfully Yours,
instructors chosen by the
Their names are listed in the

f t he

Is

V

Wilson Ellis,
Orrin J. Dickey,
Norman T. Read,
E. S. PITCHER,
Lynwood B. Thompson.

lias been received from Boston

long delayed shipment of socks
formending has started and
‘ii
be ready to be given out.

ver
■

Membership Committee.

asked to collect discarded
and pieces of leather suitable

are
■

os

v

WEDDING BELLS.

These are shipped to
king vests.
for cleansing before being sent

The marriage of
MacIlroy-Speede.
DeLanee Eugene Macliroy and Miss Virginia Dare Speede took place at the

Materials and patterns for making
sts may be had on application to
retary.

bride’s home

on

High street, last Saturday

Sls,<'r.

Mrs. W. E. Prescott.

nrter

and

k‘d

C. S. Adams

on

I ina

Elizabeth

Coyt Ingraham of Knox
one day last week.

widow of the late Isaac

Seekins, died at
ville, Jan. 15th, aged
B.

her home in Swan-

80 years, 6 months
and 3 days. She was born in Searsport,
the daughter of the late Josiah and Abi-

Davis,

who was operated on last
""k at the Waldo
County Hospital for

“Ptendicitis,

M.,

is doing well,

The Garfield

Fuel

Order.

PERSONAL.

_

as

has been the mark of his home com-

follows:

Charles H.

Under

Master, Luther A. Hammons;

appear,

Allen; junior steward, Harry
McKinnon; tyler, Alvin Blodgett. This is
Mr. Blodgett’s 20th consecutive year as
tyler and Mr. Johnson’s 27th as secretary. The retiring master, Lynwood B.
Thompson, was presented with the Timothy Chase jewel, which he will wear for
Past master Henry B. Lord
one year.
will be presented with a past master’s
jewel at the next regular meeting. Mr.

public parade without Mr. Stinson as
marshal of the day.
His last appearance
He
was in the Liberty Loan parade.
a

married Miss Clara J. Welch of this city
who survives him with their only child,
One sister, Mrs. Nellie G.
Maude H.
Davis of East Belfast, also survives and
is the last of the family. Mr. Stinson’s

congenial and he will
be missed and mourned by a large circle
of friends who held him in high esteem.
The funeral took place at his late home,
Sunday at 1 p. m., Rev. Wm. Vaughan of
the Trinity Reformed Church officiating.
Delegates from Thomas H. Marshall Post
G. A. R. and of all of its allied bodies
most

Blair

R.

was

and serious illness.
Samuel H. Lord left recently for Boston, where he has a clerical position in
the superintending engineer’s office in
; connection with the Eastern Steamship
lines.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Wells of Auburn
arrived Saturday to visit Mrs. B. F. Wells
and Mrs. F. G. Spinney. Mr. Welts returned home Monday, but his wife will
remain for

to Lynn, Mass., last Saturday to resume,
her teaching in the High school.
William L. Cook returned to

Horace E.

passed

were

Miss

isaDei

m.

and it

was

ex-

men

who

;

Mrs. Annie P. Brown, Mrs. Henry W
Collins and daughter Doris Annie returned
Tuesday from Portland where they were

guests since Saturday of Mrs. Henry W.
Straw. They were joined by Mr. Collins
who is

with the drafted

men

at Fort

McKinley.
Albert W. Stevens, Belfast High school
1903, and University of Maine, 1908, who
has since been engaged in electrical and
mining engineering in Alaska and vicinity, recently enlisted in the aviation corps
and has been assigned to the officers’
training camp at San Antonio, Texas.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter J. ClilTord were in
N. H., the past week as

Portsmouth,

guests of their son Ralph who has been
stationed at the Portsmouth Navy Yard
for several weeks. Later they were in
Boston several days the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Fred E-. Smyth of this city who are
spending the winter in Boston.
Mrs. Roscoe Arey who has been for
months in the Maine Genera!

several

Hospital, Portland, where she was operon by Dr. If. H. Brock, returned to
her home in this city last week. She was
accompanied by her husband who has
ated

been in Portland
She is

tion.

home and

a

withjher since

now

the operaable to be about her

permanent recovery is

as-

sured.
Mrs.

Mr. ana

Hilaries

rsicKlord re-

turned Friday night from a visit at the
University of Maine, Orono. Mr. Bickford, U. of M., ’82, was one of the speakers

at the memorial services at the Uni-

versity for Ralph K. Jones, librarian anci
Prof. Andrew P. Raggio, late head of the
department of romance languages. He
also attended the meeting of the board of
trustees.

Captain George P. Fletcher of Northport, formerly of Belfast, has recently
returned from France, where he has been
for the past three months.
He sailed
from New York in the schooner HarbinOn the arrival of
ger, loaded with oil.

A letter has

and will become members of the ComThree may pass as soon as some
minor teeth defects are remedied and 23

pany.

Within

a

of physical
to pass felt

I

those most
of the

new

short time some officers will

expected that there will be a list for ex;
amination with little loss of time for the
I
next drive. There will be some rallies
I
and interesting speakersand there is little :
doubt about the early organization of this j
Dr, Carl H. Stevens of this ;

company.

|
city will be the local examining physician
a regular army

in the future and while
man may

|

come

here to assist him he has

already received a commission from the
office of the Adjutant General and is now
a First Lieutenant.
During the stay of
Major Bradbury in this city, Lieut. Stevens assisted in the examinations which
were conducted at the City Building.

Shaw, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Shaw, sailed Jan. 23rd from
Peking, China, called by the illness of his
Richard E.

Walter C.

|

father.

Vt., during the Uoctor’s absence.

I

| They

Miss Jennie M. Mtllef, who spent

t;.e Kilgores,
accompanied them to Medford Hillside, Mass..

where she will visit relatives.

:

At

Colonial, Friday

“The Little Princess.”
Greatereven th t her ch irucL'ri/. ii'.ons
in “Rebecca of Sunnybrook Farm”’and
“A Pool Little Rich Girl,” is N1,r\ Pickford’s newest portrayal of the
u.rl
who is both rich and poor in The Little
Princess,” by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Sara

Crewe,

Miss

Piekford’s newest,

portrayal, is a girl of just about t!u* same
age as Rebecca, and those whose hearts,
were captivated by Mary’s performance
in that familiar Story, will enjoy, more
than ever, her presentation of “The Little Princess.” Sara is a girl of twelve
v\ho has been reared in the romantic city
of Bombay, India, and is taken by her
father, Captain Crewe, to an English
boarding school. With the news of the
death of Captain Crewe and the loss of
his fortune, Sara is relegated to the menial position of a common slavey in the
fashionable girls’ school. The adventures of Mary Pickford as the scullery
maid, her lonely position, hunger and
craving for the sympathetic companionship are all remindful of the adventures

manner

Belfast Ccmmandery, United Order of
the Golden Cioss, will publicly install
their officers lor the ensuing year this,
Thursday, evening under the direction of
Grand Commander Herbert McKenney of
W oodfords. Other grand officers are also
expected to be present. Supper will be
served at 6 p. m., and theie will be an
entertainment after the^installation.

entertained at dinner .Ian. Kith

the winter with

The regular meeting of
Riverside
Grange was held Jan. 10th, when the
following oflicers were installed by Edward Evans, assisted by Mrs. Evans and
M. O. Wilson: Lester Wilson, master;
Herbert Stevens, overseer; Cora Wilson,
lecturer; John Blown, steward; Rafe
Blood, assistant steward; Edith Wilson,
treasurer;
chaplain; John Hartshorn,
Jamieson Wentworth, secretary; John
Boynton, gate keeper; Ella Brown, Ceres;
Mauny Hood, Pomona; Bertha Hartshorn,
F'lora; Lucy Blood, lady assistant steward; Mary Stevens, chorister. Much
credit is due Mr. Evans for the pleasing
in which he installed the officers.
baked bean and pastry supper was
served, to which all present did justice.

were

by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury, Jan,
| 17th by Ur. and Mrs. Eugene I). Tapley,
1
and Friday by Mr. and Mrs. J. \V. Blais-

that meeting.

A

They

have stored their household goads in this
city as they plan to return here later.

ter, A. B. Smalley; Overseer, RoyShoies;
Lecturer, Mrs. Dora Bridges; Steward,
Sumner Bridges; Asst. Steward, Elijah
Ritchie; Chaplain, Mrs. Elmira McKeen;
Treasurer, J. Earl Braley; Secretary, L.
A. Cochran; Uate-weeper, James Wallace;
Ceres, Mrs. Belle Cates; Pomona, Mrs.
Melissa Slides; Flora, Miss Louise Lynn;
A.
L.
Steward, Mrs. Lura Ritchie.
officer; were all
These
unanimouslyelected and will be installed at the regular
meeting Monday evening, February 4th.
All members are requested to be present
at

be sent to this city from Portland and
other places to begin recruiting and it is

Cassie M.

who will live with her parents, Ur. and
Mrs. George E Morgan oi' Burlington,

dell.

who had signed up, that the list
were examined was the largest.
In the number of 51 men who were examined,25 passed all tests for examination

1

GRANGES.

The regular meeting of Seaside Grange
was held Monday evening, Jan. 21, when
the officers for 1918 were elected. Mas-

here who

omaney

worth; Ada, Mrs. Eva Nye; Ruth, Miss
Banks; Esther, Mrs. Esther
Hartshorn; Martha, Mrs. Mildred C. Neal;
Electa, Mrs. Maude S. Bramhall; chaplain, Mrs. Abbie F. Cook; warder, Miss
Bertha Whitten; sentinel, Z. D. Hartshorn; organist, Mrs.Isabel C. Howes. Miss
Simmons in behalf of the Chapter presented Mrs.DellieH. Brown with a P. W.
Commandery, United Order of the Golden M. jewel and Mrs. Doak with a picture,
Cross, and served as their herald the past Beatrice D’Este. In behalf of the retiryear. He was an exemplary young man
ing officers she presented Mrs. Brown
and highly esteemed by all who knew
with a half dozen sterling teaspoons and
him.' His marriage was to have taken
Mr. Brown with a cigar case. Mrs. Essie
place with Miss Ada F. Harvey in No- P.
Carle, Mrs. Isabel M. Howes, Miss Alvember 1917, but was given up 'bn acberta Wadsworth and Marion E. Brown
count of his prolonged illness. He had
were made a committee to arrange the
been a great sufferer with the Hodgkinprogram for the coming year.Owingtothe
son disease for which he had received
ice conditions Miss Nellie G. Coombs of

South Windham.

NEWS OF THE

the

men

served at

Mrs. Adelbert Millett; associate conductress, Mrs. Kitty Small; treasurer, Mrs. Ida
F.Bray; secretary, Miss Alberta M.Wads-

j

way to

better than fifty per cent
about the standard on the

Bertha A. Wiley, P. W. M., as marshal ; were not passed by reason
installed the following officers: Worthy unlitness. Many who failed
matron, Miss Alice E. Simmons; worthy very sorry and were among
patron, V. A. Simmons; associate mat- ; anxious to become members
ron, Mrs. Essie P. Carle; conductress, : company.

and Charles Young. The remains
placed in the receiving tomb at

Mon-

He stated
that in all the examinations that he had
made, that out of the total number of

Mrs. Abbie C.
in charge of the waiters.
Doak, P. W, M., assisted by Mrs. Lulu C.
Hills, P. W. M., as chaplain and Miss

Joel Pres-

on

examination of volunteers.

6.30 under the direction of Mrs. Marion

were present.
There was an abundance
of beautiful flowers from relatives and
friends. The bearers were from A. E.

enlisted in the army

one

aminations and the number of

Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., held their
annual installation last Friday evening.
A Hoover supper consisting of fish chow-

£. Brown w:tn

Billings,

Mont, after spending a few weeks-with
his family at their home on Cedar street.
He was accompanied to Northfield, Mass.,
by his daughter Delia who is a student at
the Northfield Seminary.

Direction of Officers from

called in the next examination.
Major Bradbury stated that

in the city.

was

longer visit.

a

Miss Marjorie Shaw, who has been
the guest several weeks of her
parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Shaw, returned

day of last week, one was out of the also been received from Nova Scotia
city and one entered the employ of the
stating that they had not arrived theie
Maine Central in Waterville the day of
and would probably have difficulty in
examinations. There were but seven in
crossing the line from Maine under the
the number who had signed who failed to
present conditions.
account for themselves and they will be

the guest of Mr. Bramhall while

der, doughnuts and coffee

down town

she was solo and
At a benefit given for the Italian Red the vessel in Franc
Cross, in one of the large parks of Sao Captain F'letc.her took advantage of the
Paulo, Brazil, recently, Mrs. C. Chipman opportunity to look over the war-swept,
Major Bial F. Bradbury of Norway, who Pineo and Miss Katherine C. Quimby territory. He was, for the larger part ot
has been spending the past week in the were among the attending ladies.
A the time al Roeheford, and during his
city in the interest of the Belfast Com- photograph of the American booth has stay visited sections within a few miles
He sailed for home
pany of the Third Maine Regiment, went been received by relatives, showing ail of the first trenches.
to Millinocket Friday where he will ex- the young ladies taking part, looking from Bordeaux and arrived in New York
amine candidates for another company very attractive in their picturesque cos- on New Y ear’s day.
to be formed there. There were sixty- tumes.
Lieut. Harry L. Kilgore, who recenth
two signers of the application in this
Charles T. Littlefield has received a enlisted in the Medical Relict C orps, left
city and of that number 51 presented letter from
parties in Gorham, saying Saturday morning on his way to Camp
themselves for examination and were
that two boys answering the description Greenlief at Fort Oglethrope, Georgia,
examined. One refused to be examined
of his sons had called at the pumping where he was ordered to report Jan. 2Srd.
and of the remaining ten who did not
station at 12 o’clock at night asking the He was accompanied by Mrs. Kilgore

A. Bramhall; secretary, Charles E. Johnchaplain, Walter H. Lyons; marshal,
Eugene L. Cook; organist, Louis J. West;
senior deacon, 7.. D. Hartshorn; junior
deacon, J. P. Sylvester; senior steward,
Basil

was

Portland.

son;

His genial presence will be greatly missed
by his G. A. R. friends. There was never

the

Walden,

Monday the first time since his recent

conducive to obedience if any had the
idea of disregarding the order. Not a

service.

senior warden, J. Earle Braley; junior
v/arden, Frank R. Keene; treasurer, Frank

with entertaining war reminiscences, encouraging remarks or a popular song.

cott

Miss Ella Dyer of Brooklyn, N. Y., has
been in Belfast the past week the guest,
of her aunt, Mrs. H. J. Locke.

where there was doubt concerned

Mr. Howes took the matter up with chair-

Unitarian and Congregational.
United service of the above churches will
be held Sunday morning in the Congre-

The officers of Timothy Chase Lodge,
F. A A. M., were installed last Thursday
afternoon by Rev. Arthur A. Blair of
Livermore Falls, formerly of Belfast, as

He was also a member of the Waldo County Veterans’ Association and was always on their program

Camp, S. of V., Messrs.
Nickerson, Frank O. Whiting,

cases

ing present last Sunday than formerly man Hamlin of the State Committee.
The fine of $5,000 and imprisonment was
were in the combined congregations.

ment.

mast in his honor.

Clark

local fuel commission, James H. Howes,
M. L. Slugg and R L. Cooper.
Several

One gratifying
result of these union services is in the increased attendance, 25 per cent more be-

ship and Sunday school.

It is hoped there will be a large
Jones.
attendance to this enjoyable entertain-

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A R., and
their Hag at Memorial Hall was at half

was

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Waterman have
gone to Portland to visit relatives on their
way south.

Miss Alice r. roor nas recovered rrom
Preaching at the Northport
Baptist Church at 2.30 Sunday afternoon, her recent illness at the home of her
ukiuuuuucu
was
luneiai
1 lie
special topic: “If a man is moral, pays parents, Mr. and Mrs. C O. Poor, and
Peavey home by the old friend and boy- his
bills, is a kind neighbor and affection- left Tuesday to resume her special course
hood schoolmate of the deceased, Frankate father and husband, can’t his good- in salesmanship at Simmons’ College,
lin F. Phillips, along lines of great simness
save his soul?”
Miss Florence Boston.
plicity, as ordered long before the demise.
Chaples organist of the First Baptist
The Travellers Club will meet Tuesday,
The interment was in the family lot in
church will accompany the Misses Edna January 29th, with Miss Annie V. Field,
the Kingdom cemetery.
Hopkins and Bertha Hayes in musical when the following program will be
numbers.
given: Roll-call, Chinese Proverbs; paper,
SECRET SOCIETIES.
A Day in China’s Capital, Miss Mabel
The Third Maine Regiment.
Mathews; reading, The Ming Tomes,
Waldo Lodge, I. O. O. F., will meet
Mrs. Charles Craig; reading, Sundry
tomorrow, Friday, evening when an Ediis Planned for More Recruits Superstitions, Mrs. E. J. Morison.
given by Fred D. A New Drive
son concert will be

after discharged. He was one of the
younger and most loyal members of

home life

The Garfield Fuel Order was complied
with in Belfast under the direction of the

TBe Unitarian Church will be closed
next Sunday, that church uniting with
the Congregationalists in morning wor-

single whistle was heard from Thursday
night until Wednesday morning as the
gational Church at 10.45. The service
plants using steam were shut down. The
will be conducted by the Rev. Arthur E.
Leonard & Barrows shoe factory employJan 23rd, in the Waldo
Rev. Walter T. Hawthe
Hospital,
and
Wilson
County
ing about 400 hands, the Mathews Mill
suffersince
where she had been
Sunday
thorne will preach. The music will be
about 60 were effected the most seriousing with pneumonia, the result of a fall led by the united choirs of both churches
ly. The Coe-Mortimer Co. with 50 hands
on the ice near her home at 108 High
E.
S.
Pitcher.
under the direction of Mr.
were idle Friday and
Monday; Piercestreet. She was crossing the street to We shall be glad te welcome you to this
with 50, Thompson & Co., with
Billings
call on a neighbor when she fell and in- service. The united schools will meet at
the same, Miles S. Jellison with 65, Eljured her chest. She was born in Belfast noon. Tonight the mid-week service of mer E. Hall and Mrs. Belle L. Cates all
September 23, 1849, the daughter of the the Congregational Church will ,be held in the same line while
using electric
late Harrison and Julia (Childs) Hayford. at the home of Mrs. Hartson Pitcher on
power exclusively, closed Monday, but all
the
on
was
Her early life
Hayford Church street.
spent
lost more or less time until they were
farm on the Belmont road and later atThe People’s Methodist Church, Rev. sure of their rights granted by the use
had
an
unShe
schools.
the
city
tending
Chas. W. Martin,pastor. Parsonage 7 Court of water power. The Mathews Mill is
usually bright mind and a retentive memstreet. Tel. 213-11. Sunday at 10.45 a. m. operated by part electric power but used
ory and was a well informed general
preaching: “Wayside Brooks for Thirsty enough steam to come under the closing
reader. February 20,1873,she marriedRichMen.” Sunday school at 12 m. Classes order.
ard H. Moody, proprietor for many years
All tne stores noi carrying provisions
all. All welcome. Sunday evening
for
of the drug store at the corner of Main
at 7.30, preaching: “Camouflage.” Prayer were closed all day Monday and there
of
her
much
She
streets.
spent
and High
meetihg this, Thursday, evening at 7.30, was a general shut down during the aftertime at the store, thus making a large
subject: “Forgiveness.” We have been1 noon.
circle of friends and acquaintances. In
Considering the confusion generally
the vestry for several weeks for all
were
promi- using
their early married life they
our services in order to conserve fuel and noted Belfast did her part very willingnent in Belfast social circles, and were
have found it extremely convenient, ly and all were anxious to know what
attendants at the Unitarian Church. Both
and cosy; making our ser- was required ot them without asking the
comfortable
were unusually fond of flowers and their
Many, including
vices home-like and friendly in their at- reason for the order.
garden at their home, No. 3 Court street,
is cordially invit- The Journal, feel grateful to Chairman
Everybody
mosphere.
rare
and
beautiful
always contained many
ed. Strangers in town especially welcome Howes for devoting so much of his time
specimens. Mr. Moody died January 31,
and thought to the matter.
at all times at the People’s Church.
1913; the home was sold and Mrs. Moody
The Booth Fisheries Co. who have
has
since
whereshe
moved to High street,
First Baptist Church, Rev. J. Wilbor
about 200 tons of bituminous coal at their
resided. One brother, Loretto Hayford Richardson, minister; residence No. 1
local plant offered to distribute it through
This
of Belfast, survives. The funeral will be Northport ave., telephone 212-3.
their local superintendent, Mr. McFaul if
held at the Coombs’ undertaking parlor church extends a cordial welcome to'
it was absolutely necessary for fuel.
at 3 p. m. today, Thursday. Rev. Arthur those without a church home to worship
The Colonial Theatre comes under a
will
Church
Unitarian
with them. The sittings are free both
E. Wilson of the
special provision and for the ten weeks
officiate.
morning and evening. Sunday morning in
question will remain open Mondays to
services at 10.45. Minister’s
preaching
give an opportunity for those having a
The death of Augustus H. Bagley of
topic: “Shepherded by Jehovah,” an Ex- holiday to attend the moving pictures.
South Montville occurred at the home of
position sermon on the wonderful Twenty- The Colonial will close Tuesdays for ten
13th.
Jan.
C.
his nephew, J.
Peavey,
At 12.00 m., the Bible
Third Psalm.
weeks.
He was 70 years old, a native and chiefly
Classes for
school begins in the vestry.
a life-long resident of the place, and the
THE NEWS OF BEL'AST.
all ages. A cordial welcome fcr visitors.
last of the family of Henry and Eliza
At 6.30, Young People's meeting in the
Bagley. He had been ailing for two or
vestry. All young people cordially invited
We understand that Capt. B. F. Colmore years, and the end came suddenly.
to a splendid service. Sunday evening cord is to be a candidate for the legisHe was a man of strong marks, vivacious
preaching service at 7.30, minister’s topic, lature in the Searsport class.
manner, tireless industry, skilled work- “How—When—Whom to
Marry”—a speThe Daughters of Pocahontas will hold
manship, prudence, honesty, temperance. cial sermon by request for susceptible
their meetings Friday evenings instead
He had views of his own on public quesThis evening (Thursyoung people.
tions, and never hesitated to express day! at 7.30 the weekly prayer meet- of Tuesday until further notice.
them. Though never married, he had
Mrs. Colby A. RacklifTe has returned
ing. These services are open to the
keen sympathies and warm friendships.
from Stillwater where she was called by
is
extendinvitation
and
a
cordial
public
From boyhood to old age, his devotion
of her mother, Mrs. George W.
ed.
Rehearsal of the young people for the illness
who is improving.
to the ideals of a simple, sturdy life, such
the coming play will be held after this Lewis,

| gail (Clark) West. Her married life was
k number from this
place visited Me- spent in Swanville. One son, Frank
'iiac Valley Grange last Saturday night Seekins of
Swanville, survives. The
“(vitation. A clam stew was served funeral was held at her late home, Friday
"'“I good time
reported. C. S. Adams j at I p. m., Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of radium |jtreatment .ati^the |,Huntington
Islesboro, the deputy granusmairon,,waB
‘“stalled the officers.
the Belfast Baptist Church^officiating.
Memorial iiand.^Massachusetts General unable|to|be present.

|

CHURCHES.

THE

munity, has been constant.

Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson of were
meeting of the executive com- afternoon,
church officiating, using the Grove Cemetery, where the interment
the
Baptist
E.
Mathews
Monday Miss Maude
service.
They were unattend- will be made in the spring.
ring
single
ale chairman of the Junior Merawere present.
Committee.
A vote of thanks ed and only the family
William Earle Phillips died at his home
home in
for
their
left
They
Monday
(ended the Christmas membership
with Mr. and Mrs. Loren Small, No. 5
has
where
the
employgroom
ommittee and to Mrs. Mrs. E. P. Houlton,
Lumber Com- Peirce street, Jan. 18th, aged 23 years, 1
ment with the Summit
and Mr. Selwyn Thompson for
He was the foster
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. month and 11 days.
pany.
favors received.
Howard DeLanee Macliroy of Houlton. son of the late Elijah and Mrs. Elizabeth
sOl/(H MON ViLLE.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Julia P. JJhillips. One sister survives, Mrs.
Speede who moved here from Davidson, Elizabeth M. French of Derby, Conn.
Mrs. Chas. B. Dickey has gone to
Maine, about three months ago. She has For several years he was employed in the
* ((land on business.
of Leonard & Barrows’ shoe
i been employed in the Leonard & Bar- stock room
1
factory. He was a member of Belfast
Hoggs of Rockland is visiting his rows’ shoe factory.
ic
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The Ked Cross....Belfast Board Is Making Membership Drive to Raise Funds
Mrs. Flora A. Gay, who passed away
of Trade.Wedding Bells.
for New Industries.
at her home in Center Montville, January
iibituary....Secret Societies.
The Churches.The Third
10, 1918, was born in Morrill, January
The following letter has been issued by
Maine Regiment.The Gar19, 1845, the daughter of Robert and
field Fuel Order....Personal.
the Membership Committee of the BelHannah Randel Cushman. Of a family of
Editorials.Potatoes Grown fast Board of Trade to the residents of six, only one survives, Thomas Cushman
With and Without Potash.
the city and others interested in a movein marriage
Potatoes.North Waldo Po- ment which is intended to raise funds of Morrill. She was united
of
with Mr. Elijah Gay, October 24, 1869, at
Grange.Meeting
mona
of
that may be applied to the securing
Local Boards of Health.
South
Montville, by Rev. Ebenezer The remains were placed in the tomb at
Belfast.
County Correspondence.... Vital new industries and advertising
Knowlton and they lived a long and happy Grove Cemetery and the interment will
Statistics for Searsport....Wo- The letter follows:
life together, almost to their golden wed- be in the South Belfast Cemetery.
men Demanding Better Maof a Letter Mailed to Members of the ding. Six children were born to them,
terials....Transfers in Real Es- Copy
Belfast Board of Trade.
Marian Elizabeth Moody died at 1 a. m.
four sons and two daughters. The loss of
tate.

;

1918.

of Oliver Twist.
This subject has met with wide success
both on the stage and in book form and
that it proves an ideal vehicle for “Our
Mary” is readily appreciated. Staged by
Marshall Neilan, who produced with such
remarkable effect “Rebecca of Sunny! brook Farm” and disclosing an excep| tional supporting cast, “The Little Princess” will undoubtedly go down as the
greatest of^all] Mary Pickford presentsj tions.

1
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ward swing, they would go to
er

a

point than conditions actually justified.

That is always the case.

STATE OF MAINE.

high-

When abnor-

mal conditions bring on a panic, prices
downward and reach a low point
shoot
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY
not justified by actual conditions. When
The Republican Journal Pub. Co. scarcity exists, possessors of goods ask
When a suran unconscionable price.
is on hand, purchasers buy at an
plus
Editor.
BROWN,
I.
A.
Many a farmer
unconscionable price.
For one square, one has sold his grain, butter, eggs, livestock
TERMS.

BOUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
Supreme Judicial court,
In Equity.

Catarrh of Stomach
Did Not Know It
Mrs. Selena Tanner, Athens, Ohio,
writes: “I cannot find wordt to exkind adpress my thanks for your
vice. I never once thought I had catarrh of the stomach. I commenced
taking Peruna, as you directed. My
stomach continued to hurt., me for
about two weeks after I began the
medicine, and then it stopped. I now
have a good appetite, while before
I was nearly starved.”
Those who object to liquid medicines can procure Peruna Tablets.

The Sprague & Pendleton Co., Inc.
vs.

George H. Wilbur and Lester C. Wilbur
Co Partners ard Islesboro Inn Company.

Nearly

STATE OF MAINE

STATE OF MAINE
county of waldo. ss.
Supreme Judicial Court,
In Equity.

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS
Supreme Judicial Court
In Equity
Albion P. Goodhue

Mathews Brothers

t

vs.

vs.

George H. Wi bur and Lester C. Wilbu*
George H. Wilbur and 1.ester C. Wilbur,
Co-Partners, and Islesboro Inn Company
Co-Partners and islesboro Inn Company.
On the above entitled bill in « quity, br<>ut,
On the above entitled bill in « quity, brought
to enfoice a lien claim upon the buikj
to enfuice a lien claim upon the building known
known as the Islesboro Inn ai.d lot of land
as the Islesboro Inn and lot of land on which
which it stands, siturted in Islesboro in
it stands, situated in Islesboro, in said County
of Waldo, desciibed in said t ill, w
County
bill
is
wnich
of Waldo, described in said bill,
bill is dated November 6, 1917, and hied n*.,
dated September 14. A D. 1917, and filed in said
court
November
7, 1917, and duly served
Court September 17. 1917. and duly served on
ili,,
said Cieorge H. Wilbur and Lester C.
said George H Wuburand Lester C, Wilbur, to
to which bill by leave of court State Str*.,
which bill b% leave of court State Street Trust
located
at
lrust
a
Company corporation
b„
Company, a corporation located in Boelon, in ton in the State of Massachusetts,
alieg
the State of Massachusetts, alleged mortgagee
mortgagee of said real es>tate, has since
of said real estate, has since been made a
made a party defendant( of which real estn:
party defendant, of which real estate said said Islesboro Inn Company is the alie^,
Islesboro Company is the alleged owner, or if
ir if not the owner then the own*r

On the above entitled bill in equity,
brought to enforce a lien claim upon the
building known as the Islesboro Inn and
ADVERTISING
lot of land bn which it stands, situated
one week
for
cents
25
of
column.
proinch length in
and vegetables at less than cost,
in Islesboro in said county of Waldo, desinsertion.
each
for
cents
subsequent
25
and
cribed in said bill, which bill is dated
00 a
duction.
Nobody condemned the conSUBSCRIPrilN Terms In advance. $2
October 5, A. D. 1917, and filed in said
50 cents for three sumers as criminals for thus taking the
year; $1.00 frr six months;
court October 8, 1917, and duly served on
months,
farmer’s product at a price that meant j
said George H. Wilbur and Lester C.Wilhim and his fami- ]
for
want
and
poverty
bur, to which bill by leave of court State
Street Trust Company a corporation loly. Men who have a surplus of goods
cated at Boston in the State of Massaowner,
not the owner then the owner is to the plainmust sell at the price they can get. In
to the plaintiff unknown, it is ordered:
chusetts, alleged mortgagee of said real tiff unknown; it is ordered:
the
have
who
those
That notice of the pendency of said bi
case of scarcity,
of
bill
be
said
Potatoes Grown With and With- North Waldo Pomona Grange. estate, has since been made a party deThat notice of the pendency
name
given to said Islesboro Inn Company and ;
goods have always been able to
fendant, of which real estate said Isles- given to said Islesboro Inn Company and to said
State Street Trust Company and to
Potash.
out
boro Inn Company is the alleged owner, said ."tate Street Trust Company and to all
the price, within limits. The man who
persons cla ining any interest in said r-t
North Waldo Pomona Grange met with
owner then the owner is to persons claiming any interest in said real esthe
not
if
or
the
insure
or having any interest in said
estate
will
can devise a plan which
building
tate or having any interet t in said building, by
Morning Light Grange, Monroe, Jan. 9, the plaintiff unknown, it is ordered:
by publishing a copy of the abstract of sau
of surplus Summary of Three Tears Trials at Aroosa copy of the abstract of said bill
publishing
said
of
with
the
producer a fair price in times
That notice of
pendency
1918. The meeting was duly opened
took Farm.
to said Islesboro Inn Comand protect the consumer from excessive
Woithy Master F. M. Nickerson presid- bill be given
thereon, attested by the Clerk of Courts of oi saia waiao
county once a wees ior u-#:
down
pany ana 10 saiu oiaic aucci uust vuiu- said Waldo County, once a week for two sue
Nickerprices in case of scarcity, will go
Alberta
Emma
Twombly,
successive weeks in The Republican Journa
ing.
inall
to
claiming
any
and
persons
with
the
pany
cessive weeks, in The Republican Journal, a
of
Foreseeing the possibility that
in history as the greatest economist
printed and published at said bell
son and Susie C. White occupied respec- terest in said real estate or
haying any newspaper printed and published at said Bel- newspaper
fast, the last publication to be fourteen
continuance of the war very little potash
all time.
the vacant stations of Chaplain, interest in said building, by publishing a fast; the last publication to be fourteen days at least before the twelfth day of Februar;!
tively
would be available for use in fertilizers,
abstract of said bill hereunto at least before the twelfth day of February, 1918 in order that the said Isle6btro Inn (
Ceres and Flora. Seven Granges were copy of the
said Islesboro Inn Com“FAR BEHIND.”
with a copy of this order there- 1918, in order that the
the Maine Agricultural Experiment Staattached,
pany, said State Street Trust Company and a®
represented and reported in their usual on attested by the Clerk of Courts of pany, said State Street Trust Company aud all persons interested therein may appear at
interested
tion began in 1915, on an Aroostook Farm,
therein, may appear at the Court House in Belfast in and for said Count®
persons
recommittees
for
two
a
week
once
condition.
The
standing
said Waldo County
Court House in Belfast, in acd for said CounGermany will have nothing to fear series of experiments to ascertain the efof Waldo at ten o'clock in the forenoon of sai.®
forces
ported and G. H. York was called upon successive weeks in the Republican jour- ty of Waldo, at ten o’clock in the forenoon of day, then and there to answer to said bill ar,;
from the United states air fighting
amounts of potash.
at
different
]
and
of
fect
the
a
published
because
said
newspaper
printed
day, then and there to answer to said bill abide the
State nal,
the coming spring
at
the
to
during
the
broader
report
proceedings
is
judgment of said Court thereon.
God
love
of
“For the
3
said Belfast, the last publication to be and abide the judgment of said Court thereon.
And it is further ordered that said Isles!/ r a
American aircraft program is “far be- These have now been carried through
debe
the
said
Islesboro
that
that
Than the measure of man’s mind,
report
And it is further ordered
Grange, but asked
fourteen days at least before the twelfth
Inn Company and said State Street Trust Cum
hind” its schedule, according to Major years. Each year duplicate plots were
and said State Street Trust ComAnd the heart of the Eternal,
3
ferred until later in the day.
day of February, 1918, in order that the Inn Company
pany ana all other persons interested thei
William A. Bishop, winner of a Victoria
all other persons interested therein,
and
below are the
results
The
Is most wonderfully kind.”
pany
given
grown.
Club
The annual election of officers took said Islesboro Inn Company, said State file with the Clerk of said Court for said Coun- file with the Clerk of Baid Court for tav; $
Cross, who addressed the Canadian
of
within
after
of
6
series
infrom
all
plots
Waldo,
thirty days
obtained
County
t-.J
persons
Street Trust Company and
thirty days after the day
in Montreal recently. He is credited averages
place and resulted as follows: Master, terested therein may appear at the Court ty of Waldo, within
day above named for their appearar ce, the;-*
above named for their appearance, their deWHY AND WHY NOT?
with the shooting down of 45 German in 3 years.
demurrer, plea or answer to said bill, if a: 9
O. B. Dow; Overseer, F. Porter Webb; House in Belfast in and for said County murrer,
if
or
answer
to
said
any
they
bill,
plea
aircraft.
A. M. SFEAR,
Five different fertilizer mixtures were
they have,
A, M. SPEAR,
unLecturer, Clara D. York; Steward, D. M. of Waldo at ten o’clock in the forenoon have.
Justice Supreme Judicial Court. ^
The United States Military Academy
Major Bishop characterized as
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
used. In each case the fertilizers conanswer to
to
and
there
has
of
said
then
which
day,
the advertising
Kimball; Asst. Steward, C. C. Clements;
at West Point is maintained at public ex- fortunate”
said bill and abide the judgment of said
States govern- tained 4 per cent of nitrogen (5 per cent
fur- been given the United
STATE OK MAINE.
Chaplain, W. J. Mathews; Treasurer, G. Court thereon.
that
said
He
pense for the purpose of annually
STATE OF MAINE.
one-third
which
of
program.
ment’s aircraft
ammonia) ammonia,
W. Bussey;
OK W A LDO, SS.
Ana it is iuriner oraereu tuai saiu
COUNTY
nishing a hundred, or more or less, men while France would find it impossible was in the form of nitrate of soda, and 8 H. York; Secretary, May
COUNTY OF WALDO, SS.
Gate Keeper, J. W. Jewett; Pomona, Islesboro Inn Company and said State
Supreme Judicial Con
for intelligent and effective service in further to enlarge her airplane lighting
Supreme judicial Court,
The
In Equity.
Street Trust Company and all other perhalf year, Ger- per cent available phosphoric acid.
coming
Jennie
the
Maude
W.
miliWebb;
forces
during
Ceres,
In Equity.
Dow;
else
expert
the army or wherever
the
Clerk
with
tile
uuc
wu
a.
sons interested therein,
Albion P. Goodhue
America’s intentions, potasn vanea as lonu.
Eliza Matthews; pianist, Alice of
The young many', knowing
Brothers
is
needed.
Mathews
Flora,
of
said
knowledge
for
—
Court
vs.
said
County
Waldo,
tary
has greatly expanaeu uci uyms
each series there was no potash. The
Nickerson.
must be
vs.
within thirty days after the day above
in air warGeorge H, Wilbur ana Lester C. Wilbur.
men admitted to the Academy
an effort to gain supremacy
next plot also had no potash but common
Partners and Islesboro Inn Company.
Recess was declared at this time and named for their appearance, their dehe
during
declared,
Wilbur and Lester C. W ilbur,CoH.
George
physically and mentally auie cu uu um j fare. Consequently,
This is a bill in equity brought by Albi< n t J
said bill, if any
was applied at the rate of 300 pounds
all marched to the dining hall where murrer, plea or answer to
next few months Great Britain will salt
inn
and
Islesboro
Partners
Company.
class work in the course of study and the
Goodhue of Belfast in the County of W aid, J
A. M. SPEAR,
wheththey have.
have “to face the most terrible time she per acre. The salt was used to see
were
and State of Maine, to enforce a lien cla: i
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.
This is a bill in equity brought by Mathews
practice. Four years are required to has yet faced and especially from the er this would aid in freeing potash al- members of Morning Light Grange
upon a building known as the Islesboro !
Brothers, a corporation located in Belfast, in and
prepared to serve a bountiful Grange
complete the course, the discipline is point of view of war in the air. Amerithe lot of land on which 11 stands, situa M
not in available form.
satd County, to enforce a lien claim upon a
STATE OF MAINE.
Alliedair- ready in the soil
maintaining
dinner.
in
can
in
Islesboro in said County, owned by -« |
assistance
ot
absence
ca’s
leave
one
strict and only
'’
known as the Islesboro Inn and the
i
3
building
remaining
plots
the
for
fertilizer
ss:
by The
Islesboro Inn Company, a corporation hf«\
i
supremacy “may be felt
lot of land on which it stands, situated in
Grange was re-assembled at an early County of Waldo,
5
be had in the four years. So compre- lighting
of business at said It
months. contained respectively 2 per cent, 5 per
summer but during the spring
Supreme Judicial Court. Islesboro, in said County, owned by said I»ies- its principal place
the visithour
and
Helen
greeted
or it not so owned then the owner
Cooper
boro,
States
hensive and intensive is the study that
United
boro Inn Company, a corporation having its
Major Bishop said, “the
cent and 8 per cent potash. In each case
In
Equity.
the plaintiff unknown,
of
principal place of business at said Islesboro,
only about one-half of the number ad- will not be a factor for the Germans to the fertilizer was applied in the planter at ors in fraternal and patriotic words
The plaintiff claims a lien for labor hi,.;
The Sprague & Pendleton Co., Inc.
or if not so owned then the owner is to the
welcome. The Worthy Master of Pothe academic reckon wiih in the air.”
materials furnished and used in erecting,
mitted are graduated.
unknown.
at the rate of 1,500
the
time
of
planting,
plaintiff
v-'.
We
have
and repairing said Isles:
mona was called upon to respond and he
The above is probably true.
The plaintiff claims a lien for labor and ma- structing, altering
work begins Sept. 1st and ends June 4th.
The plots were about
Inn by virtue of a contract with said Georgacre.
boasting about airship pounds per
voiced the sentiments of the Grange in George H. V\ ilbur and Lester C. Wilbur, terials furnished and used in erecting, con- Wilbur and Lester
The rest of the year is occupied in the not noticed any
C,
Wilbur,co-parlners ui
each
of
area
The
one-half acre each.
structing, altering and repairing said Isles- the firm name of Georue ii. Wilbur & Son,
Co-Partners, and Islesboro Inn Company.
construction in the Weekly War Digest,
fitting words of thanks. H. A. Allan,
boro Inn by virtue of a contract with said
practice of all kinds of military field
measurement
actual
not
the
owners
of
said real estate, arm i; 4
obtained
are
was
The
by
was
This is a bill in equity brought by
plot
the wonderful Liberty motor
agent for rural education was the guest
George H, Wilbur and Lester C. Wilbur, cowork. Among the more important sub- since
based upon
& Pendleton Co., Inc. a corpora- partners ut.der the him name of George H. consent of said Islesboro Inn Company the
Sprague
In Eng- at harvest and the yields are
blue
of
on
the
introduced
at
prints.
the
he
was
this
said owners, of said real estate, the lot
day and
tion located at Islesboro in said County, Wilbu & f>on, who are not the owners of said eged
jects cf study are international, consti- projected
from each plot at time
and in Italy they were the weighed crop
time and gave a most excellent address to enforce a lien claim upon a building real estate, and by consent of said Islesboro which said building stands being situate-:
tutional and military law, military en- land, in France
acre
Dark Harbor in said Islesboro on land conv
per
The
yields
average
real
ot
said
of
digging.
alleged owners
motors which were in every way
relating to the rural schools of Maine. known as the Islesboro Inn and the lot of Inn Company, the
e<l by Samuel Dixon to said Islesboro Inn (
gineering, the art and science of war and building
for the 3 years are given in the table in His remarks
situated in Isles- estate, the lot on which said buildiDg stands, pany by deed dated October 31, 1916, recur :
were of
to the work for which they were
vital interest to land on which it stands,
at Dark Harbor, in said lslessituated
being
ordnance and gunnery, it is safe to say adapted
in Waldo Registr) of Deeds, Book 329, P.^boro in said County, owned by said Isleshundred weights. The Federal Food Adboro, on land conveyed by Samuel Dixon to
A model of any of these could
every person who has the welfare of the boro Inn
that a mail wno" graduates from West made.
Company, a corporation having said Islesboro Inn Company by deed dated 415, said lot being the first j arcel describe
ministration has fixed the hundreddeed being all of the parcel of n.
of
them
said
hundreds
and
children
of
our
State
at
obtained
said
Islesand
many its principal place of business at
heart,
October 31, 1916, recorded in Waldo Registry
Point anywhere near the head of his have been
marked E on plan uf ground appertaining
weight as the commercial unit for pota- reforms which he
should be boro, or if not so owned then the owner is of Deeds, Book 329, Page 415, said lot being the Islesboro Inn, Dark Harbor. Isiesb
this time, but Uncle Sam said
suggested
made
by
defined
well
some
knowledge
has
class,
the first parcel described in said deed and betoes. For comparison it may be rememto the plaintiff unknown.
looked after by the officials.
Maine, on fi!e in the Registry of Deeds
The total annual j “no, I’ll whittle one out with my jackof military affairs.
The plaintiff claims a lien for labor and ing all of the parcel of land marked E on plan Waldo County and being more particula |
bered that 100 barrels are the equivalent
Mr.
Allan was followed by N. S. Dona- materials furnished and used in
of grounds appertaining to the Islesboro Inn,
aB follows, to wit: Beginning at
cost of educating these young men aver- knife.”
described
erecting,
the
of 165 hundredweight and 100 bushels
Harbor, Islesboro, Maine, on file in the stone bound set at the corner of the t
hue, county agent, who spoke briefly constructing, altering and repairing said Dark
of Deeds of Waldo County and being
ages about $1,300,000. The cost of mainRegistry
of
hundredweight.
60
road near the driveway or avenue to the Isiequivalent
virtue of a contract with
WOOD’S W ARNING.
Islesboro Inn
described as followe, to wit:
upon his work for this year and upon
(the said George H.byWilbur and Lester C. Wil- more particularly
taining our entire war department a\erboro Inn; then north fifty-one degrees f
Table showing yields obtained on difBeginning at a stone bound set at the corner minutes east, five hundred and two feet t
of the Boy’s and Girls’ clubs.
importance
to
the
for
five
prior
war,
$95,years
aged
bur co-partners under the firm name of of the town road near the driveway or avenne
General Leonard Wood once gave some ferent plots with and without potash. All
A short recess was taken and prepara- George H. Wilbur & Son, who are not to the Islesboro Inn; thence north fifty-one point marked by a bolt ani marked “B"
000,000 annually. The United States also sound advice in answer to a woman’s
said plan; thence by irregular curved lines nfive hundred and
plots had ample nitrogen and phosphoric tions made for installation
after which the owners of said real estate, and by degrees forty minutes east,
indicated on said plan, first easterly cross-; ^
maintains a Naval Academy at Annatwo feet to a point marked by a bolt and
“How can 1 Help.” The sug- acid.
Average results for the 3 years the
Inn
inquiry,
of
said
Islesboro
consent
Company
the path leading from Islesboro Inn to
newly elected officers were installed
marked “B” on said plan; thence by irregular Dike or Dam at Dark Harbo ; thence south
polis where the attendance and cost of
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the
the
bereal
Each
plots
of
said
and
!7.
more
the
owners
the
estate,
1915-16
year
all
weight
alleged
gestions carry
by the retiring Master, F. M. Nickerson lot on which said building stands being curved lines as indicated on said plan, first ly to a point near the northwesterly side
maintenance is about the same as in the
in two series and the figures are the avercause they are the same that he ha., been
easterly crossing the path leading from Islts- the roadway and leading to the wharf on 1
assisted by Velzora Nickerson and Al- situated at Dark Harbor in said Islesboro horo
Inn to.the Dike or dam at Dark Harbor;
Military Academy. The teaching is both
treatment.
for
each
re6
because
from
and
Penobscot Bay opposite to the point mark
plots
for
ages
many
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making
on land conveyed
berta Nickerson.
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in
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his
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pre- Weights
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deed dated westerly side of the roadway and leading to
cent events have demonstrated
said
Islesborolnn
by
Company
At
the
conclusion
of
this ceremony,
westerly along said roadway to ils intersecof the Navy department before the war !
October 31, 1916, recorded in Waldo the wharf on East Penobscot Bay opposite to tion with the town road; thence curving wesHe said, among other things; new Federal unit for potatoes.
vision.
Worthy Master Dow appointed the stand- Registry of Deeds Book 329, Page 415, the point marked “sewer pipe” on said plan;
Thus it may be
was about $125,000,000.
and northwesterly along said last m<:
“If you love your husband and brothers, Amount of Potash
Average yield
along said roadway to its terly
tioned road to said stone bound a. d p ac
ing committees for the year and the said lot being the first parcel described in thence southwesterly
seen that we have been expending anacre
intersection with the town road; thence curvper
see to it that they are given a sporting
of
containing four and fifty-three
the
beginning,
all
of
said
and
deed
parcel
being
last
meeting was closed with the usual cereCwt.
)
ing westerly and northwesterly along said
nually more than $2,500,000 for the eduland marked E on plan of grounds apper- mentioned road to said stone bound and place hundredths acres
chance; that they are wen trainee, wen
168 monies.
Said plaintiff alleges in said bill that a 1
None
cation of military and naval experts.
taining to the Islesboro Inn, Dark Har- of beginning, containing four and fifty-three ance of eighteen hundred nd seventy-eiy!
led and well prepared in time of peace— No
168
potash, Salt used
The next meeting will be held Feb. bor, Islesboro, Maine, on file in the Regis- one hundredths acres.
Why? In time of peace we spent for the not
and 62-100 dollars is due him as appears
184
hastily trained, to meet men of 2 per cent (30 pounds)
sent,
Said plaintiff corporation alleges in said bill
and being
Exhibit A.
maintenance of our entire war and navy
184 13th with Star of Progress Grange, Jack- try of Deeds of Waldo County
thousand six hundred
a balance of tour
that
other nations whose people are just as 5 per cent (75 pounds'
as fellows, to
The first of said labor and materials w
168 son, with the following program: Open- more particularly described
five dollars and forty five cents
departments an annual sum equal to al8
cent
seventy
pounds'
per
(120
have
who
but
furnished November 23, 1915 and the last
wit:—Beginning at a stone bound set at
peace-loving as you are,
is due it for labor and materials
($4675
45)
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most half the entire assessed value of the
3
ing
in
the
11. 1917.
In
the
6
trials
years
the
music,
gust
near
exercises,
conferring
business,
the corner of the town road
been far wiser, more far-seeing, and are ;
iurnishea as aforesaid, sul ject to an adjustSaid plaintiff, within sixty days after s
State of Maine.
Why? Neither the war
tion of 30 pounds of potash per acre has fifth degree, recess for dinner, call to or- driveway or avenue to the Islesboro Inn; ment of a supplementary account annexed to
batto
husbands
fi
and
sons
their
sending
min- said bill but not appearing in the lien state- August 11, 1917, to wit, October 9, 1917,
nor the navy department is under the
a
in the office of the town clerk of said Is.
significant and constant in- der, music; address of welcome, Bernice thence north fifty-one degrees forty to
tle well equipped and well organized.” yielded
Town Clerk of said Isleathe
with
feet
a
filed
and
two
ment
five
hundred
utes
east,
boro a true statement of the amount due h
control and direction of a graduate of
amounts have not been Chase; response, W. S. Parker; instruan adGeneral Wood’s light has not been “hid- crease. Larger
point marked by a bolt and marked “B” boro hereinafter referred to, showing
sworn to by him, together with a descrip
either of our two great Academies. Why
It is noteworthy that mental music, Olive Hatch; reading, Ab- on said plan; thence by irregular curved ditional ret credid to be deducted from said of said
premises sufficiently accurate to id
den under a bushel” all these years, used at a profit.
six huudred seventythousand
four
of
balance
not? At the present time nobody knows
bie Stevens; paper, Farm loan banks, by lines as indicated on said plan, first easttify them, and the name of the owner so
can be grown on good potato
five dollars and forty-five cents ($46 75.45), as was known to
though he may be obscured for a time by good crops
him, and the same was c
from Isleswhat the annual expenses of the war desoil without the addition of potash and A. L. Blaisdell, president of the local erly crossing the path leading
making a net balance due said plantiff. four
of wh
assignment to a cantonment instead of
boro Inn to the Dike or Dam at Dark thousand four hundred arid ninety-one dollars recorded in said Clerk’s office, all
hut
knows
that
everybody
partment are,
appears by a copy of said lien statement
that 30 pounds of potash was practically branch in Winterport; vocal solo, Pearl
the firing line.
Harbor; thence southerly to a point near and ninety cents.
t ill, and the plaintiff alleges t;
nexed
to
said
the secretary is not a military expert.
Chase; Remarks by N. S. Donahue, the northwesterly side of the roadway
The first of said labor and materials were he has
as effective as larger amounts per acre.
complied with all the requirements
and the last June
CRUSHED ROCK.
He has a salary of $12,000 a year and
law in such case made and provided.
county agent; Question, “Resolved, That and leading to the wharf on East Penob- furnished December 27, 1916,
Chas. D. WOODS, Director.
1917.
28,
marked
to
the
scot
point
opposite
Bay
Tne plaintiff claims a lien on said built
continues in office when expert service is
the government should fix a standard for
Said plaintiff corporation, by Orlando E.
“Sewer pipe” on said plan; hence southand land as aforesaid to secure the afors:.
POTATOES.
needed above all else. Why? If West
Frost, its President, in its hehalf within sixty
all products of the farm and standard
Complaints come from every section
westerly along said roadway to its inter- days after said June 28, 1917. to wit, August 9, sum of eighteen hundred and seventy-eu
Point Academy has not within the last 15 of the country concerning the poor qualprices for the same;” to be opened by section with the town road; thence curv- 1917. filed in the office of the Town Clerk of and 62-100 dollars for labor and materials,
Mr. R. E. Stone of Unity. Me., a farmer
ing westerly and northwesterly along said Islesboro a true statement of the mnuuut gether with interest thereon and costs,
It is unjust to blame the
years graduated a man better fitted than ity of coal.
J. H. McKinley and John Morse.
be sold and
a potato buyer, has been having some
and
said last mentioned road to said stone due it, sworn to by said Orlando E. Frost, to- prays that said property may
Mr Baker to do what needs to be done local dealers. The blame lies with the
proceeds applied to the discharge of said !o
bound and place of beginning, containing gether with a description of said premises claim
correspondence with the Llnited States
issue
to said defei :
and
that
sur
institution
the
the
West
Point,
and
poena
to identify them,
right now,
coal barons. They saw their opportunity
four and fifty-three one hundredths acres. sufficiently accurate
and t!
Children
Food Administration of which in this inof the owner so far as was known to it ant to appear and answer to said bill,
should be changed into a national home : to profiteer and made use of it. They
Said plaintiff corporation alleges in name
ior
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corns anu s*
u may nave juugmeni
or said unanao cj. rrum, »uu me
Mr. E. P. Miller is the spokesman.
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the
nature
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other
relief
as
said bill that a balance of four thousand
and
further
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Why not? At are mining from their poorer coal mines, stance,
all
of
which
k’s
office,
duly recorded in said clei
Said bill being signed **.
Stone’s letters reads in part
nine nunarea ana nny anu 14-iuu uunars
said lieo statement an- case may require.
the head of our navy department is an are selling a cheapened product at an un- One of Mr.
appears by a copy of
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STO
A
Morse
Dunton
&
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and
P, Goouhue”
by
is due it as appears by Exhibit A, less a nexed to said bill, and the plaintiff alleges that
editor from North Carolina. Why? If warranted price and the public is in the as follows:
is sworn to by sa
credit of one thousand dollars for cash it has complied with all the rrquirements of solicitors for plaintiff, and
In your letter of Oct. 3, 1«17, you ask
Albion P. Goodhue November 7, 1917, befor
and
made
some otlicers who graduated from Ancases
provided.
in
such
law
grip of soulless corporations who snap me to write you of anything of importance MEETING OF LOCAL BOARDS OF paid since the date of said Exhibit A,
of
the Peace.
John
R.
Dunton
Justice
The plaintiff claims a lien on said building
leaving a balance now due the plaintiff
napolis cannot be found who knows more their fingers at the government and say I know. I enclose you copy of governHEALTH.
Annexed to said bill is a copy of the lien
and land as aforesaid to secure the aforesaid
hundred
and
nine
thousand
of
three
fifty sum of four thousand four hundred and nine- statement and itemized account on which
about naval needs and warfare than the to us with a
grin "Take that or shut down ment market report, where it quotes poand 44-100 dollars.
for indorsed a copy of the certificate of the towi
The first annual meeting of representaty-one dollars and ninety cents ($4491 90)
editor in question, the Academy at An- your factories and freeze in your homes.” tatoes in Presque Isle, $1.82 cwt., and in
clerk of the town of lslesboro, setting fori
and
said
labor
materials
of
The
first
labor and materials, together with interest
I have prialthough
Boston
$2.60
cwt.,
Local Boards of Health were furnished January 20, 1917 and the
that said lien statement was filed and record-*)
napolis should be closed. Why not?
thereon and costs, and prays that said properThis is practically one phase of the coal vate advices from Boston that quote tives of the Maine
October
9, 1917, said certificate being sigm
to
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1917.
be sold and the proceeds applied
last
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in
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13th
may
July
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Augusta
to
no
be
Town Clerk of Isleway them $2.75 cwt.
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A
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true
cost
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for
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only
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copy
and
judgment
the freight
that it may
announced by the State Department of i
after said July 10, 1917, to to said bill, and
pay a war price for coal we want the real
of court thereon.
its costs and such other and further relief as
leaving a net profit of 46 to 61c per bush- Health. Letters from all parts of the sixty days
A week ago last Friday we were told
in
the
filed
office
I.
Attest:
KEATING, clerk.
GEO,
wit, September 4, 1917,
article. We can buy crushed rock for el, net, to the licensed potato buyer or
the nature of tbe case may require. Said bill
that the Bolsheviki was going to organState indicate a widespread interest in of the town clerk of said Islesboro a true being signed “Mathews Brothers by Orlando E.
less money in Maine than we are getting commission merchant?
the amount due it, sworn Frost, its President,” and by Dunton & Morse >
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ize an army and fight Germany.
the meeting.
A program of value to : statement of
To the above Mr. Miller makes a someit for at the coal mines.
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in
and
of
workers
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special
To
j a description af said premises sufficiently said Orlando E. Frost September 17, 1917, bewhat vague and irrevelant reply.
the Peace.
The discontinuation of a few thousand
negotiating peace with considerable prosinterest to the local boards of health is accurate to identify them, and the name fore John R. Dunton, Justice of
this Mr. Stone says:
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of the owner so far as was known to it or
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account
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duly
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and even in the German before the war.
Spring Street.
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It seems to us that the revelations which
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Guy Nealey, a student of Hampden
Academy spent the week-end at home.
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Jan. 10th.

and Mrs. R. C. Nealey Jan. 12th.

Mrs. W. E. Hebard and little son have
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three weeks’ visit at the home of her parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant.
Mrs. L. A. White, D. G. M., of the Rebekah assembly was in Belfast Jan. 8th,
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Mrs. Julia White, Mrs. C. B. Jewett,
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C. C. Clements and Miss Dons Clements
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throughout the country
dr.-ire to buy, and when he makes
the statement that the demand for
cheap t.dirics and shoddy materials
lie represents
i- beginning to wane,
a
most interesting phase of commer-

Ella K. Waterman, Belfast, to Fred M.
and Walter B. Dutch, do.; land and buildings in Belfast
Frank M. Rowe, Clinton, to Edward K.

Funeral
Llewellyn

Burial in Fair-

Dixmont.

Rowe, Burnham; land and buildinjs in
Burnham.

Walter L. Bird, Eden, to Joseph S.
purchased of F. C.
i ai in adjoining 11is own, best Burgess, Northport; land in Northport.
O. P. Estes place.
Ray’s
William A. Waterman, Northport, to
m
the immediate neighbor- Wilbur Maffitt, do.; land in Northport.
Alice G. Billings, Lynn, Mass., to Delregretted, as he was always
ing and the nearest avail
phine P. Billings, do,, land and buildings
line of need.
in Searsport.
Clarence W.
Penney, Thorndike, to
storm stooped communicaE. Penney, do.; land and buildings
The chief subject of Elmer
; hone.
in Thorndike.
has been the weather, and
Flora E. Littlefield, Swanville, to WilMost of us agree that half
liam H. White, Belmont; land in Brooks.
•ml half sugar in apple and
George I. Lester, Burnham, to Rose F.
•■•s, cookies and even doughPomeroy, do.; land in Burnham.
like
.•*
Wilson A. Colson, Searsport, to Blanche
good as all sugar—some
What E. Walker, do.; land and buildings in
molasses on oat meal.
!ii when molasses fails—as is Searsport.

ble.
Will Demand Durable Fabrics.
It is already perceptible, wherever 1
masses of women have foregathered,
that costly simplicity is the substi- |
Soon
tute for costly ornamentation.
will come the other upheaval in dress !

|

HUMPHREYS’
Humphreys1 Homeopathic

Uina

Nickerson

is

Mathews has been conlined to
he most of the winter.
who has

•rs

boarding

been

at

Carter's returned to his home in
•.

lirst of the weekof t he Marden family were
from very bad colds. Four

lies

ned

in

bed at

one

time.

Marden died at his home in

-.port last Sunday morning
days illness. Mr. Marden
atly missed by a large circle of j
nd sympathy is extended to the
i family.
;ew

■

$100 Reward, $100
nders of this paper will be pleaslearn that there is at least one

i1
1

I
1

disease that science has

been

in all its stages and that is
a.
Catarrh being greatly influenced
Ututional conditions requiresconHall’s Catarrh
nal treatment.
ne is taken
internally and acts
eli the blood on the Mucous Sur"f the System thereby destroying
'nidation of the disease, giving the
strength by building up the conon and assisting nature in doing
rk. The proprietors have so much
in the curative powers of Hall’s
tIi Medicine that they offer One
"Ired Dollars for any case that it fails
ire.
Send for list of testimonials.
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo,
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
cure

1

Price
No.
FOR
1. Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations.. .25
2. Worms, Worm Fever.25
3. Colic, Crying. Wakefulness of Infants.25
4. Diarrhea of Chiklrc and adults.25
Coujji- v, Colds, Bronchitis.25
8. TootL'.che* Foceaeho, Neuralgia.25
9. Headache, Sick 1!- a tche, Vertigo_25
20. Dy-•pcpsia.Indigi i i,WeakStomach.25
13. Crjup, Iionrse Cough, Laryngitis.25
14. E .z'.'ma, Eruptions.£5
2 5. Rheumatism,. Lumbago.23
1G. Fever and' Ague. Malaria.25
1 7. Piles,Blind.Bkeding,Internal.External 25
1 9. Catarrh, Influenza, Cold in Ilead.25
20. Whooping Cough.25
21. Asthma. Oppressed, DiffieultBreathing. 25
27. Disorders of the Kidneys.25
30. Urinury Incontinence.25
34. Sore Throat, Quinsy.25
77. Grip, Grippe, La Grippe.25
Sold by druggists, or sent
Medical Book mailed free.

on

receipt of price.

Foreclosure Notice j

GOOD MOVE.

A

wage.

L H. bOYINGTON.
Eye-Sight Specialist

embroidery

not want to spend
money, even if if is not a large
amount, for clothes that are made up
or badly woven, badly dyed materials that last only a butterfly’s hour.
This demand for good fabric is not
It is the fundamental instinct
new.
of women in all times of national deprivation and economy to grasp at

,

she

does

what is durable.
Everyone has to face this clothes
situation during the war with a spirit
of patriotism and eager endeavor to
do the greatest good to the greatest
This has confronted every
number.
•cnerution of women whose husbands

worsted threads, the idea is taboo when
carried out in a lavish way.
The dressmakers seem to prefer the
lavish use of braid to any other kind
The wide,
of applied ornamentation.
closely woven variety known as Hercules, and the tiny thread known as
soutache, are both
splashed over
The
clothes with a generous hand.
extra wide, white Hercules braid is
used for a rolling collar, cuffs and a
broad belt on gowns of black and gray
satin, as well as on frocks or serge,
and deeply colored woolen fabrics.

44

stomach,
g-up-of-food-after-eating, etc.,

torpid liver, constipation,
c o m

when

i

n

you

can

Green's August
Poor & Son’s.

get

a

sour

sample bottle of

Flower free

at W.

This medicine

O.

has re-

For Sale

(

j
1

4 H. P.

j

IN GOOD CONDITION

;

ANII SUM PUMP
INQUIRE AT THE

RE; UBiICAN JOURNAL OFFICE
j

BELFAST, MAINE.

I

TRUCKING

OFFICE

DAYS.

MONDAYS

j

I have
in

cows.

some excellent

bargaim

Bet.er look them

ovei

mortgage d* ed is record-.-d u> Waldo County
Registry of Deeds, Hook 305, Page 411, reference to 8 0(1 leCOid being had lor a more p tr
deed and !
ncuiar ut.cripii n of said mortgage
the premises therein conveyed, and whereas;
the condition ot said mortgage has Beet
broken and remains broken:
Now, therefore, by reason »>f the breach of
the Said K i.cu-keag
tne condition thereof
Trust Company claims a lortc.orure o. said

j

mortgage,

Bangor, Maine, January 10, 1918.
KEN DU ->KEAC TRUST OMPANY
3w3 ;
By MaY0& .'NARK, us Attorneys.

a

Telephone

WILL HELP BELLAS!

Belfast, Maine.

!

126

Attorney at Law

F. A.

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh*
I
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical.
Has extraordinary cleansing and germicidal power. I
Sample Free. 50c. all drur.gists, or postpaid by ;
X^tnau. TjiePaxtoD Toilet Company, Boston^Man^^

samples and
planned.

MAINE.

Probate' practice
'-'-ft

Freedom

Academy,

FREEDOM. MAINE.

College, Scientific and Agriculture;

|

Courses.
for lull

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND BRAND.
Ladles! Ask your DrugeUt fctyA
Chl-ehcs-ter’s Diamond Itruutl/A ««\
in Red and Gold met
illicy(Ur /
I boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon. Y/
Take no other. Buy of your
Druaelst. Ask for CIll-CIIFS-TER S
DIAMOND BRAND IMU.s, f
-5
years known as Best, Safest, Alwavs Keliai )e
...

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

For Sale

Write for

PACKARD, BOX B,

CAMDEN,

Courts.

specialty.

Dress Materials and Coatings direct fron
state garment

W. W. BLAZO,
Avenue, Belfast.

Waldo

GtU.LJUHNSUN,

Practice in all

WOOLENS
the factory.

connection.

BELFAST, MAINE.

Nothing helpei i

olive oil by the gallon.
markable curative properties, and has until I tired buckthorn bark, glycerine
ONI
demonstrated its efficiency by fifty years etc., as mixed in Adler-i-ka.
SPOONFUL helped me INSTANTLY.’
of success. Headaches are often caiised
the
ENTIRI
Because Adler-i-ka flushes
by a disordered stomach.
alimentary tract it relieves ANY CASI
constipation, sour stomach or gas am '
75
25
and
in
Flower
is
up
put
August
prevents appendicits. It has QUICHES!
cent bottles. For sale in all civilized action of anything we ever sold. The Oh
countries.
Corner Drug Store Co.

rp

information, address

LUCRE TIA A. DAVIS, Acting Principal

HERBERT F. HANSON,

STAILMEIvF

“Fo
Here is the girl’s own story:
years 1 had dyspepsia, sour stomach an<
I drank hot water an<
constipation.

lid Cross stleets, and the) will
ceive prompt attention.
luain

buuaie

AND TUESDAYS

Cows for Sale

tCcpyrigt t, 1917, by tUr- McClure Newspaper Syndicate..)

GIRL’S

lam prepared to di all kinds ot trucking
Furniture and piano moving a specialty
Have just added to my equipment a 2-iod
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadill c conLeave orders at tee stable, corner of
cern.

WHEREAS,

I

Engine

|

South Main Street, tfinteroort, Maine

before purchasing.

Why sufferwith indigestion, dyspepsia,

i

j

BOY 1 Mi TON OPTICAL CO.,

FREE OF CHARGE.

HrMPHREYS* HOMEO. MEDICINE CO.,
Corner William and Ann Streets, New York.

i

Notice of foreclosure.

|

and

!

1

IS YOUR CHILD
RESTLESS?

shortage

So-CO-ny

use

,__Albany
Boston
BuffaloLI 1

Dec. iy, Loomis Eames.
Dec. 28, Melvin N. Whittum.

|
|

to meet, tlie needs of families or
invalids —something that mother, father,
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet
the need of the moment. Have been in
use for over Sixty veaks.

lack of grippe.

11

living

|

New York

6, Michael Breger.
18, Edwin A. Sargent.
2!t, George E. Marks.
11, Charles E. Averill.
Oct. 14, Julia A. Lindsey.
Nov. 7, Lida J. Curtis.
Dec. 3, Augusta French Eames.

j

Hemet lies are

designed

recovering

a

I

STANDARD OIL CO. OF NEW YORK
Principal Oifices

>

auua

when women who htty inexpensive ;
clothes will demand that the fabric i
endure.
It was all very well, during a peri|
od of enormous productivity on the
and general storekeepers. Sample
part of the mills, to throw away $18 scanty amount of material and clings j gists
The “L. F.” Medicine Co.,
frte.
suited the
closely to the figure.
on every new frock that
(617)
Portland, Maine.
Cut out
Embroidery Used.
fancy and to discard it when the par- i
There is a tendency to go back to
ticular fashion in which it was made
began to wane; hut today we are the old handiwork known ns cut-out
girded for war, and the output of embroidery. Cloth, velvet and taffeta
are now cut out by a stamping process
these mills is not intended to carry
I in ornate designs, and the edges of
favor with women.
And
the woman herself realizes j these are carelessly overwhipped with
that at any moment there may be a j a silk thread.
OF TUB'
and
While there is some
of fabric for her apparel,

!?

DODcfc’S COKNKK.

|
!

results

HERE AS, Arthur V. Otis of Fairfield, in
the County of Somerset and State of
A personal inspection of ship yards in
Maine,
by bis mortgage deed dated November
the east and south for the purpose of asThere is no diminution in the bril30, 1914, and r*c >rd d in Waldo County Regigcertaining the program of merchant ship
Franee
and
IVth
of
of
fashions.
Deeds, Book 318, Page 229, convex ed to
Try
liancy
building will be made by Chairman Hur- me, lie* undersigned, a certain lot or parcel >f
America are working hard to assist the
and
Charles
board
of
the
shipping
and with the t-uiUfings thereon, situated in
] ley
government to stimulate women’s de- Pietz, general manager of the Emergency Montville, in the County of Waldo, and boundsire- for cl<»tlies. The new things which
Bounded or the north by trie
ed as foiiows-:
Fleet Corporation.
town road; on the east bv land now or formerhave been put out in the shops, some
O. Douglass; on the south
owned
Henry
by
ly
of which came from I’aris and others
by la d in the possession of Mary Jane Foster
that have been designed in this coun(widow) and Millie Know Itoo; and on the west
by land formerly of Edwin Hal ; containing
try, show a straight line that is charseventy-four (74) acres, more or less; mi
itably kept from attenuation by a
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
cascade at the side of the skirt, a
been broken:
No v, therefore, by reason of the breach of
swirling design in braid, a great sash
the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
weighted with ornament. This is pure
said
one
no
as
a
bear
mortgage :
appemeal,
Hungry
camouflage.
Dated January 7, 1918.
tite at ail the next, touchy, grouchy, out
EUGENE A. COVELL
There is really little perceptible difof sorts. Don’t blame the child I These
By BUTLER & BUl’LER.
ference between the silhouette of the
Give
may be symptoms ot worms.
His Attorneys h* reunto duly aut’no'iz d.
tile child that harmless preparation,
gowns launched for the late winter
3w3
i
The True “L. F.” ATWOOD’S Mediand those that have prevailed since
cine—positive relief for Worms—acSeptember.
cording to hundreds of unsolicited
There is no appeal to be careful with
testimonials filed in the 60 odd years
of
be
made
it
tulle,
can
drapery, as
this prescription has been doing reliFrea F. Perkins ot St ca o
all
and
net
of
cliiffon. .georgette crepe
able work.
mgs, m the County «*t Waldo ami
Sp
beuweaves, there is a disposition for evefctate oi Maine, on the nineteenth daj <
Grown-ups, too, feel better for tak'iHivnruary, A. D. 1914. mau.-. extcuud a> <1
ning wraps and gowns to resolve tlieming The True “L. F.” ATWOOD’S
I
rust
K
ndu>k«ag
the
to
ed
unde-isigtu d,
selves into floating clouds, in order to
Medicine as a tonic, relief for digestive
Company, a mortgage uetd •! certain lots or
hide the fact that the foundation of
troubles, biliousness, constipation, etc.
parcels of land, wuh the bu iding? tlureon,
the frock or the wrap is made of a
in SiocKton Springs aforesaid, which
Large bottle: Fifty Cents. All drugmake

{

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Sept.

Remoney you feel you can afford.
member that it is not extravagance,
but a form of charity, to keep this
money moving so that it reaches to
the uttermost corners of society where
women and children are gathered to

cial activity.
The groat nations who make wom- I
ens
clothes through the process of !
:
immense organizations have flooded
tlie world with cheap and perishable !
apparel. They have catered to a desire on the part of hundreds of thousand' of women to buy what is smart
what is dura- I
an i new. rather than

lias

1

women

3,000,000

than

June 14, Matilda Berry.
July 21, William Henry West.

jacket and the elimination of as much
wool as possible from a costume. For
whatever
the rest, you can spend

will .he in a financial
position to buy the kind of clothes
they have always wanted, which is
of the bolter grades', and garments
better than they have ever worn."
Now, mind you. This is the statement of a man who represents that
mereliandise that we find outvu -t
side of tiie exclusive dressmakers and
He knows what
high-priced simps.

those

son.

Cook, after much suffering
trouble and dropsy, passed

vYemiigiuu

May 18, Josiah L. Hamilton.
May 12, Jacob M. Ausplund.

On the left is a
These two gowns illustrate the use of embroidery.
this frock of black velvet
gown with embroidered bodice. Drecoll sends over
which has a wide sash edged with embroidery and a bib of it applied to gray
chiffon yoke with short sleeves. The second gown shows the use of cut-out
embroidery. This Parisian frock is made of beige-colored cloth with elaborate
The short, narrow
design of cut-out embroidery buttonholed with black.
skirt is of black velvet, t.o match the hat.

Edgecomb, Otis, to Sarah E.
Johnson, Winterport; land in Winterport.
Mark S. Stiles, Brooks, to Emily LoveCaribou; land and buildings in Jack-

ac-

easy.
For best
Kerosene.

I

March 3, Emily J. Beach.
/\pm iy,

more

The new No. 500 Perfection Heater
Wick co lies trimmed and burned off,
all ready for use. Makes re-wicking

j;

March 21, Chesley Matthews.

clean,

hours of

gives eiglii

j

homes.

j|

Feb. 17, James A. Colson.
Feb. 24, James O. Kneeland.

j

an

odorless heat.
Now in use in

I

Jan. 22, J. H. Kneeland.
Jan. 27, Susan Z. Billings.

j

adventure in pleasure to
take a Perfection bath.
The Perfection is economical—convenient—easy to carry. A gallon of
It’s

kerosene

DEATHS.

Atwvll B

week for a serious operaHiggins of Plymouth, and her

|

Jan. 4, Georgie E. West.
Jan. Ill, J. Fred Park.

Winterport.

4

;:'t

l

Ashby A. Nash, to Viola M. Rich.
Raymond Cross to Clara L. Ward.
Leslie M, Young to Lillian E. Seekins.

Sarah F. Johnson, winterport, to May
M. Flannery, do.; land and buildings in

trained nurse, went to

With a Perfection Oil Heater beside the tub, there’s no uncomfortable chill while you "tune-up”
the water_no shiver when you
step out.
And the first fine stimulus after
the bath—the glow of renewed
vigor—is increased a hundredfold
by the heater’s comforting warmth.

Lester Conary, to Bertha Ridley.
James D. Nickerson, to Lilia M. Shute.
Harold Slone to Marie V. Grant.

Wales Elms, Lincolnville, to Joseph G.
Packard, Searsmont, land in Lincolnville.
Georgia Gray, Morrill, to Robert E.
Howes, Searsmont; land and buildings in

IROY.

BATHING DE LUXE

McCaslin.

Morrill.

W

j

Edwin L. Harriman, to Cora Eva Allen.
Donald Vf. Vaughan to Bernice S.

fast.

%

►

Gardner

Ralph Long to Alma Russell.

buildings in Belfast.
Archie C. Hopkins, Belfast, to Allen
L. Curtis, do.; land and buildings in Bel-

ng closed under the direcMcAulille. Trustees of
W. H. Page, C. R. Iiill and

Belfast

Mrs.

Clilford Lueas to Susie E. Goodwin.
Jamee D. Stevens, to Ida Evelyn Nich-

Frank C. Shaw, Troy, to Olney R.
Bagley, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
The
if ti e lodge assisting
Albert Burgess, Santa Cruz, Calif., et
S
follows: N.
G., Leroy als., to Harriet S. Burgess, Searsmont;
i ana i.
nmnvies; secre- land ami buildings in Searsmont.
.luody; treasurer, James A.
Jessie J. Gushee, Camden, to Varina
K K. uunton; C., C. K.
and Leila Griflin, Lincolnville; land and
G., Fred Cole; I.. S. N. G.t buildings in Lincolnville.
vns; R. S. V. G., E. B.
Horace Perkins, Winterport, to Bussey
\ G., Ira G. Young; chap& White, do.; standing timber in Winterry; R. B. S., W. II. I age;
port.
1
ampbell. Alter installaJoseph G. Packard, Searsmont, to Ray.,
t
made by several broth- mond G.
Packard, do.; land in Lincoln.ii.il poem by F. W. Haley ville.

Ivy Gordon ot

and

MARRIAGES.

Grand Master with P. G.
marshal with several
y

shs.

Mr.

Lizmont Roberts, to Mona Littlefield.
Harvey Brock to Leola Moody.

W. Rogers, Belfast; land in Belfast.
J. 11. Montgomery, Admr., Bucksport,
to Reuel W. Rogers, Belfast; land and

The work was ably
Trunk W. Carleton, Dis-

a

Clement

Walter R.

son,

[

of Deeds for the week ending Jan. 9, 1918:
E. D. Black, Melrose, Mass., to Reuel

[■sent.

ns,

Mrs.

Donald.

son,

Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs. Everett D.
a daughter, Marguerite D.

The following transfers of real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry

n.jge 1 O. <). F. held its annul of officers Monday evenwith
large attendance of

was

^v.

Phillips,

were

from Brooksville, N. 8.,
and she was much liked

A fish chowder

a

v^utiiics

P.

TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE.

knew her.

u

mi a.

ols.

(

re

e

,go

unu

Nov. 17, to Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sambrook, twin sons, Alfred E. and Charles

■

end the remains were placed
Mr. and Mrs.
until spring.

a

17, to

Oct.

winter term.

,idcd.

mi.

tu

o,

Rogers, a son, Charles A.
Sept. 30, to Mr. and

grieved to hear of the death of their
Eunice, which occurred

No teacher has been secured for the Martin school, since it was closed on account
Miss Annie Ritchie who
of the measles.
was in charge of the school is recovering
slowly, but is not able to return for the

ngs at the M. E. church are
I present in the vestry for
Conof conserving fuel.
eug

New

elder daughter,
Jan. 4th.

the installed officers in

ure

June 20, to Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Murphy, a son, Ernest P.
Aug. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W.
Getchell, a daughter, Edna L.
Aug. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. George W.
Nickerson, a daughter, Mildred A.
Aug. 26, to Mr. and Mrs. George F.
Hustis, a son, Lloyd M.
Aug. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. G. L. Flood, a
son, Hayden E.
Aug. 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
Howard, a daughter, Nellie A.
Aug. 30, to Mr. and Mrs. Melville Robbins, a daughter, Pauline L.
Aug. 19, to Mr. and Mrs. George
Springer, a daughter, Beverly H.
Aug. 20, to Mr. and Mrs. A. Rebusky,
a daughter, Sophia R.
Sept. 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Herbert N.
Colcord, a son, Rupert C.
Sept. 28, to Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cocea,
a daughter, Velma D.

The many friends in this vicinity of
Mr. and Mrs. Sumner Fisher, formerly of
this town, but now of Jerome, Arizona,

Pomona

Waldo

a

Frederick W.

son,

a

March 2, to Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Seekins, a son, Robert W.

1918.
Here are the things that the government wishes to say—those of us
who appeal to you through the written
word as we would like to appeal to you
face to face.
In spending your money on clothes,
co-operate with the designers by inorsing the slim silhouette, the short

says:
"The facts and figures which I have
show that women in the country have
more money today than ever in our
Hundreds of thousands of
history.

mona Grange in Monroe Jan. 9th.
Young, Sunday,
has been
non Mc Nulty who
Leonard Clarke returned to his home
! her parents has returned to Jan. 9th, from the Paine Hospital in BanMassachusetts.
gor, where he went for surgical treatHe received beneiicial treatment
Hussey and Mrs. L. E. White ment.
satisfactorily.
Jan. 16th, to attend and is convalescing

nroe,
of North

Preaching

continent and who is said to have
control over $128,000,000 a year for
women's clothes,
the purchase of
should be a good authority on the buying power of the country. He is. He
has gone over the entire situation as
it confronts us, with the new year
Here is what he
and a great war.

nual meeting.

io Merrill has been learning
of operator at the central

Field,

And it is these women, so the students of the new statistics affirm,
who are demanding good materials
for their clothes. It is said by those
who know, tliat women who paid $15
for suits now pay $30, and those who
paid $2 for a hat now pay $10; and
this change in money spending does
not rest entirely on the fact that a
dollar of 1014 is equal to 57 cents of

,

New York.—An American buyer living in New York who represents a link
of retail shops that stretch across the

C. C. Clements went to Augusta Tuesday Jan. 8th, to preside at a meeting of
the Maine State Pomological Society of

Jan. 10, to Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Seeka daughter, Elizabeth, E.
Jan. 12, to Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Peterson, a daughter, Maude E.
Jan. 18, to Mr. and Mrs. Frederick

ins,

pers and knitted shawls.

Braid at

Side.

to assist in the installation of the officers
U-ments and H. W. Clements of Aurora Rebekah Lodge, Tuesday even.i‘ss visitors in Belfast one day ] ing.

:1

Cascades of

or

for

BIRTHS.

it? They are not.
They are going
to spend it. and they are going to
spend it on the things they have alThat is why sealskin
ways desired.
sacks and ostrich feathers have been
sold in London for two years to women who have always worn calico wrap-

SLIM SILHOUETTE WILL STAY

Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Littlefield.

hours—grip

21

in
h

of Clothes.

Ralph Arey of Thorndike spent
several days recently with her parents,
Mrs.

in price for this 20-yearf—25c for 24 tablets—Some
.l.lsts now 30c for 21 tablets—
cost per
on proportionate
m s-.ve 9‘;C when you buy
ft:" ,—Cures Cold

)v inee

Searsport

the Year 1917.

The earning power of
It is this:
the women of the nations involved
in the war is without precedent in
the history of the planet.
If women who have never had
money to spend will be able to make
a salary such as a man has to support a family, are they going to save

Increased Earning Power Brings
Big Change in World

Mrs. C. B. Jewett entertained the Red
Cross Club Monday afternoon, Jan. 7th,

Vital Statistics of

cerning apparel.

BETTER MATERIALS

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey were guests
of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. York in Monroe

CASCARA jtfQUININE

have gone to war, but there Is a
brand-new situation Injected Into this
war, and it is the dominant one con-

4m36

A small gas heater suitable tor heating a
bath room or any small room. Is good as
new.

price. Apply at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

TO LET
A tenement of five rooms, electric lights,
flush closet, cellar and shed room, with or
without the use of a garage. For particulars call

telephone

123-4.

tf3

Seth W. Norwood,
Attornev at

Law,

Will sell at half

BROOKS,

MAINE

**
_

The

THE NATIONAL WEEK OF SONG.

Republican Journal

BELFAST, THURSDAY, JAN. 24, 1918.
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

Republican
A. I.

to the 23rd.

Journal Pub. Co.

BROWN, Editor.

For one 6qQare, one
ADVERTISING Terms.
week
Inch lenpta- in column. 25 cents for one
each
for
subsequent insertion.
and 25 c<«rt8
a
Subscription Terms In advance. $2 00
50 cents for three
ytar: $1.00 frrsix months;

months.

I

It is

to have

hoped

COMBINATION
Treatment for the blood,

and

nerves

Yes, It Drives Pain Away

Materials So Rich That They Require No Trimming.

liver—purifying, strengthening,
cleansing, winning its way wonder-

com-

a

HATS OF BROCADE

THE NEW TRIPLE

The schools, churches, clubs and communities will be asked to join in the
“Week of Song” which will be held all
over the United States during Feb. 17th

The Electric

fully just now—is:

munity festival here on Washington’s
birthday, Feb. 22d, when National songs
will be sung. It was inaugurated by the
Normal Instructor-Primary Plans in 1915
and has spread rapidly all over the country as a most definite step to better community music and civic welfare. The
patriotic program is designed especially
for Feb. 22nd, while for other days songs
worth knowing are grouped under the
heads of College Songs, American Folk
Songs, Folk Songs of Other Lands, Songs
of Sentiment, Hymns and Carols. Any
interested may confer with
one

ITood’s Sarsaparilla, the superlaii.e blood purifier and appetite
known for over 40 years.
Peptirori, the superlative pepsinnux-iron-celery nerve, blood and
digestive tonic.
fife superlative
Hood’s ♦Pills,
family laxative for biliousness, constipation; pleasant, easy, effective.
What are your troubles? If such
as to need all three medicines, why
not have perfect, well-rounded relief by getting the combination ?
If you need only one medicine,
get it and take it—but do it now.

but Striking Models Can Be
Made by the Home Milliner With
Very Little Trouble.

Simple

giver,

especially

to
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, who plan
take up the music in the public schools.

....-

$

the new brocades that to trim them would be
quite as bad as “painting the lily.” And
the golds are ever so prominent. One
sees striking things in black and gold,
and blue and gold, and not a. little silver is being used to express the brocade idea, says a fashion authority.

So lovely and rich

Here

are

are

relative.

a

week,

Edwin Whittaker is recovering
serious illness. She was attended
by Dr. Higgins of Plymouth.
a

‘God give us men! The time demands
Strong minds, great hearts, true faith and
in
The new pastor, who was to supply
willing hands.
Men whom the lust of office does not kill; Unity and Troy is ill with typhoid pneuMen whom the spoils of office cannot buy; monia at his home in Lowell, Mass.
Men who possess opinions and a will;
reMen who have honor; men who will not
J. P. Goodale, who with his family
the
lie;
moved to Pittsfield in the fall, where
Men who can stand before a demagogue
daughters are attending M. C. I.,
Aid dam his treacherous flatteries without two
in Troy
passed the week-end at his home
winking;
Tall men, sun-crowned, who live above where they will return in April.
the fog
In public duty and in private thinking.
Friends of Miss Annie Rollins, who
underwent a serious operation in PortA GOOD SPEECH.
land at the hospital where she was gradfavorable reports,
Senator Fernald, like many another uated, are receiving
she is not yet out of danger.
public man, has made some mighty poor although
speeches, although they all sound well as
Mrs. Martha Berry., widow of John
nis vobal chords vibrate and the smiles Berry, passed away Jan. 17th, aged 7.1
light up his countenance. A few days years and 7 months. Two daughters
a
ago, however, the Senator made mighty survive. The funeral was at her late
good speech, not at all an unusual occur- home Saturday afternoon. Interment in
was cerrence, and this particular speech
Fairview Cemetery.
tainly what the slang of the day would
Milton Carleton, whose illness has been
we
had
wish
We
space
call a “corker
74
The subject reported, passed away Jan. 17th, aged
to publish the whole of it.
The funeral took place at his late
years.
was
printgovernment
discussion
under
conducted by Rev.
Fernald informed the home Sunday and was
paper control. Mr.
Mr. Pelley of Pittsfield. Interment was
Senate that the paper industry in this
in Fairview Cemetery. He leaves a
suite in all its branches represents onedevoted wife, one son, who with
sixth of the entire valuation of our in- faithful,
his family shared his home, two daughthen
true.
lie
is
clearly
which
dustries,
Mrs. Alma Green of Wilton and
and concisely proves this by figures. The ters,

conclusion o!

speecli will, we tnniK,
trouble
tie approved by all who lake the
to read it and is as follows:
lus

“Ah, senators; it is time that this Condo something toward the aid of
business men and business interests; it is
time for us to go into the repealing busiare
ness and repeal some of the laws that
already on the statute books. The fear
of what is coming, basing their knowledge on the acts which have already
passed, is casting a gloom over business
men and causing them to consider, seriously retrenchments as precautionary
gress

measures.

“This measure has been brought into
this Senate under the guise of helping the
Executive to carry on the war, but this
Where,
is absolutely no war measure.
senators, is the money coming from to
carry on this war unless business men are
allowed to conduct their business in a
reasonable and profitable way? If no
nir were allowed to make prolit in his
business, he would have nothing from
which to pay taxes and no interest in the
We must
prosecution of his business.
soon ask the country to subscribe to anWe can compel men to
other bond issue.
them to
pay taxes, hut we cannot compel
buy bonds, and 1 fear that unless we turn
about, lend our ellorts to the assistance
of the business of our country, we shall
not receive the response to this call which
we all so much desire.”

out of town relatives and friends were: a
nephew, Reuben Carleton of Dedham,
Mass., Mrs. Abbie Burrell and Mrs. Florence

of

Mudgett, also Mrs. R. E. Clark, all

Pittsfield,

and Merton Maloon of New-

population of about 7,000,000 peaceful
and industrious people. The inhabitants
were closely allied in trade with GerGermany bought of Belgium
many
over >126,000,000 worthof products largely made up of wool, iron and flax. In return Belgium bought of Germany about
*80,000,000 of goods annually “made in
Germany.” Belgium had a merchant marine of 184,000 tons but no navy. Her
military strength was given as having
heen 500,000 mem She was bound by
treaties to preserve her neutrality among
nations and Germany was bound by
treaty not to invade her territory. Germany announced that a treaty was but a
‘scrap of paper” and marched her army
nto Belgium, using it as a highway over
which to reach Paris, the vitals of France.

subjugation of France, England was
avowedly the next objective point of the
Huns. Had Belgium hesitated even for
a week France would have been (loomed
and England invaded. These two nations
owe a debt to Belgium which they can

No explanations

can

palliate

one iota of the perfidy which attaches to
Germany in invading Belgium. It was
an
ni

unforgivable
any

crime.

has wrecked

a

Enraged, Ger-

vengeance upon the

people who dared to fight for their rights,
which will disgrace her name as long as
-history is written.
In 1014 the naval tonnage of England
aggregated about 2,500,000 tons. Since
about 1,200,000 tons have been built and
about 400,000 tons have been lost. Engand is therefore much stronger from a

engage

in Red

Think of the difference between this electric method and the old
fashioned, heavy,.hot water bag—too hot at first—rapidly cooling
before relief is obtained—constantly needing refilling and oftentimes leaky—and generally short-lived.

the winter and engaged rent in the Robie
Mears house, and will move at once.
Avon Blood’s horse
last

ran

away

week, running over three

one

At Our Stores, Price $7.50

night

miles before

stopped. He was partially unharnessed but fortunately no damage
was done to himself or the sleigh.
he

was

The third annual Community Roll Call
held Thursday, Jan. 17th. The din-

served at the Grange hall dining
room.
Teams were sent out by the kindness of the Minister and Doctor for all
who had no other way of getting there.
ner

was

|
Dress Hats of Brocade.

An hour of sociability was enjoyed, then
dinner was served to 55. Judging by the
looks of the

tables,

for you if you arc considering making
The
your own dress hat this year.
first is a simple cuffed turban, with
nothing more than a veil to garnish it.
Just fold -sufficient brocade over the
right shape of buckram foundation,
tack it here and there—not too many
tacks, remember, for that means unbeautiful
stiffness—and
drape the
whole with a fine meshed veil edged
with a dainty hit of soutaching.

Jan. 17th did not fall

wheatless, meatless, or sugarless
day. About 50 were present at the afterOpened by
noon meeting at the church.
a

on

singing and prayer. Then came the rollcall, each member of the church answervcisc

mg uy tcsuuiuiiy,

w

icuvi.

If you are small of sature and you
would create the Illusion of increased
height, by all means select a turban
of Livermore Falls and Rev. Clarence like this one after the Russian. The
Fogg of Bath. 17 members were added brocade idea is tremendously effective
during the past year, 1 lost by death, on just such a hat. And a large, gracePresent member- | fully draped veil with dainty shadow
Mrs. Lizzie Daggett.
lace border and huge chenille dots does
ship 96, resident members 62. $153.00
a deal in the way of setting things off.
Dr.
for
was
raised
missionary
purposes.
i
j
and Mrs. T. N. Pearson were the heaviest

Elmer
the

Mrs. Herbert Wentworth, Mrs.
Hartshorn, Mrs. Riley Jackson

solicitors,

and Mrs. Ida Cross,

was

retained.

guest of Mrs. F. F. Perkins.

Children Cry

Capt. John Littlefield left recently to
a dredge in Boston har-

FOR FLETCHER’S

take command of
bor.

keel was commenced the past week.
Mrs. Flora Perkins has returned from
Boston, where she was called by the
sickness and death of her son, Archie

j

j

WALDO STATION.

The winter term of school commenced
Monday, Jan. 14th, after a three weeks’
vacation with the

Clifford,

Harry Littlefield has the app'le packers
at his place for a week or two.
Charles Curtis and Marshall Knowlton
are cutting wood for F. E. Littlefield.
Mr. Joseph Littlefield is spending the
son Eben in Augusta.

winter with his

People

Perkins.

same

grammar,

teachers, Mrs. S.
and

Mrs.

E.

B.

Sarah Jordan Clifford recently
spent a week in Waterville with Mrs.
Lillian Moulton Harriman, formerly of
Mrs.

While there she greatly
joyed visiting the city schools.

this town.

DODGE’S

E. H. Littlefield has recovered from his
recent illness and is now loading cars at

came

a

camp

from the lower to the Brooks lot where
he is having wood cut for loading cars
later.
a

young son,

Their little daughter
who was quite badly burned recently is
doing well.

E. Marden,

telegram

Sidney Johnson has moved his

Roy Fish and wife have

to attend the

funeral of his stepfather, J.
has returned to his home.

>

born in December.

Mrs. Fred E. Stinson has gone to South
Mass., to spend the remainder of

w. Smart received

thick.

en-

CORNER, Searsport.

A. D. Rivers who

of ice.

getting their year’s supply
It is of good quality and very
are

this station.

Crosby, primary.

J.

Very plain frocks may have collars
and cuffs of brilliant stuff.
Cheap fur—especially if dyed—is
neither economical nor beautiful.
Veils are a very important feature
of the smart street outfit.
A very simple narrow girdle is tied
in a butterfly bow in front.
There are long narrow muffs that'
resemble a stovepipe.
The informal evening gown has
j
quite a high neckline.
Many of the new small hats turn
abruptly off the face.
Red is said to be the favored color
for the coming spring.

cold and tonsilitis.

Work at the ship yard
progressing
The second
severe weather.

J.

FASHION’S FANCIES

C A S T O R I A

spite of the

last,

employing quite a
force of choppers and are having their
wood hauled to the mill for sawing near
Sargent’s Siding.
Fish Brothers

are

There is plenty of snow and people are
taking advantage of it to do a lot of
teaming. The snow is so deep in the

Saturday notifying him that his mother,
Mrs. Ruth N. Smart had passed away in
New Haven, Conn where she has lived
several years with her daughters, Miss

woods that roads have to be broken to
get the wood out that was cut earlier. F.

The reMrs. Asbury Rich.
mains werp brought to Swanville for
burial. Mrs. Smart would have been 93
years old in March and leaves many old
friends here who sympathise with the

gent’s Siding

Ella and

bereaved family.

•

LIBERTY.
At the Red Cross supper and concert

given Thursday night the sum of twenty-

E. Littlefield is having wood cut on the
so-called Bartlett lot and hauled to Sarfor Belfast.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Miss Evelyn Sterns went home Satur-

day.
C. H. Simmons of Belfast was in town

Saturday.
Miss Aurelia Luce returned from Bel-

seven dollars was realized, which will be fast, Friday.
used to purchase yarn and gauze to be
Miss Cassie Cushman returned home
used in the work. The need for funds from Belfast Saturday.
naval standpoint than ever before. In
for the work is urgent, with yarn more
The Neighborhood Club met with Mrs. I
the building of merchant ships during
than $2.00 a pound and gauze about $5.00 M. M. Wentworth Thursday.
the past year the production has been
a
bolt, more than a bolt, one hundred
Mrs. A. T. Gay and son Elwood of Auequal to that of any previous year in the
being used in a week by those who burn are at Elijah Gay’s for a time.
yards,
is
wonhistory of the Empire. England
meet to make the surgical dressings.
derful in her capacity to build ships.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Foy were Sunday
About twenty- five people are carrying on
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
guests
time
their
this work for the town, giving
of Waldo.
W. B. Washburn, clerk in the WoodWhitcomb
Frank
raisTues- knitting, making surgical dressings,
cock sjore, was taken suddenly ill
for Augustus H.
service
entertainments,
funeral
The
suppers,
at the ing money by
day while! spending a short time
etc. We take this occason to appeal to Bagley was conducted at J. C. Peavey’s
Waldo
the
to
taken
Masonic Club. He was
every man and woman in the town to residence, on Thursday, at 1 p. m., by
County Hospital, where it was found he
send in contributions, make an effort to Franklin F. Phillips, an old friend of the
was
He
indigestion.
intestinal
had acute
The remains were placed in
come to our entertainments—help in some deceased.
greatly improved Wednesday. Mrs. John
needs your the receiving tomb at Mt. Repose cemethat
It
is
army
way.
your
B. Mclntire is in the store during his
help. They are fighting for your country. tery.

.absence.

•

Bay Electric Company

Penobscot

was

Mrs. Carrie Healey spent last week in |

in

\

Everett Fenwick have
on Higgins
Ridge for

and Mrs.

Mr.

Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt should re-

Bravely, nobly and without hesitation
Natfck,
^Belgium resisted so efTecti vely that France the winter.
rallied to the colors and Paris was saved.
Expecting an easy victory and the speedy

will

Mrs.
main here for their fourth year.
Pearson and Dr. Pearson were re-elected
clerk and treasurer. The same board of

is

want it. Nothing to fill, nothing to spill, simply convenient,
satisfying, durable, economical.

closed their house

Bangor.

severe

a

school.

SANDYPOINT.

a

This little country in the early summer
■of lPi-1 had an area somewhat less than
twice the size of Aroostook county and a

Aid

Esther Hunt, student at East Northfield Seminary, passed the week-end with
relatives in Portland on her way back t<\

Miss Agnes Harriman, who is teaching ;
school at I.owder Brook, is at home with

Brr.GiUM,

never pay.

The

Hatch.

members.

Mrs. Olive Merrill of Hermon is

,

Inflammation

Cross work for the present.

port. The bearers were John Bagley,
George Woods, Arthur Sargent and ArMusic was turnished subscribers, Rev. and Mrs. Nathan Hunt
thur Cunningham.
by Mrs. Clara Coffin. Besides the floral next, and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wentofferings from relatives and friends, a worth, a close third. The Treasurer said
beautiful piece was presented by the the Pastor’s salary this year had been
Sunshine Society of Troy, of which the raised easier than ever before. It was
wife and daughter-in-law of the deceased the unanimous wish of those present that
are

touch of the switch
comforting warmth is
quickly yours—just as hot as
you want it—just as long as you

after five weeks’ vacation.

maoo.
this the Lord’s supper was observed. 45
oi
ijeaviiL
uuswu,
present at the funeral, also his members were present at this roll-call, 25
letters
son-in-law, ManlyGreen, and only broth- j letters were received, including
former
Rev.
E.
two
from
pastors,
other
Moi^se
The
Mass.
of
Campello,
er, Zimri

were

as

and its

I OOtnaClie

f lora

Mrs.

Ail

on

The Ladies’ Aid will meet Thursday
afternoon, Jan. 24th, with Mrs. Arthur

Mrs.

from

,

rp

returned to his
school duties at Colby College this week.

and Mrs.

of

Merely

pi,

BaCKaCne

Nickerson

provid-

constant, unvarying heat
the parts affected-as long
desired.

T

i-1

Millard

of

plication”—onewhich maintains

Neuritis

two very happy suggestions

means

really effective “Hot Ap-

a

a

*
_

the only

>s

ing

'jy
DrUlSeS

Edward Wyman were
Annie Paul, one of the Searsport Vilcalled to Thorndike Sunday by the ill- lage teachers, returned to her duties this
ness

^

( hilk

V10RRILL.

TROY.
Mr.

Heating Pad

Apron effects are prominent among
the new dresses.
Sport dresses are worn with knitted
sleeveless jackets.
Black, brown and taupe are the preferred colors for veils.

A coat of green velvet trimmed with

kolinsky is attractive.
Long coats trimmed with fur usually
have bright linings.
Fringes for evening wraps are made
of silk or slashed cloth.
Long scarfs of wool muffle the
throats of fashionable women.
Many of the new dresses have skirt*
that simulate trousers.
Comfort in Clothes.
Wear tight corsets again in ordt*
to have a small waist? Never,
en never will, says a well-known do*
signer and costumer in New York. A
woman, she speaks for other women,
saying they will not again go back to
all sorts of limitations. They will not
make themselves uncomfortable with
high collars, though there will alwayoj
be some people who like them and can;
Narrow skirts
wear them with ease.
too, will not mean that they must bo
so scanty that they are not practical,
that one cannot walk in them, but
rather that they are not to posses*;
any superfluous fullness around the

wom-j

bottom.
There really is no danger, comfort*
this designer, that women will be ex*
pected to adopt bustles again; in factJ !
women will not 'endure such a styles
What are miscalled bus* |
she insists.
ties are really only variations of back

drapery.
—

Fabrics That Have Use.
Pongee and shantung, the latter IB
the plain, natural color, are featured
In smart tailored frocks for Southern
wear, say3 the Drygoods Economist.
Ginghams in fancy checks are expected to be as popular for Southern
wear this winter as they have been for
several seasons, and many good-looking dresses are made up in this material.

__

_

P41.ERMO.
chapter of the Red
Cross recently organized here with quite
a good membership.
Mrs. Rachel Bradstreet, widow of the
late S. N. Bradstreet, died Saturday
morning, Jan. 19th, at the home of her
son, E. H. Foster, with whom she lived.
Her death occurred on her 84th birthday.
She had not had a sick day or missed a
meal for many years and went to bed as
wellas usual Friday night and died of
in the morning. She leaves beThere has been

epilepsy

a

with whom she lived, one
daughter, Mrs. John Richardson of this

sides the
town.

son

MONROE.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Austin and

son

-Searsport, visited Mrs. Addie Bowden
Sunday.

City National Bank

of
on

George Stevens died of pneumonia last
week at the training camp at Augusta,
Georgia, and the remains were sent home

OF BELFAST

for interment.

whom are well.

Certificates and

Miss Carolyn Durham is at home on a
short vacation from her duties as nurse
in the Maine General Hospital in Port-

Mr. John Strattard, who had been in
poor health for a long time, passed away
His son, Fred Strattard of
on Sunday.
on

Monday

Savings,
Thrift Stamps

For Sale at this Bank.

land.

Massachusetts, arrived
ing.

|

United States War

Letters have been received from Ser-

geant Harold Ellingwood and from Chester Evans who are in France, and both of

even-

STATE OF MAINE

Clarence Dickey has returned to Somerville, Mass., to resume his work as teacher there; but the school remaining closed
account of the coal shortage, he has
temporary employment in another line.
on

STATE OF MAINE

COUNTY OF WALDO. i-S.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Judicial Court next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Waldo, on the
third Tuesday of

Lord

one

April,

in the year of

our

thousand nine hundred and eigh-

COUNTY OF WALDO, SS,:
To the Honorable Just'ce of the Supren
dicial Court next to be holden at B
within and for the County of Waldo,
third Tuesday of April, in the year
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
teen:

teen:

L, MORRISON. of Belfast,
I VAUTOUR of Belfast, in the
Palmer, District Deputy
THOMAS
County of Waldo and State of Mai:
County of Waldo and State of Maine, rePresident, and her Marshal, Mrs. Leslie i spectfully libels and gives this Honorable epectfully libels and gives this Hon
Court to be informed :?hat he was la
was lawfully
White, installed the officers of Loyal Court to be informed, that she
married to Amedee Vautour of said Belfast, married to Bertha L. Morrison of B
|
on
evening,
Thursday
Rebekah Lodge
at Bangor, in the
ounty of Penobscot and aforesaid, at Derry, in the County of R<
I he officers of Monroe Lodge State of Maine, on the twenty-fifth day of ham and State of New Hampshire,
Jan. 17th.
tenth day of January, A. D, 1906, by Re\
A. L). 19t'8, by William Pierce, Esq,, a
of Odd Fellows were installed the same August,
Justice of the Peace, duly authorized to boI- Nichols, a minister of the Gospel, duly a
ized
to solemnize marriages, that the}
evening.
ernnize marriages, and since said marriage has
Mrs.

G.

BLANCHE

A.

postponements because
of the severe weather, the officers of
Mcrning Light Grange were installed on
Saturday evening, Jannary 19th. The
installing officers were Mr. and Mrs. Bert
Nickerson of Comet Grange, Swanville,
and the work was done in a very impresAfter several

served at

sive manner.
Supper
cess, at which several invited guests were
was

re-

present.

Upholstery at Home.
If one Is doing over the furniture
that needs renovating, the best way
is first to take off the original covering, and from this cut the new one,
being just as careful as one would be
In cutting a dress. The material must
then be pulled and stretched to cover
the spaces, care being taken to keep
the thread of the material running In
the right direction.
In tacking the
covers on avoid marring the woodwork. A very small hammer is best
for the purpose. Where the surrounding woodwork Is easily marred, the
striking part of the hammer may be
covered with a piece of an old thick
kid glove, stretched tight. This makes
the hammering a little more difficult,
but it lessens the danger of marring
the wood if the hammer strikes. The
choice of the right gimp is important
where the edges of the cover have to
be covered.

conducted herself towards the said Amedee
Vautour, as a faithful, chaste and affectionate
wife; yet the said Amedee Vautour, on the
fifteenth day of September, A. L). 1914, at said
!
Belfast, utterly deserted your libelant and has
continued such utter desertion to the present
i time, being more than three consecutive years
Libellant.
! next prior to the filing of this libel
that the residence of said Jibellee is not
known to her and cannot be ascertained by

avers

reasonable diligence.

Wherefore your libellant prays that she may
be granted a divorce from the bonds of matriher and the said
mony now existing between
Amedee Vautour.
l)a*ted at Belfast this 19th day of January,A.

BLANCHE I. VAUTOUR.

D. 1918.

the above named Blanche
I. Vautour and made oath that the allegations
libel by her signed are
above
the
contained in
true, before me, this nineteenth day of JanuH C. BUZZELL,
ary, A. D, 1918,

Personally appeared

Justice of the Peace.

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo, ss

Supreme Judicial
Vacation.

fL. s,]

3w4

Attest:

forms._____

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years

ZSZa

appear in

there

answer thereto, if he see fit.
WARREN C PHI LB ROOK,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court,
A true copy of the Libel and order of Court

GEO. I. KEATING, Clerk.

IBS BATES'
The following dubbing offers are only tor

subscriptions

to The Journal

paid

one

year

$2.00

The journal and Farm and Home,

Journal and McCall’s Magazine, 2.25
The Journal and Woman’s Magazine, 2.25
The

The

publications

included in our

clubbing ofier may be sent to dif-

fL.

s

Belfast, Maine.

]

Belfast, January 22, A, D. l:'l*
the annexed Libel, it is ordered by
a Justice of said Court.
to the Libelee by
publish
an attested copy of the same, or an ab-urs
thereof, together with this order there
three weeks successively in The Repu
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in
County of Waldo, the last publication to
thirty days at least hefore the n« xt t< rtr.
said Court, to be holden at Belfast, with;
for said County, on the third Tuesday of At
next, that she may then and there appear
said Court and answer thereto, if she set

Upon

the undersigned,
notice be given

from
Dress Materials and Coatings direct
the factory. Write for samples and
state

F. A.

A true copy of the Libel and Order of
3w4
thereon.
Attest: GEO. I. KEATING, ClerK

CAMDEN, MAINE.

B.
4m36
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For Sale
One Toledo Scales, no springs.
One National Cash Register.

eight

draws.

Four Counters.
One Marble Slab, 2x8 feet.
One Ford Truck.
One Molasses Pump.
Inquire of
P. D. H. CARTER
6 Miller Street

Tel. 132-21

Bay Thrift
Help

Save Your

„

Stauiij
Country!

Send for circulars on WOOD
SAWING OUTFITS.

garment planned.

PACKARD,JBOX

1

WARREN C, PhILBROOK. 1
Justice Supreme Judicial Cour M

AND

WOOLENS

M

OF MAINE.

now;

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. CO.,

I

Supreme Judicial Court,
in Vacation.

ferent addresses.

Send in your subscription

*

ss.

One Office Desk,

in advance:

1

>

Waldo,

said Court and

thereon.

The Philosophy of Brocade.
Folks who study the philosophy of
clothes declare there Is a psychological reason for the present craze for
silver and gold brocades, says the New
York Evening Mail. The general tendency In street and afternoon frocks
is toward simplicity.
The season's
only trimming of prominence Is fur.
This, so students of dress tell us, is a
reflection of the war spirit. And the
brilliant brocades, on the other hand,,
express “the letting off of steam.”
Women cannot subsist on a steady diet
of simplicity and so they are taking a
little fling with brocade chapeaux and
garments for formal evening wear.
Whatever else one may think about
the soundness of this explanation, it is
interesting. And no one will deny that
never before have gold arid silver brocades been utilized in such attractive

and

Personally appeared the above named Th r.
L. Morrison and made oath that the alley
contained in the above libel by him signui
true, before me. this twenty-second day
January, A. D. 191S.
H. C. BUZZELI..
Justice^of the Pence
STATE

in

thirty days at least before the next term of
said Court, to be hoiden at Belfast, within and
or said County, on the third Tuesday of April
then

•-

^

Court,

Belfast. January 22, A, D. 1918,
Upon the annexed Libel, ’.e is ordered by me,
the undersigned, a Justice of said Court, that
nctice be given to the Libelee by publishing
abstract
an attested copy of the same, or an
thereof, together with this order thereon,
three weeks successively in 'the Republican
Journal, a newspaper printed in Belfast, in the
to be
County of Waldo, the last publication

next, that he may

together as husband and wife until Apr
1916; that since said marriage your lii
has conducted himself towards the said i
L. Morrison as a faithful and affectionat
band; yet the said Bertha L. Morrison, w
unmindful of her marriage vows and
since said matriage has treated your I
with cruel and abusive treatment.
Libelant avers that the residence ot
libelee is not known to him and cannot be
certained by reasonable diligence.
^ Wherefore your libelant prays that h
be decreed a divorce from the bonds of n"»:
mony now existing between him and th
Bertha L. Morrison.
Dated at Belfast, this twenty-second tii
January, A. D. 1918
THOMAS L. MORRIS! N

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY.

P»rtl»"d, Maine.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius Wood and two

guests
Lawrence, Mass.,
of Mr. Wood’s mother, Mrs. Margaret P.

children of

!

are

Kenney A. Burgess returned last week
to Boston after

}

with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
Burgess. Mr. Burgess recently enlisted

l

VI

instrument tor
i,,int is

Mrs. F. G. Spinney who was recently
operated on for appendicitis and complications at the Tapley Hospital return-

to secure one which

faithfully reproduces. There
instrument

no

ed Monday to her home
She is gaining rapidly.

rich in

w

The New Edison
f

with

Phonograph

"The

Soul”

a

!

h ihere were, the fact would
;

i

l

on

a serious surgical operation.
While gaining rapidly it will be several
weeks before she will be able to resume

those conducted bv the makers ot this marvelous instru-

her work in the Commercial department

-heir

product

to

other instrument

meet

A demonstration

plies

no

obligation

at

store

our

im-

purchase.

to

The News

r

of

new

changes in the Maine Central

me

table do not affect the Belfast

passenger service.
\V. d T. U. will hold

an

f
!

home of Mrs.

afternoon at the

S.

a

Mrs. Clarence E. Head gave the first of
series of recitals at her home last Fri-

day afternoon when a pleasing program
was rendered by her piano pupils, M;sses
Mona Burgess, Violet Dexter, Margaret
ised in its presentation last fall in
Eaton, Clara Hammons, Charlotte Knowlton, Barbara MeKenney, Ruth Partridge,
William B. Woodbury left Jan. Bertha and Florence Parsons, Margaret
duties in the
gton-Wilton school district. In
ition of his services and in token
assume

■

...

his

Master Carlton
and Hildegard Rogers.
Read played a piano solo and Miss Bertha

new

friendship the teachers presented
a purse of gold coin to be exf.ir any souvenir he might wish

Parsons sang
Mrs.

ii

I

j

|

for

a

Belle I,.

Cates

has moved

the

machines, etc., from her little factory on
Field street to the large and commodious
quarters in the Grange Hall which will

!

|

j

! Their

machines are 'crated in Boston
the changes
I waiting for shipment here,
W.
Albert
Belfast
lie-time
boy,
hall were begun Saturday
in
the
Grange
|
.son, of Denver, Col., will raise
and will be continued as circumstances
ison, as his share of the problem
The work of digging for the
of
agri- permit.
,ng the world, 700 acres
I sewer and water pipes was begun Mon,:! products, 300 acres of wheat, 150
day and will be rushed to completion.
n corn, 150 of beans in the Greel!
100
acres
Major Bial F. Bradburyof Norway,who
ire Valley, Colorado, and
| was in Belfast last week to examine the
ze on his Okla homa ranch.
men enlisted in the Belfast Company for
!,e Hass in English under the direction
the Third Maine Regiment, gave a most
Miss Helen Brown of thcB. H. S. gave
entertaining and instructive talk Thursdebate last Friday morning with a few
day afternoon in the municipal court
“ReThe
Mends present.
question was,
room, city building, before the Boy
ived, That Napoleon was a greater i
the Camp Fire Girls and the
Scouts,
The affirmative
in than
Alexander.'
Minnetoska Club. They were fascinated
j
and
Charles
taken by Hone Dorman
j with the story of the major’s trip in 1914
■bins: the negative by Bartlett Whit- !
on the ship Red Cross with relief to the
The
Cassens.
i0 and Rudolph
judges— 1
He spoke of
six nations then at war.
.b-master, Harry L. Horne and assistant
the voyage over seas, and what the ship
Miss Alice E. Eawry with the students
contained. He described Falmouth, where
\enneth Merriam, F. Evan Wilson and
they
landed, London, where they went
: verett Morse decided in favor of the
sight seeing. They were not allowed to

j

j

negative.

“

“

“

land in France

so

went to Rotterdam.

Stanley Roscoe Knowlton of this city His description of this wonderfully clean
■ was married Jan.
7th to Miss Hettie city was most impressive, as was the
Male of Winnipeg, Canada, wrote memory of the condition of the women
I
ently to his uncle, City Marshal Mar- and children of Belgium. He remained
ellus R. Knowlton, asking for an affi- six months in Germany assisting the unit
davit, stating that he knew that said in caring for the wounded. His word picStanley Roscoe Knowlton served in the ture of the Kaiser’s palace was vivid and
•1st Battalion from
the Province of he played upon the imagination of the
Manitoba, Canada, as William Stanley children as he described the German cus701,300 L-Cpl. Mr. Knowlton wrote toms during the Christmas festivities,
n it on account of his
marriage he wish- particularly in regard to the Christmas
ed to assume his real name. He also said
tree. He also mentioned visits to some
it he had deferred the operation on his
of the small towns around Berlin and
wounded knee and that he was taking
closed with brief references to Russia and
::l'hn and massage treatment.
Austria.

Will be in evidence with its

m

With

purchase

a

or more

in
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bargains.
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Telephone
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to save for a War

Begin
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Stamp.

p
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Mrs. E. P. Carle, No. 21 Main St., Belfast.

pi

Telephone

No. 350

|j|
tmsMw®

The Peirce school will give

will
The Sons of Veteran’s Auxiliary
hall
Men’s
Red
in
dance
a
public

give
Jan.

by Carter’s

30th with music

or-

The Woman’s Alliance of the First
at the
Parish, Unitarian,church will meet
home of Mrs. Albert C. Burgess, Church
3
street, this, Thursday, afternoon at
o’clock. A paper will be read by Mrs.
George R. Williamson, “In the Days of

penses

COLONIAL
one of

the

so

early for

choice

better than

attraction.

the
of

Thrift
We can’t all lick

There
Wiley as hostesses.
were twenty-three present with eighteen
They were
masked and in costume.
numbered on their arrival and their identity was guessed by these numbers. There
were several attractive red, white and
blue costumes and a number of real
Topsy’s. Mrs. Frank A. Bramhall wore

Come

matinee and evening, William Desmond
returns to Belfast theatergoers in a five

part Triangle play “Flying Colors.”
Plenty of action will make this most interesting while also included on the program will be Bobby Connelly and a Triangle Comedy. Monday, popular Wal-

Miss Amy E.

the ninth stirring episode of that exciting
and mystifying serial “Who Is ‘Number

One’?”'will be shown. Wednesday, the
wonder child star, Madge Evans in a
thoroughly delightful, unusual lnni,
“The Adventuresof CaroP’will be ; 1 > v 1.

I

Ofnh”
LdlTlD

German, but we can all lick
Stamp and do our “Bit,”

MARY

PICKFORD

Come in

Saturday and trade; by doing

so you

SATURDAY—William Desmond
BOBBY CONNELLY.

will

-

'

HELP THE GOVERNMENT
HELP YOUR8ELVE8 and
HELP U8.

IN

in

NINTH EPISODE

I

Daily Matinee,

2.30—6c. and 11c.

j

WEDNESDAY

MADGE EVANS
IN

“The

Adventures

of

Carol”

“Who Is ‘Number One’?”

and 9c. mdse, not included in the above

“Flying Colors’'

--THE CHILD STAR-

“Nan of Music Mountain"

FRED D. JONES
Phonograph goods

water pipe installation to

||
||

Evening,

and

it is

possible

that

it

will

fc,

much higher price than now because
of the constantly increasing cost of materials
and labor. Order your car today. You will
a

feij

ji

then be reasonably sure of delivery and price.

!j

Touring, $360.00; Chassis, $325.00; Town,
$645.00;- Runabout, $345.00; Sedan, $695.00;
Coupelet, $560.00; One-Ton Truck Chassis,
$600 00.
All f. o. b. Detroit, Mich.

!
i'

B. O. NORTON,

|

WALDO COUNTY

DEALER, BELFAST, MAINE.

be at

no

addi-

vestigation

was

received and

new

evi-

dence having been found since the investigation, the report was returned to the
committee after a conference with Chief

Engineer S. S. L. Shute.A letter

was

read from the Belfast Water Company in
relation to increasing the rates to the

city and decreasing the rates to the other
water takers.

It

INCOME TAX

voted to refer the

was

matter to the committee

on

city proper-

School Committee
a special meeting of the district school committee was held last Friday evening in the Memorial building

We are prepared to answer or to
obtain answers to any Puzzling
Questions regarding the Interpre-

with chairman James H. Duncan of SearsMr. Z. D. Hartshorn,
port presiding.

tation of this Law.

The

District

MATTERS,

7 and 8.30—11c. and 17c.

S

We

master of the Grammar grades, who had
been elected superintendent to fill the
unexpired term of William B. Woodbury,

nave a

Booklet

i

quite defi-

nitely explaining the Law, which
we shrill be very glad to furnish on

ending in July, 1918, declined to serve
unless he was elected to July, 1919.
The'
present board cannot elect for more than
this six month’s term so they elected

\

Request.

The City National Bank of Belfast

Vinal H. Tibbetts.

He has been superintendent for two years at Mattawamkeag and is a graduate of Colby College

BELFAST, MAINE.

with two years experience in teaching.
Mr. Tibbetts was notified by phone during the meeting and said he would reply

take the

case

to the Governor and Coun-

cil if necessary. Tuesday a communication was received from State Superintendent Augustus O. Thomas saying that
isles ooro

wouiu not ue

auueu

to

|
|

|

>

H. J. Locke & Son

j
>

<

>>

l

j

Jewelry Repairing Promptly.

i

Woodbury

Mr.

j

First Class Watch, Clock and

notified Monday that this distrifct

Belfast and Searsport.

WATCH REPAIRING

Have increased their working force
and are prepared to do

tins uis-

out the classification for the papers he
had made a mistake in placing it with

No advance in

<

prices.
H.

*'

5

J.

District Watch

\

LOCKE & SON,

Inspector

1

M. C. R. R.

the harbor was a solid sheet of ice out to
the monument. Friday morning the East
Hampton, a mine layer from the Navy

Department at Boston, arrived and cut a
channel to the clear water at the CoeMortimer Co.’s dock. This allowed the
tug Wyoming to bring in one of the CoeMortimer barges and take out two that
Morris L.
were ready for the return.

Help
I

Monday

on

a

trip and will remain

Friday.

Wanted
!

For Stitching Room. Steady work
under good conditions.
Experi-

Slugg superintended the raising of the
draw at the lower bridge for the moving
of the barges and found it in such a bad
condition that it was risking men’s lives
handling it. He notified Mayor Hanson
that the Coe-Mortimer Co. will not oper-

in Boston until

TRIANGLE COMEDY

MONDAY
Wallace Reid

!

1

it,

tional cost to the city.The report of
the committee on the fire department in-

F. W. Pote has been notified that the Bel-

“THE LITTLE PRINCESS”

War

want
sell at

from High street to the hall at a cost to
the City of Belfast not to exceed seventy-five cents per running foot for labor,
and in addition thereto a suitable water

fast has cancelled

ADAPTED FROM NOVEL BY FRANCES HODSDON BURNETT.
EVEN BETTER THAN “REBECCA.”
a

a

working at Machias and Eastport arrived
in the lower harbor at 10 a. m. Wednesday. One proceeded directly to Searsport and the other followed a little later
after clipping off some of the ice on the
western side of the channel opening. It
was then passable to the wharves.
It is
hoped to have these steamers free the
Golden Rod which is iced in at Castine.

FkIDAi —America’s Sweetheart

$1.00

|

|

I
I
I

be instructed to at once employ
suitable person to construct the sewer

her trip
from Bucksport.
The light-house steamers Hibiscus and Zizania which have been

Douglas Fights Mexicans, a Wolf, Mountain Lion and Rattler,
and Risks Life and Limb to Make this Feature One of the Best,

25c.

j|

sewers

far as the monument

Young and Old,

uTUp
■

If you wait until spring to place your order
for a Ford you may find that the one car you
want cannot be delivered to S'ou when you

After discussion the following
order was passed: That the committee on

ship line has not attempted to reach the
wharf here for the week, but came in as

Evening

for

|1

Cates.

The repair work will take several days.
Steamer Belfast of the Eastern Steam-

LONIAI
Matinee and

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

II

special meeting of the City Government
was held Saturday evening to take action
in regard to placing a sewer and city
water pipes on Field street for the use of
Fuller & Sullivan, the Boston clothing
company who are to use Seaside Grange
hall under the direction of Mrs. Belle L.

isdes of her bow which she had broken
open in ice cutting here and at Searsport.

CO

I

A

antique brown silk and poke bonnet.
Stoddard, a fancy yellow ate it at their own expense until suitable
gown; Miss Isabel M. Smalley a Boy
repairs have been made. The tug PejepScout’s rig and Mrs. Basil Allen, a boy’s
scot also arrived Friday with a barge and
Carrie
Mrs.
suit. The Gold Dust Twins,
has been doing excellent work to keep
N. Hamilton and Mrs. Clara H. Seekins the channel clear during the rest of the
Mrs. Clarence
caused much merriment.
week at the company’s expense.
The
E. Read as an old man and Mrs. Clyde B. East
Hampton is on the beach below the
Holmes as a German spy were not guessEastern Steamship wharf and Leroy A.
ed during the allotted time.
Coombs is repairing the planking on both

an

lace Reid and Anna Little in a real Western play, “Nan of Music Mountain” and

werves

a

A City Government Meeting.

was

Bertha A.

Saturday,

seats.

have his

himself,

delight-

“Re-

even

small balance

The North Church Guild had a
ful meeting Monday evening at the home
of Miss Alice E. Simmons who was assisted by Mrs. John T. Davis and Miss

be

On Friday,
Thursday.
matinee and evening, America’s sweetheart Mary Pickford in “The Little Prin-

cess” said to be
becca” will be

a

signature.”

come

store

give one
Stamp

Unitarian parsonage Monday afternoon.
a part of the required work of this
organization,

This is

thumb and finger prints taken and write
was without a superintendent and that he
his signature. Within 15 days after they
would be notified if he was needed here.
and
receive
a
report, they are to return
Last Thursday
ICE IN the Harbor.
registration card, bearing their photo and

We know

like,

of

photographs

four

matic action, tense moments and with
a heart
appeal all its own. Its been
come to
a long time since Douglas has

to

which there is

order says: “Each person of German origin not naturalized must report, furnish

salaried stars in screendom is offered today in his triumph “The Lamb.” “The
Lamb” is a play filled with thrills, dra-

SATURDAY, JANUARY 26,
will

Miss Lucina Ide, R. N., gave a demonstration in elementary bandaging and in
first aid to the Camp Fire Girls at the

origin in Waldo county must register at
trict. He said that Islesboro was in the
the Belfast post office between Feb. 4th
district with Castine and that in making
8
m.
to
m.
the
a.
6
p.
from
8th
and the

Douglas Fairforemost and high

town with his sunny smile.
it’s the kind of a play you

on

IN

we

Sheriff Frank A. Cushman has anintention of being a candidate for re-election before the .June primaries. His record is unprecedented in
this county or in the State.

nounced his

commun-

Postmaster Austin W. Keating has received orders that all aliens of German

THEATER.

banks,

a

due.

the Irish Rings.”

sure

Memorial building.

later.
Monday he notified the commitity sing in Odd Fellows Hall, Feb. 22nd, tee that he did not care to accept. The
The proceeds matter of the annexation of Islesboro to
Washington’s birthday.
the Belfast-Searsport district was diswill be applied to their playground excussed and it was thought advisable to

chestra.

Otamps

ot

Lot

shall make a general clearance sale of all
Not
PERFECTLY FRESH! or UP-TO-DATE.
goods.
All goods sold for cash. No goods laid aside.
and mail orders receive our best attention.

DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

War
ho

I

As Usual--The 9 Cent Counter

THURSDAY—A Play

pavings
^9aves

§
§

solo.

rehearsals of Miss Gladys Ruth allow her to about double the work she
;m’s play, The Hurdy-Gurdy Girl, has been doing for Fuller & Sullivan of
She plans
Miss Alice Roswell and Theodore j Boston on Army contracts,
ill B. H. S. ’18, as the principals, to employ local help, if possible, otherng held Tuesday evenings and wise the firm will send help from Boston.
: ay afternoons under the direction I They may be obliged to send some exIt bids fair to be a perienced machine operators for a time.
S. A. Parker.
entertaining performance.

j

“

Silk
“
Cotton
Ribbons

which will be held in the Post room in

pipe be installed in the trench for fire
protection and flushing purposes; the

“

“

“

Thomas H. Marshall Circle, G. A. R.,
will observe McKinley day at their regular meeting next Tuesday afternoon

ty.

p

followed

Pitcher has begun the rep. of the chorus of the Opera Marthe
,ring the special music days at
-■
High school. He hopesto present
m February, with the same prinE.

|

Lot Hamburg 5c. yard.
Odd Sizes in Corsets.
Turkish Towels. Odd Lot House Dresses.
Odd Sizes and Styles.

gj
M

Nettie

Dutch Jan. 16th, with a picnic supper
in the evening by a regular
meeting in the Post room in Memorial
second Hall. The next meeting will be held
:ms. Portland, failed in their
been
dis- with Mrs. Mary A^len Carter Feb. 6th
have
and
vs,eal examination
when an initiation will take place at
lrged.
their regular meeting in the evening.
.ide Norton Buyers of Winterport
| arold Bibber Robinson of Belfast in
rafted men recently sent to Fort

!

What We Have to Sell
Odds and Ends in Everything

“

Jof Emma White
V., had a pleasant (jij)

of

|

wg
gi

S

Club

The Afternoon
Barker Tent, D.

~~

Commenced Saturday, January Nineteenth,
at nine o’clock, continuing until goods are closed

1
|

Tea House several months, have returned
to their home in Bath.

with
;ng tomorrow, Friday, afternoon
Eda Woodbury, High street, when
plans will be discussed.

||j
8

i REMNANTS in Wool Dress Goods

She will also visit in Boston and vicinity
Mrs. Edwin Hackett and Mrs.
en route.
James Farnham, who have been at the

important

(«»

MRS. E. P. CARLE’S

H

Mrs. Ada E. Wildes has closed the Wayside Tea House for the remainder of the
winter a d left Tuesday to visit Dr. and
Mrs. Charles E. Paine of Brooklyn, N. A.

Belfast.

your Quarters
advantage of the

I

of P. D. H. Carter.

FRED D. JONES

|J

by taking

get one—Save

1

18

who died in New Haven,Conn., Jan. 18th,
aged 93 years. Mr. Asbury V. Rich, who
accompanied the remains here Monday,
was the guest Monday and Tuesday night

it.

||

Stamp?

”

;

Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson was called
to Swanville Jan. 22nd to officiate at the
funeral of the late Mrs. Ruth N. Smart

subject
searching trial.
could successfully

to

H

a

After Inventory Sale

|

of the High school.

this

War

|

underwent

No other manufacturers

,nent.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Everett A. Banks have
returned from Boston where Mrs. Banks

d ubtless be demonstrated
to
by “tone tests” similar

So

f

home

Have You

Good Morning.

^

High street with acute
Bright’s disease. Mrs. William Kimball
of Portland arrived Monday to assist her
mother in caring for him.
his

|

||
fHow

Bridge strwet.

seriously ill at

Herbert L. Bucklin is

approaches

this respect

on

|
|

War Savings Stamps
| Who Saves Serves

§

in the Navy and is now an orderly at the
Charlestown, Mass., Navy Yard.

the main

reproduction

;nd

v

four weeks’ vacation

a

wmmmitsmmrmmmkmiamsmmmm

ence not

|

required.

Leonard & Barrows' Shoe

Factory

George K. Willey, proprietor of the
City Restaurant, at fifi High street, is seriously ill with pneumonia.

The Boards of Deacons and Assessors
of the First Baptist Church, at a joint

meeting last Sunday noon,decided to hold
all the services of the church and Bible
New Advertisements.
Help win
school in the vestry of the church in or- the war by trading at Fred D. Jones’
der to save coal. This takes effect at
further
once and will be continued until

store next Saturday, a 25 cent Thrift
Stamp will be given with every dollar’s

notice.

worth of goods purchased.

Owing to the scarcity of coal at the
pumping station, users of city water
should be careful that their faucets are
closed at night and all times when not in
If allowed to run the water in the
use.
standpipe is soon lowered and the city
exposed to a great danger in ease of fire.

Read what

Mr. Jones says about the sound reproduction on The New Edison.Try an Electric Heating Pad to drive pain away. Its

comforting warmth is obtained merely
by a touch of the switch. Price S7.50 at
the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.See
statement of the Searsport National
and family publish
The annual meeting of the stockhold- J Bank.Elijah Gay
a card of thanks.Wanted by Mathers of The Republican Journal Pub. Co.
ews Bros, ten car loads cord wood, also
at their office last Thursday
was held
and oak logs. Spot cash
morning and officers elected as follows: birch, maple
market
at
paid
prices.Mrs. Elizabeth
O.
C.
Poor,
O.
Clarence
Poor, president;
,
and Miss Ada Harvey publish a
C. E. Knowlton and C. H. Twombly, di- Phillips
card of thanks.Harry Mahoney and
rectors; C. H. Twombly, secretary and
Mrs. Mark Mendall publish a card of
treasurer.
thanks.See list of articles advertised
been
has
Committee
Public
The
Safety
for sale by P. D. H. Carter, 6 Miller
notified from Augusta that the Collector I
street.
of Internal Revenue for this district will
representative here for the purpose of giving information in reference
to the collection of the income tax, at the
following places in Waldo county on the
dates specified. Belfast, Feb. 13th to the
16th; Searsport, Feb. 18th; Stockton,
Feb. 19th; Frankfort, Feb. 20th; Winterport, Feb. 21st.
have

j

a

Sidney W. York, the 17-year-old son
of Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur S. York, was
given a trial last Saturday evening in the
Municipal Court room before Judge
Maurice W. Lord. The specific charge
was the larceny of a pipe from the Perry
Market. He was found guilty and committed to the county jail for ten days.
The youth had been on probation for
some time and had been obliged to report often to Judge Lord who with others was using all clemency possible to
reform him for serious offences of which
he acknowledged guilt. While this last
offence seems'minor it is but the climax
and called for serious punishment.

|

PEERLESS

|

CASUALTY CO.,
Keene,

N.

H.,

Pays Sick and Accident Benefits
M. A.
District

COOK,

Manager,

Searsport,

Me.

SEAMEN
Chance for Advancement—FREE.
U. S. Shipping Board free navigation school
Rockland trains seamen for officers’ berths
Short cut to the
new Merchant Marine.
Bridge Two years’ sea experience required.
Native or naturalised citizens only Course
six weeks. No enlistment? Apply at school.
4*2
Federal Building, Rockland.

at
in

I

U. OF M. MAX' BE ARMY SCHOOL.

PfCTOeSQjje MARKET

1

m IM CHICAGO

I

Bangor, Me., Jan. 16.—Announcement
made by President R. J. Aley of the
University of Maine Tuesday that, the
University will be turned into a training I

was

school for soldiers this summer if the War

department carries out a proposed plan 1
for teaching men of the National Army
j
the various mechanical trades that are
necessary for the prosecution of the war. :

After learning that the War Department is considering to educate 200,000
trades for the Namen in mechanical
tional Army in the state universities of
the country, President Aley promptly
offered the institution to the Government
and gave emphatic assurances that the
University of Maine and its faculty are
at the service of the Government for
whatever use may he desired.
President Aley said that if the offer is
accepted, it is probable that from 500 to
700 men will be trained on the Orono
The trades to be taught will
campus.
probably include gas engine work, automobile driving, surveying, transit work,
etc,, chemistry, gas and llame work,

i

I

j
PareCastoria is a harmless substitute for Castor Oil,neither
goric, Drops and Soothing Syrups. It contains
l or
Opium, Morphine nor other narcotic substance,
use ior the
more than thirty years it has been in constant
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Mind Colic and
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising therefrom,
and by regulating the Stomach and Bowels, aids tins assimilation of Food; giving healthy' and natural sleep.
The Children’s Panacea—The Mother’s Friend,

(

carpentry, blacksmithing, draftsmanship,

“Not With This
To m.ike writing more comfortable
Lamp. Its soft mellow light is easy

Picking Out Old Clothes.

Lamp”

or

rending

on

your eyes.

more

pleasant,

use •

So-CO-ny
oil for light. And ask for Rayo Lamps by

cause

I
What bosh.
certainty that one of that
superhuman race makes his appearance
every Sunday morning at S
came

RAYO LAMPS give a steady, bright light without flicker or flare.. Easy to
light no need to remove either chimney or shade. Attractive in design
nnd finish. Easy to keep clean.
It is pure, carefully refined the
Kerosene in Rayo Lamps.
Use

know for

name.

instance,
spot to spot, an old f» >'»v, stoop*
shouldered, hollow-chested and white-

extinct.

a

o'clock, weather permitting,

at

narehal forebears,
bearded as his
who had squatp-.j with In's packs on
the front steps of a freshly-painted
lie symbolized the eternal
cottage.
wanderer inured to his lot by a wise

the corstreets,

of 13th and Jefferson
writes I. K. Friedman in the Chicago
Here for a minute, though inNews.
visible, he takes his stand, claps his
wliat a
hands and then
presto !
transformation has been worked!
The windows of the little dyeing
and cleaning shops that hug Jefferson
street are Hung open and piles of second hand clothing—“fixed” and “unner

STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK
PRINCIPAL OFFICES

acceptance of the utter impossibility
of escape from it and who is content
if he can snatch hut a moment between whiles ol the long rest that is
both the reward and the just portion

—

—

of old age.
But even this scant tarrying by the
way is denied him. From the window
of the second sP-ry lie le ad of a vigrotrudes and she
orous
old woman
shrills down at him: ‘‘Is it for trash
like you that I pay $25 for painting my

as the Yiddish signboards proclaim—come sailing down on the sidewalks and the pavement of the road.
with old
laden
One-horse wagons
clothes push their way slowly eastward
wheelbarrows
from
Halsted street,

fixed,”

PRESTON’S
Livery, Boarding

and Transient Stable.

is SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN STREET.
Careful drivers if desired

I have single and douhle hitches, buckboards, etc.
Your patronage is solicited.

Telephone—stable, 235-2; house,

til 13.

W. G. PRESTON,

MAINE ITEMS.
Teddy Coming.
Former President Roosevelt will deliver a patriotic address at the RepubliBangor March
can State Convention at
28th. This announcement was made byFrank J. Ham, chairman of the Republihad
can State Committee, after be
ceived a telephone message from Gov.
Carl E. Miiliken that he had called upon
Colonel Roosevelt at Oyster Bay and secured his acceptance of an invitation
from the State conmtitee and the Maine
delegation to Congress. Gov. Miiliken
was at Boston on his way home from

1

j

re-]

|

i

;
;

!

Washington.
]
The political pot is beginning to bubble
a tritle already in Somerset county and j
Frank L. Harding of Madison has come ;
the front and announced himself a Republic,,u candidate for nomination at the
June primaries for the office of sheriff in
Somerset county.

to

Proprietor,

One might
we are trying to work out.
think that we were negligent in not passing a law at once bringing aliens funder
If the plan above mentioned
the draft.
works out, it will be much more advantageous and a better result will be acoomlished without any friction with foreign
governments, which very well might
arise if we should draft their citizens for
service without their consent.
A resolution has just been introduced
in the House asking the Secretary of
State to inform us what progress is being
made by his Department along these
lines.
From the above you will see that
we are far from asleep in this matter and
I hope that something will soon be accomplished to remedy the situation.
Y ours 11 ulv,
John a. Peters.

alto-

it could go nowhere
gether to the liking of the occupants
I noticed,
of the cottages aforesaid.
for
as I jostled my "’ay lrom

UTHORITIES state that shortly
after the publication of The
Arabian Nights the genii be-

Rayo

cist,

cottage?

freighted with cast off garments compete for place with pushcarts piled
high with the same merchandise, while
other enterprising hands have fashioned crude vehicles out of soap boxes
and discarded pairs of bicycle wheels
to trundle more of these old wares

“Must I sweep up the old shoes and
paper and dirt you leave behind, oh.
Why don’t you sell
impudent one?
your filthy rags in the swell neighborhoods where you buy them? Bet out!
Ten curses rest on you for everyone
of your years! Will you go or shall

hither.
The less -fortunate, white and black
bearded men and stout youths, whose
legs are the mily machines granted
them to overcome tin* inertia of matbrut double by tin*
ter. totter alg

1 send for the police.”
Solemnly lie shakes his white head.
By the written laws that govern real
estate the coinage is hers; by the unwritten laws established by tin* market
lie
the steps are his for the day.
stands on his r! Ids. turning a deaf
So site
ear to her stream of obi •quy.
adopts more »' alive m>asures and
drenches him and his precious stores
with buckets of wader, tossed forth
vvilh swift arid unerring hands. Ilis

heavy packs of discarded wearing apparel they carry <»n their backs. Here
and there a sun or a wife, coming to
the assistance of the breadwinner of
surplus of
iPf family, <h:._> along
the go "is in crip; h-d vanbags .itr)
1

Mountain, W is., Jan. 1 '>.—Thirty-eight
in, a lumber t amp here are seriously
ill as a result of bc.ng poisoned Sunday
night. Frank Zaiback. a chore boy, has

Poor little

.iupc, hired witli Gemian

uri

Admirality

ported the loss by mine or submarine of
Id merchantmen of 1,600 tons or over,
three merchantmen under that tonnage
and four lishing vessels. The report of
Jan. 2 gave the sinking as 21, 1H being
1,600 tons or over.

In explanation of his attitude on the
subject of military service by aliens,
Hon. John A Peters, representative in

GUNS AND BLUEPRINTS.

(From the Outlook*.
The Browning gun may be

Congress from the third Maine district,
writes to The Journal:
1 am very earnestly of the opinion that
aliens in this country, subjects of countries in tins light on our side, should
cither be brought under the provisions
of our selective draft law or placed where
they can be reached by the Governments
of their own countries for the same purii would be a disgrace to fight this
pose.
war with our own boys and leave any
alien slacker enjoying the hospitality of
til is country.
This matter was considered by the
House of Representatives last summer.
A member of t he Foreign Relations Committee, which had it in charge, consulted
relation to the draft of a bill and
me in
«.o\.

...l

-i

I ill

ut:k

ilriivvii

thnt

h;td

red teeth in it,—more so than a
bill which had passed the Senate. At
Hits point the Secretary of State intervened, came before the Committee in
executive session and gave them some
very urgent reasons why further action
should he deferred until lie had taken the
matter up with the foreign governments
interested. The Committee granted his
request as it was obvious that to get the
best results we must work in harmony
with the allies.
I believe it is the purpose of the State
Department to make treaties with other
governments so that their subjects eligible for military service shall be sent home
in exchange for any of our subjects, similarly situated in their countries.
You can see that this would be much
more desirable and effective than simply
bringing aliens here under our draft law.
For instance, in the case of England they
draft citizens between eighteen and
thirty-four years of age and if we simply brought them under our laws we could
only take those between twenty-one and
thirty-one. They had better all go home
some

and fight so long
common

enemy.

as we

are

fighting

a

That is the plan that

hundred
times more efficient than the Lewis, but
it can be said, without fear of contradiction by partisans of either gun, that, no
blueprint ever killed a German.

f
under the will of Maitland B. Smith, late
Hat tford, State of Connecticut, dt c s d, having presented a petition praying that they may
be granted a license to sell at private sab the
several lots or parcel of land !• Cited in Waldo
County ai d described in said petition, th» same
being subject to mortgage, they having h..d an
advantageous offer for the same, They say it
would be for the benefit of those for whom
the trust was created to sell the sai l .real estate and place the proceeds at. inttrest.

a

•for

buy and sell, in small quantities or
stupendous amounts, know the process
by which the wealth of ti e world is so cosmopolitan and picturesque—
! move through the. clamoring hosts that
increased.
would r 1:rust bargains on them. The
The hands of our genie—to revert
color of a particular suit strikes the
to him—were slapped at 8 o’clock and
1
lie takes
.id Norseman,
the procession ol old clothes men
fancy of a
off his own coat and tries on tin* profsum <med by that signal has tal n
perhaps a half hour to reach its des- fered garment. Does it; lit? The plastination. Now look along Idth street ter, says the salesman, fits the wall no
better. Now the price remains for consee wliar has happened to it in those
It has been trans- sideration. At $1.75 for a suit which
thirty minutes.
formed into a second hand clothes be is assured he could buy nowhere
market which, so far as the writer else for $12 this possible customer
knows, lias only one competitor in the balks. T
lining is torn too badly for
world
Commercial road, in Whiteall the king’*: thread and all the king’s
needles ever to put it back into shape.
chapel. London.
Your salesman grants this willingly.
Submerged in Sea of Clothes.
He swears he is no liar and has not
Old clothes and shoes are lying in
piles on gunny sacks spread on the time to deny the obvious. But, after
Pushcarts,
street and the sidewalks.
all, what does one want with lining in

certain instrum

Sound Doctrine.
“The Commercial has long argued that
to handle business propositions business
The ignorance
men should be selected.
of business conditions now shown by
is that of a
whose
training
Mr. Garfield,
college professor, promises to inflict a
terrible blow upon the business of the
east. The college professors should be
allowed to stick to their books and leave
business affairs to be handled by business

men.”—Bangor Commercial.

ru,

pur.

to

or;’

A

..

such hot weather? It is a suit made
for the Zephyrs of summer and not the
Masts < f winter. Tear out the lining
—look on it as if it were not—and the
suit may i>
had for $1.25. Thus the

wagons and boxes have been converted
Fence rails have been
into shops.
pre-empted by the first comers for the
display of their merchandise, stoops
and steps of the householder have
boon pressed into service by these per-

d

ar

true c<

t< d.
d p» til -n gr
ELI FRY BOW
Attest:
py
t ii s E John
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nmnuiaiiijg
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nargnii!

'iiiu'mi

ain
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line

1

gains.

gling of old woolens.

Time Will Tell.
However, the man who thinks he is
going to have his own way after mnrri• st- is apt to have an«dh*r think coin-

Nor is this ouce-a-week market,
which has concentrated here out f the
necessity of the case and largely be- i iiig in after years.—Fm-kan
■

%

PROSPECT

FERRY.

au

insight into marmors and met!: ids.
You wander onward through the
ov< v
thickening crowds, refusing to
seize time hv the forelock and purcoats at sunmu r prices.
chase wink
ami especially second-hand
15lit ot!i<
dealers, whose stores are scattered
throughout the city, are more : rt
than yourself and snap up these bar-

i,

of one anti two
story cottages, twisted awry by tbeir
own poverty and the years, no longer
engage y.»ur attention, which at first
they urp-b’d. They have been suhmerged order this sea of old clothes,
gathered garment by garment through
the week in all parts of Chicago by
those thrifty, energetic residents of the
Ghetto and contributed in so many
waves as it were to this mighty min-

long but .'-rooked

is

s,Tiber
n. K

<

,.

!

|

r>

Mrs. Fred Felker and daughter Helen
stopping for a while with Mrs. Eu-

are

gene Barnes.
Mrs. E. W. Grindle will entertain the
i
Miss Mary Harriman was home from
H. H. club Jan. 16th.
to spend the week-end with
Bucksport
Eugene Barnes went back to the ship her
Mrs. W. H. Harriman.
mother,
yard in Stockton last week.
Mrs. Fred Bowdoin
several days last week

was
on

in Ellsworth

business.

Edward Avery and Ernest Harriman
in Belfast last week on business.

were

Miss Lucy Grindle has been home from
Bucksport to spend last week with her

parents.

A few days ago Captain Lewis Whistler
the
killed four men with an axe, robbed
bank at Camp Funston, Kansas,
and stole $62,826. He afterwards committted suicide. After a long search the
army

discovered
hiding place of the money
bank.
the
to
cash
the
was
returned
and
was
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ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:

Chas, E. Johnson. Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the Beeond
Tuesday of January, A. D 1918.
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late
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that said will he
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allowed and that, letters testamentary issue to
named
George W, Collem* r, the executor
giving bond, said will so pro-
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The new England soldier at Camp Devens dances too much, is the opinion of
At a conference of officers it
officers.
was decided to take steps to cut down the
social functions which are almost nightly
It was the judgment of
occurrences.
those present that the mind of the soldier was distracted by too many societies. This impression was confirmed, it
was said, by the comment of a British
officer who recently inspected the cantonment.
He was quoted as saying: “There
is too much woman about this camp

Lausanne, Switzerland.— 1 ne uazeiie
says it learns that the German ammunition factories at Karlsruhe have been
I forced to close owing to lack of coal and
! that 9,000 men and women are out of
work.
Seven other large towns are
alfected in a similar manner.
That pleases us and there will be rejoicing in Kaiserdom when the news isread that there is a general stoppage of
business in this conutry on account of a
coal shortage.

week's w«»rk—sustenance perhaps for
fainils. homo ami hims©If--a? ■* gone.
It is too much for even his stoical spirit and la* weeps.
All Na< dualities in Throng.
You are •l.-’pl.v sorry for him. hut in
th's kah-idsis.-opic scene which appeals
to so many emotions none can abide
for long. Curiosity capturo.- >«*i and
von are tugged on against your v ill to
see how and to whom are disposed all
the clotln s that Chicago casts off.
Creel:. Italian, Slav—members of the
various clans that make Haisfed street

Mere beginners

at the
foothold on the
road that some day may lead l<» handcart or a wagon, are not deterred
from joining the throng 1 y the fact
that their entiri stock in tr* le is !ii:i*
Itr'l t• > a
single suit.
Why should
they be? The one suit if sold to advantage may n ip to gain a working
capital for the purchase of two or
three more and ilose two and three
more—hut all whose business it is to

telescopes.
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hate C

il

1

Chas. F Johnson, Register.

the

Johnson, Register.

f Probate, held a:
urt
W Al.DO Six
m
B*T Asr.on th* 8• h day of January. 1918. Donald
t
L»■
estate of Miitor
admin
is'.atoroo
H. Fogg,
Ei jrfc>f i, te of Eear?n
11 ir» said ( unty
R
d tin.,
deceased, hav ipg pr. o nted tits first
ccourit of administration of said estate for
allowance.
Ordered that notice 1 r* f be giv. n, threr
K* u: tican Journal
weiks successively it T
(
uri
a newspaper ; ubl;?he-' in Btifast, in sai'
1 persons interest* d may attend at
that
tv
Prob to Court, to h> midst B* I fast, on the 12th
c
* xt. »n i -1
use, i! any
oay of Ee bruary
they ,u ve, why the said ec* unt should nobe allow d.
ELl.h RY BOWDEN. Judge.
A rue copy. Attest
( has. E Johnson. R pi ’»*r.

Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
to all persons interest! (1 by causing a c py of
this order to be published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, a newssaid County,
paper published at Belfast
nurt. to
that they may appear at a Probate
be held at Belfast, within and for said County,
A. U. 1918, it ten
on the 12th day of February
of the clock before noon, and show cause, if
the
have,
why
prayer of said petiany they'
tioner should not be granted.

A

Notices.

s

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
Attest:
t has. E

A true c)py.

-d J.
.S-e* per, hue
las t will and tes’-.-m o
-*d,
of Belfast, m said f unty of u I■ i•• •. d c»
having been pres»-n*.»*d for probate, with :mi

»e

Ordered, ihat tl

MEN DANCE TOO MUCH.

|

WALDO TRUST COMPANY,
the principal pi; ce of busiBelfast, by T. Frank Parker, itj treasf
urer duly authorized, and Arthur F. Terry
Waterville, all in the Mate of Maine, t rupees
THE

poration having

ness at

At a Prooate t our», him a. I*. If,
fur the County of Waldo, o.
Tuesday of January. A. D. 1918.

'•h-r

gold.

Samuel 11 W est, administrator on the eetau
of Judith B. West, late of Stockton Spring?
>
said County, deceased, having presented hi
tirsi and final account of administration of sa:
esLate for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thret
weeks successively, in The Republican Jour
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in sai
County, that all persons interested may at
tend at 8 Probate Court, to be held at Belfast,
F hruarv next, ami show
on the 12th day of
cause, if any they have, why the said accoun
allowed.
be
should not

cor-

a

A true copy.

urt h* !d ;*t Ueifutt, v ithiti and
County .>f Waldo. on tlie 8th day of
January, A b 1918
GEORGIE M. ! 0L A N. daughter and heir
at law of Mary Mard*rs Grant, late o’ Winterport, in said ( unty »■; Waldo. d» ceasttl. h <vu ;.
i< g present
pt-Cuon pray ing that -lie, the
said c-orgh M. I'edaa of Winter port. or some
«

In Court of Probate, held a
W ALDO SS.
Belfas', on the 8th day of January, 1918

At a Probate Court beid at Belfast, within arid
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of
January, A. D. 1918.

ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.

Thousands of children have Worms and
thojr pa-euts don’t know what the trouhh i?.
Syrrp'oms of worms are: Der** g. d stomach, sw d;<m upper lip, e -ur stomach, ffen
siv-. b e-th. Hard and fud belly with
cca
si.,io,| gripii gs and pains aoeut ih« nave*, p*|*.
f c>‘ of leaden ru>t. e> ee heavy and dull,
( will-lung eyelids, itc-iing of
toe nose, itching of the rec.um, short dry c ugh, grinding
of the teeth, little red p, iots sticking out on
torn u«, starting during sleep, s’ow fever.
Always keep L>r. True’s Elixir on hand for
It is promptly effective
such Cases.
d the
n ee thing at out i:
is that children iii<e to c,ke

At. a J'
for t

NEW YORK CITY.

or

■-

poisoned.

1

John

sort

CHILDREN LIKE TO TAKE IT

Probate

been arrested and the federal authorities
have been notified.
When arrested Zinback carrie.1 passports from Switzerland --ountersigned by
It is
former Ambassador von Berastortl
He arrived in the
said he is a German.
before the men were
camp two days

|

Letter from Hon.

mis

<

TO SAVE LEATHER,
New York, Jan. 16. In order that the
nation's leather supply may he conserved
as much ns possible, lower boots for wot
men have been deciced by the National
A Good Appointment
Boot K Shoe Manufacturers’ association
Professor George 1 Files of ISowdom which concluded its annual conwrition
shoes
College will leave early next monlli for here today. The height, of women’s
'i
next fall will not exceed nine inches
France to take c|,arg* of one of the
above the heel, with tin* possibility of
A. bases with the French army,
M
Some I me another cut of half an inch if further
with Ha- rank of lieutenant.
t C. V ask d Professi r Files saving becomes necessary
ago the
The association also derided to limit
to a.-, eta one of the big executive posiWomen’s shoes will be made only
tion., :c association work in France and colors.
sin,,- 11n*i he has been arranging his in black, white, two shades of tan and
to
Men’s shoes will be
two shades of gray.
Ifairs a; order
a
1 person;
busi
felt, made in black and two shades of tan.
comply wit a the cill which lie has
be a* j
was a patriotic duty which must
U-BOAT TOLL
l’robablj few men arc more
for tile work than is Professor
fit I
Another marked decrease in the weekly
Flics Poss .Sing marked executive abili- sinkings of British merchantmen
by mine
ty, In* also has the added advantage of or submarine is noted in the report of the
speaking I nch, German and Italian as Admiralty issued Jan 16. In this period,
fluently *s d< the natives of these several only six merchantmen of 1,606 tons or
counti'a-s |* addition lie has also lived over were sunk, an i in addition two mer-nods in all of these coun- chantmen under
v
Xoi
1,600 tons and two fishtries aid it,
nughly knows the territory ing vessels.
t
and he people.
In the previous week the
re-

A. Peters

lor

be found at the University
of Maine with its elaborately equipped
machine shops, physical and chemical
laboratories and a faculty of scientific
There is an astronomical
specialists.
j
observatory where future aviators may
learn the rudiments of astronomy. The I
j unusual housing facilities, making it unnecessary to erect buildings for llie men
will doubtless strongly appeal to the War
department which doubtless realizes that
the university is ready to go into the
work of training soldiers in the mechani- !
cal arts at a moment’s notice.
It is probable that the men selected for this specialtraining will come from the second draft
to be called out in February or March.
State Superintendent of Schools Thomas
has been corresponding with the Government about this proposition and will cooperate in furthering it. He is shortly to
enter the Grvernment service in connection with Federal War education work
at a salary of $1.00 a year.
are to

Mrs H V\ Roberts of 502 As* lurn Street.
Fli-t, Michigan, wrote t,, us: “Have mod the
Elixir and as f«r 1 know my lr t|, girl is cured
of worms.’' She wr,.r, in again inter saying,
baby is fi- e and I think it is your medicine
that help*,* her,”
Dr, True s E ix'r, the Family Laxative ai d
W
m Exf eller, has l.een on the market more
than 60 years and more and more people are
using it all the time to expel worms, or to
tone
up the stomach and restore natural
action of the bowels.
hi'dren like to take
t
White us,

men

Six Children Perished.

lacmues

For Over 30 Years

Use

THE CENTH'JH COMPANY,

POISONED.

*

Car lie >1, Jan. in. The six children of
Mr. and Mrs ( harlcs Bard, who reside on
tin Van Buren road in Conner, about
eight miles from i! is town, were burned
to death in a tire that, destroyed their]
home early i .irsda\ nm ning. Mrs. Bard
is in a scrmii «'inidition as Hit* result <f
el r
rying to
It is sup nosed that, the fire
children
caught fr on a defective stovepipe soon
after Mr. Bard had built a hot lire and ]
Jell i.-r ’• *,» work in Stockholm. The]
oldest child was 10 yearsof age and the,
youngest 1 months.

/\uimrauie

training

In

it,

ALL SORTS

]

various branches of electrical, chemical
and sanitary engineering, machine work,
pattern making and wireless.
The war department is now on the
point of announcing a decision in regard
to training men at the state universities,
and it is probable that in the very near
future, preparations for this war training
work will be under way at Orono.

ARTHUR W„MOORE, of
SiocKtnn

SilU(

«

b<-

in the
bonds

Springs,

deceased,

County of \'.i

vet

mt

All pirsoh.- Having
the law directs
said watd are
demands against the estate ot
for setib ment,
desired to present the same
are
requested u mak,
aoo all indetite.l there,
as

payment immediately.
Stockton Springs, Dec

|;l)WAK1) ,u{, rm
11. 191.
sub

Th

ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE
1,1
1

*

scriber hereby gives
CH
uI
tiuly appointed administratrix
ALEXANDER U Mt’< Alii IUUI-L.
lute t»f Frankfort,
•’
i«
in the county "t VVitldo.
"*> *
AH y
bends as the law dir,Cts.
*.
t
estate
demands against the
tile
same foi
.1, sited to present the
art
t
I ... ill ind. bled
iron
-h.
to make | i.yment
ANNA J Me, AMEul.Kih.
Frankfort, Me, Dec. 11. h'tn
■'

‘•

>

—

notice

pointed guardian of

.-oration of said
first and final account of admin
estate for allowaiiCe.
oo
given, three
Ordered, that notice thereof
Jour-1
weeks successively, in The Kepublmai
i,a;'L- "■
nal, a newspaper publisneit i
attend
d
may
County, thut all person*
at
be h.-i
Belfast, n
at a Probate C ourt, t<>
xt. and eh'1*
of February
the 12th day
account
-aid
the
cause, if any they have, why
should not be allowed.
DEN
.Judge.
ELLEKV ROW
A true copy. Attest:
v it as. E. Johnson, Register

Order* d, That, notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order, to
publish* d three weeks successively in The
Republican Journal, a newspaper published in j
1
W ALDO
L»18
Belfast. ;n said County, that they may appear
Ja u r>
the ills day
» ii
eifast, Belfast.
»
at a Probate Court t*> he held at said
■*
Clan cc M. Hind.
within and for said County on the second Tuesu”ty
in the of Eva C, Hurd,
hn .1
Ins I *t
day of February next, at im o’clock
dect aaed, havii g f rt <cnt*
--vate tor
forenoun, and show cause, if any they have,
of adminiat-ranoM of saoi
account
be
proved, approved allowance.
why the same should not
and allowed and petition granted.
be given, three
i
Order* d, that notice th« reof
I’ Ll ERY BOWDEN, Judge.
in rhe Republics., Journal,
we. ks successively,
Attest:
A true copy.
in
said
He,fast,
...
( has I
Johnson, Register,
j a newspaper published iiiUr l"l mayattend
County, thatail persons
The subscriber! at a Probate Court, to be held at Be Hast, on
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
and show cause,
hereby gives notice that he has been duly ap- the 12th day of February next,
the said account should
pointed executor of the last will and testa if any they have, why
not be allowed.
nient of
ELLERY BOW UEN. Judge.
MARGARET M UUXtORD, late of Brooks,
A true copy. Attest:
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given j
Chas. E. Johnson, Register.
1
bonds as the law directs, All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased
same for settlement,
are desired to present the
j WALDO SS 111 Cou.t of Probate, held at
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
1918. Ada
Belfast, on the 8th day of January,
mil of Horace J.
payment immediately
B Morton, executrix of the
THADDEUS I. HUXFORD.
in said County, deMorton, late of Belfast,
Brocks, Me., Jan. 8. 1918.
first account of
ceased, having presented her
ther with
administration of said estate, tog
The sub
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTIC E.
for allowance
tier private claim,
scriber hereby gives notice that he has heen
be given, three
of the estate of
Ordered, that notice thereof
duly appointed administrator
in The Republican Journal,
successively,
weeks
ol
Prospect,
PERC1VAL M. GINN, late
in Belfast, in said
a
newspaper published
All persons County, that all persons interested may attend
in the County of Waldo, deceased.
held at liel ast, on
be
to
cf said de- at a Probate Court,
having demands against the estate
next, ami show
ceased are dtsiied to present the same for set- the 12th day of February the Bald account
cailae, if any they have, why
tlement. and all indebted thereto are requestto
my aushould not be allowed.
ed to make payment immediately
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge,
thorized atrent, Theodore H, Smith, Bucks—
H. GINN.
EVANDER
A true copy. Attest:
Maine.
port.
E. Johnson, Register.
Chas.
Atlanta. Georgia, Jan. 8, 1918*

1 be full— •>»<■•*
that tie lies been du.y anthe estate of

UARDIAN’S NOIRE.

hereby gives

...

ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTH

K.

j

auto
T»
has bet.

he
hereby gives nonce that
.tor ot the est te
duly appointed adnlinisl'
Belfast,
LYDIA T. WATERMAN, late of
and given
in the County of Wald,,, deceased,
All
persons having
bonds as the law dire, is
deemmed
demands against ..state of sa.d
for se.tie ment,
are desired to present theaame
are
requested to mase
and all indebted thereto
immediately.
payment
v
t RAN K E1N WATER d AN.
Belfast, Me.. Dec. 11. 1917
scriner

■

The subscriber
EXECUTOR’S NOTICE.
he has been duly
hereby gives nonce that
will and testa-

appointed

executor of

the last

ment of

of Stockton
LILLIAN A. SIMMONS, late
Springs.
dec. used. All persons
in the County of .Waldo,
the estate ot said dehaving demands fgauist
the same for setceased are desired to preaant

•"•.S98 rTMKK-

Brookline, Mas?., Dec. 11, 1917 C

Inefficiency

MARVELLOUS

At a recent session of the Senate Military Committee, General Crozier, chief
of Ordnance in the United States Army,

FRUIT JUICE
MEDICINE

said that in the various arsenals of the
United States there are, at the present
moment, more than 7000 machine guns
which are available for the training of

troops.
Now for the other side of this machine
gun proposition.
Senator Lewis of Illinois recently made
a visit to the Illinois division which is
He inquired into
stationed at Houston.
j its condition and equipment. He was informed, among other things, that the
division has only one rusty machine gun
that can be "used for training purposes,
and that this gun has been “trained with”
I so extensively that the threads and bearings have been worn smooth, and the gun
There
will no longer hang together.
should be sixteen machine guns for every
machine gun company, and this entire
division has but one—and that one is
worthless.
The question now arises why, if the
United States has more than 7000 machine guns stored "for training purposes,”
in the name of common sense it does not
turn a few of them loose where the troops
can become familiar with them?
Seven thousand guns held up and a
full division of the Army fitted out with
only one rusty gun that can no longer

Is Made From The
And
jui.-es Of Apples, Oranges, Figs
Prunes; With Tonics.

•‘Fruit-a-tives”

WONDERFUL-REGORD

OF A
WONDERFW REMEDY

Thousands

Of Sufferers In

England

Canada Owe Their Recovery
To "Fruit-a-tives”.
Fruit-a-tives” is now made in the
d States. This will be welcome
thousands of

to

have

people who

ending to Canada for tlteir supply
,t-se famous tablets, which are
from the juices of apples,
■-'■figs and prunes.
great lias been the demand for
a-tives” from all parts of the
1 States, that the proprietors
-d it wise to establish a branch
in this country.
ces and fruit tablet works are in
operation at Ogdensburg, New
mi which point druggists and

1

1 stores

are

hang together!

being supplied.

KITT-A-TIVES”

is the only
.ue in the world made from fruit
An
English physician in
discovered a process whereby
ces may be combined in such
ih it the natural medictual proof fruits are many times
iscd.
Fruit-a-tives” has many times
! its value in cases of Stomach,
end Kidney Trouble—in RheuHeadaches, and Neuralgia—
in
cpsia and Constipation

I.
i.

•t

general weakness and

ness,

Diseases.

jit-a-tives” is sold by dealer#
a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size,
sent postpaid on receipt of
by Fruit-a-tives limited,
asbure. New York.

sr.itistics of Stockton

Springs

for the Year 1917.
BIRTHS.

B. Colcord, Jan. 8th.
R. Hawse, Feb. 12th.
A. Venno, March 1st.

ir
■

Gilmore, April 23rd.
F. Colson, May 20th.
M. Shute, May 21st.
V Hawse, May 22nd.
W. Carleton, June 8th
II Heath, June 17th.
1 Harriman, July 1st
Belden, July 23rd.
I Merrithew, August 10th.
\V

Bradley, August 27th.
Winslow, August 28th.
Cassally, Sept, 10th.
M Harrington, Oct. 19th.

McLaughlin,

V

Oct. 14th.

B. (vneeland, Nov. 25th.
L Moody, Dec. 12th.
s

MARRIAGES.
Leroy Golden and Carrie M.
15th.
E.

■

Dobbin

and

Lizzie

B.

b. 19th.
Irew oennett and Lina Alma
ril 11th.

A

and

Norris

fL.

Theresa

May

1st.

Andrews and I.uella Emma La26th.
Ames Curtis and Jennie Austin
k, June 6th
,n George Miners and
Ivie Clark,

IMay
tph

Kith.

1’. Sawyer and Helen J
ne 16th.

Ander-

■.g

Pierce Jordan and Virdie I). La-

July 6th.
Bowden and Edith

v

Heath, Sept.

Otis Shaw and Evelyn Agnes

I

;.

Sept. 18th.

Stiles,

David Chiasson and Ellis C.
Oth

'i1

j

Francis White and Erie E. Dyer,
•!i''
■>

I
Nov

West,

F. CliiTord and Hattie N.
10th.
u

*

Oiv.

A Stiles and Hortense Nicker24th,

ur

Russell

Capen

and

Geneva

\very, Nov. 28th.
J W. Fayle and Nettie
E

Aurilla

N'ov. 28th.

in

DEATHS.
K. Staples, Jan. 1st.
E. Crocker, March 2nd.

;rd L.
onia

Overlook, March 29th.
N. Keen, March 3rd.

A

Baker, April 7th.
Lancaster, April 7th.
:e L. Colcord, April 19th.
C. White, April 21st.
me E. Richards, April 28th.
ok B. Jackson, May 6th.
use I. Colby, May 8th.
nna M. Smith, June 2nd.
lull B. West, June 17th.
E.

R, Clark, July 25th.
in A. Grant, August 4th.
nie C. Marden, August 28th.
Cassally, Sept. 10th.
rest ri. Berry, Sept. 21st.

uues

Lillian A. Simmons, Oct. 30th.
Lu< y A. Jacobs, Dec. 19th.
Ldwin C. Berry, Dec. 19th.

Leorgianna Kelley,
Get Out the

Dec. 19th.

Air-Tight

Stove.

L"! out the air-tight
stove, Dad,
And set her in the room;
Lie time we spend a haulin’ coal
L better
near

spent
home;
Lire's dozens o’ trees in the old South
lot

uaifway dead and bound to rot.
Lhey’ll make a fire blisterin’ hot.
Jpt

Vogue for Metal Embroidery Has Extended to This Accessory—Plain

Vegetable Compound.
I

Type Always

many months
not able to do my work owing to

Pittsburgh, Pa.—“ For
was

U

WCORUCOO

W 1111.11

caused backache
and headaches. A
friend called my
attention to one of
your newspaper
advertisements and

immediately

j

my

out the air-tight stove.

Let out the air-tight stove, Dad,
Let’s emit a usin’ coal;
’:,r Uncle Sam can’t
get enough
L’t nil to save his soul;
L’e less we
use, the more he’ll git
A usin’
wood may be “our bit”
*»
make the Kaiser throw a fit;
Let out the air-tight stove!

I

a

|

ir

----—.

in Good Taste.

Dots and dashes. It sounds like a
telegraph code, but is in reality a description of one of the season’s novelty

veilings.
Chenille dots—huge ones, sometimes
used as borders on plain veils, or
are scattered all over their surface.
One sees black veils, embroidered in
white and there are white veils em—are

■5

*Ji

morning refreshed in both mind and body,
ready to begin your day’s wcrk

&

*1

WITH an

I«

ELECTRIC HEATING PAD

|

as

&

automatically controllable,

Ji
%

£

light and flexible, may be used in any position,
soft and soothing to the most sensitive skin. As
a Foot-Warmer it is much used by invalids and

WA

elderly people.

^

there is “NO COOLING OFF,” stays hot

long

&
j

imu

Good
Is never anything
One
taste, good looks, good—sense!
runs no risk of having a ludicrous dot
decorating the end of one’s nose when
one thought it was well to the side. Or
of having all sorts of harmful interruptions between the field of vision
and the eyes.
In fact, the eyes are especially grateful for the plain veil. And it’s not an
unwise thing to insure their gratitude,

£

|S

I

help to make another charming.
Veilings of chantilly lace are a bit
hard to get. one is told, but they are
eminently desirable where one wishes
not so much a face covering as a hat
drapery.
piain veil,
but good.

an

K*

much used. These are in all sorts of
patterns. One of them has a series of
flying larks placed at intervals along
Acorns and oak leaves
its surface.

And of course, tne

:«
-J|

Electric Heating Pad in your bed,
turn the switch to Low, Medium or High, as
your blood circulation requires, open the window, jump into bed, and you will sleep in comfort all night long. You will wake up in the
Place

husband bought'
three bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham’s broidered in black. Combinations are
Vegetable Com- rather good this year. A pale tan veil
pound for me. j is embroidered in navy blue; one of
After taking two j
light gray uses purple for the contrastleiL nue
comes 1
and my trouble’s caused by that weak- ing tone.
ness are a thing of the past.
All women
The vogue for metal thread embroiwho suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
dery has extended to veils. Black emPinkham’s Vegetable Compound.”—
broidered in gold, and dark blue emMrs. Jas. Rohrberg, 620 Knapp St.,
broidered in silver, are among the most
N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from any form of effective ones seen.
Fine hair-line scroll designs are
weakness, as indicated by displacements,

There is a fine situation, and the worst
of it is that it is a situation for which
inflammation, ulceration, irregularities,
some fool in the Ordnance Department, of
backache, headaches, nervousness or
“the blues,” should accept Mrs. Rohr- 1
the United States Army, or in the War
Department itself, is directly responsible.
berg’s suggestion and give Lydia E.
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound a
In heaven’s name, how much longer are
men of the Army to be subjected to such
thorough trial.
For over forty years it has been
idiotic deprivations as this?
The thing is worse than idiotic. The
correcting such ailments. If you have
men who are responsible for the lack of
mysterious complications write for
advice to Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine
machine guns in the hands of the troops
Co., Lynn. Mass.
which need them so badly for training
purposes are directly interfering with the
efficiency 01 the army.
Naval Station.
That
mere is aosoiuteiy no excuse tnat can
be offered for things of this kind. They
Newspaper readers with long memories
are the results of stupid inefficiency of
the worst type, and whoever is respon- may recall a certain disquieting rumor
sible for them should be court-martialed that kept floating around two or three
and thrown out of the Army—if he hap- years ago, to the effect that the Japanese
had established a naval base in Southern
pens to belong to the Army—or dismissed
from office in disgrace if he happens to California, and were prepared to land an
expedition in Mexico to help the Mexibe a civilian.
The men of the Army are trying to do cans tight the United States. The govtheir best to serve the country. The peo- ernment investigated, and reported That
ple are trying to do their best to aid the there was no ground whatever for the
Army and the country. It is disgraceful rumor.
Well, the source of that particular lie
that the efforts of the men of the Army
The German
and those of the people should be nulli- has just been revealed.
lied by such inflamed inefficiency as has gunboat Geier, in November, 1914, took
been shown in this one matter of ma- refuge under the American flag in Honochine guns.
[From the San Antonio, lulu, fleeing from a Japanese cruiser. The
Geier was interned in due form. The
Tex., Light.)
officers were trusted as gentlemen. And
this is what they did:
They rigged up a powerful wireless outfit on their ship and used it to make
FOR FLETCHER’S
trouble for the United States. To camouflage their operations they always gave
band concerts to drown the crickle while
they were using it. They relayed mesNO MORE CATARRH
sages for Ambassador BernstorfT, Von
Papen and Boy-Ed from Washington to
German
agents at Manila, Hongkong,
A Guaranteed Treatment That Has Stood
Shanghai, etc. Thus they operated as a
the Test of Time.
branch of the great German system of
And while
intrigue and propaganda.
Catarrh cures come and catarrh cures they were not working on anything else,
go, but Hyomei continues to heal catarrh they amused themselves by sending out
and ‘abolish its
disgusting symptoms ingenious lies of their own, to embroil
the United States and Canada. The Japwherever civilization exists.
Each year the already enormous sales anese naval base yarn was one of their
for
caof this really scientific treatment
pleasant fancies. Another was the story
tarrh grow greater, and the present year | that Germans in this country were orshould show’ all records broken.
ganizing a military expedition to attack
If you breathe Hyomei daily as direct- Canada.—Bangor News.
ed it will end your catarrh, or it won’t
cost you a cent.
If you have a hard rubber Hyomei inhaler somewhere around the house, get it
out and start it at once to forever rid
The following is an extract of a letter
yourself of catarrh.
A. A. Howes & Co., or any other good received from the office of the Food Addruggist, will sell you a bottle of Hyomei i ministration in Massachusetts:
(liquid), start to breathe it and notice
F. S. Adams, Bureau of Markets,
how quickly it clears out the air passages
Augusta, Maine.
and makes the entire head feel line.
Dear Sir: In answer to your letter in
Hyomei used regularly will end catarrh, relation to the
hay situation in Massa! coughs, colds, bronchitis or asthma. A
chusetts.
It is true that there is a hay
j complete outfit, including a hard rubber shortage, or, at least there is no quantity
I pocket inhaler and bottle of Hyomei,
of hay on hand in Massachusetts, and it
costs but little. No stomach dosing; just
is almost impossible to procure hay from
breathe it.
It kills the germs, soothes
Canada and New York, because of lack
and heals the inflamed membrane.
of transportation. It ought to be a good
time for Maine hay to come in, and if the
Does it Pay to Grow Grain?
quality of hay that you refer to is desirable there should be no question about
I understand the
“We have been doing more of a manu- placing it off hand.
deembargo which has been on hand for
facturing business than real farming,
West
for
some
the
is
to
be
lifted
as
we
have
tomorrow.
days
upon
pending
Yours very truly,
So long as western
our grain feeds.
George H. Ellis,
feeds remained cheap enough, this sysExecutive Committee of Food
tem was all right; but it lacked the most
Produc tion.
fundamental basis of permanence; that
is, an adequate area of fertile soil, and
that western feeds are no longer
now
THE ONE WAY OUT.
cheap, a readjustment of the business Is

At Our
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j
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Penobscot Bay Electric Company

YEARS BRING ADDED CHARM
Most Attractive of American Women,
It Is Declared, Are Those Who
Have Passed First Youth.
There are many people who hold
that the most interesting and attractive of all American women is the
woman who has passed her first youth.
The years have brought much more
to this woman than they have taken
She has acfrom her, says Vogue.

quired mental and physical poise, a
knowledge of how to deal with the
world, charm—oh, any amount of
charm—and an ability to bring out
her good points and to conceal her
deficiencies.
She is delightful to meet and charming to look upon, and she dresses with
a subtlety and skill that is well worth
In the small arts of
careful study.
dress, which are so important in their
significance, she is past mistress. Her
clothes are designed with a sure
knowledge of line, and the details of
her toilette are interesting subjects
to consider. Her huts are always becoming, chick, and worn in the most
effective manner. In the daytime she
is smartly veiled, and at night she is
perfectly eoiffed. Her jewels are not
merely ornaments; they are the one
thing needed to complete her costume;
they emphasize a contour or conceal
a line, or bring out the delicate tones
of the skin or the glossiness of the

WOMEN GIVE OUT
Housework is hard enough when healthy.
Every Belfast woman wno is having
backache, blue and nervous spells, dizzy
headaches and kidney or bladder troubles,
should be glad to heed this Belfast woman’s experience.
Mrs. Thos. Connell, 34 Spring street,

ASK YOUR

“I was laid up all winter with a
of diseases. Along in the
left with a
spring I recovered but was
serious case of kidney trouble. I doctored
for
and got around in pretty good shape
Later on, I was again taken
awhile.
with kidney trouble and for over a year,
I couldn’t do any work. I suffered terrikidbly from my back and kidneys. My
deal of annoyneys caused me a great
Doan s Kidney
ance, especially at night.
Pills brought me relief and I am now
ab e to be up and around attending to my

says:

complication

NEIGHBORS

housework.” (Statement given February
4, 1905 >
On November 1, 1916, Mrs. Connell
“The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills
said:
made for me in 1905 has been a lasting
I publicly recommended this medione.
cine at that time and nothing has occurred to alter my good opinion of it.”
Price 60c. at all dealers. Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s I
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Connell
Foster-Milburn Co., Mfgrs., Bufhad.
falo, N. Y.
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Think How the Boy in the Army or
Navy would enjoy a home paper.

inevitable.

There can be no doubt that we are in
“The situation isn’t as bad as if New
want and are going to be in greater want.
couldn’t
farmers
grain.
grow
England
Our Allies must be in deep and bitter
They can when the price warrants it. want. The world for three years has
to
used
grow,
example,
Massachusettsgfor
It
been destroying instead of saving.
back in 1845, 90,000 acres of corn as comhas been and is crazy, and the result is
pared with the present 47,000, and 42,000 before us with worse to come.
acres of rye as compared with the presBut why should this pitiful condition
ent 3,000. It is all a matter of whether
make anyuody think that Germany, the
it pays or not.
If one cannot afford to
cause of all the hellish turmoil, is flourbuy grain doesn’t it follow that one can ishing? Stop and think a moment. She
has
one
that
to
afford
grow it, assuming
is lined up against almost all the rest of
the necessary land?’’
New England the world.
The seas are open to the AlHomestead.
lies, except for the submarines, and for
the Germans there is not a ship at sea.
HATS OFF.
y
All that mighty fleet is bottled up or
busy for the Allies.
Maine claims the distinction of having
Just ask yourself whether you would
the banner Red Cross membership town rather have
your country in the position
of the Union.
Isle au Haut, with a pop- of
Germany or in that of the United
ulation of 156 has a Red Cross member- States or
The
any other of the Allies.
ship of 133. The other 23 people in the worse our condition, still worse must be
wil
1
and
town are becoming interested
that of Germany. It is a question of enprobably join soon, giving the town a 100 durance, and it stands to reason that
be
a
cent,
which
would
per
membership,
those countries can stand out longest
world record. Isle au Haut is a small that have the
greatest resources and the
village, about 20 miles off the' coast of greatest opportunities of exchange of
Rockland, it takes two and one-half supplies.—Hartford Courant.
hours to reach the mainland, and during
the winter it is only possible for the
steamer to touch there when the wind
OF INTEREST TO FARMERS.
and tide permit. The main industry is
and
and
the
money
fishing
lobstering,
A price of
Washington, Jan. 18.
which supports the Isle au Haut Red $75.50 a
ton, f. o. b. seaboard for the
Cross is earned with hard work at peril- nitrate for fertilizer which the
departous risks.
has
in
ment of

'TALK IT OVER?

BETTER
THAN

agriculture

Aviation Notice.
Within the last week men applying for
commissions as officers in the aviation
Section of the Signal Reserve Corps,
have appeared at Portland before an examining board recently appointed to hold
examinations for applicants from Maine
and New Hampshire.
By addressing the U. S. A. aviation examining board, 806 Congress street, Portland, Me., information may be had which
should be of interest to young men of
good physique between 19 and 30, (both
inclusive,) who want to serve their country and incidentally to learn to fly. Men
somewhat older who have technical training or business experience along certain

lines, may qualify
officers, adjutants,

non-flying supply
etc., to the flying

as

squadrons.

purchased

Chile for sale to American farmers at
cost was announced today by Secretary
Houston.
The farmers must pay the
freight charges from ports and the State
tag fees, and payments must be in cash.
Ships carrying the nitrate will be directed to the most convenient ports, the secretary said, and the nitrate will be handled at seaboard by representatives who
In the
will serve without compensation.
farming districts county agents assisted
by local business men chosen by them
will handle the shipments, and in countries where there are no agents a committee of three or more local business
Farmers are remen will be appointed.
quired to file their applications with the
later than Febor
committees
not
agents
ruary 4th. At the same time they must
deposit the money covering the cost of
the nitrate they wish with the local bank
association or individual to be designated
by the department,

The two men who fought hardest for

preparedness in this country were Congressman Gardner, who has just died,

General Wood.
The former was
to ridicule and told that he was
hysterical. The other was punished by
being given an inferior command. The
men responsible for the treatment of
these two men are now floundering around
trying to make up for lost ground.—Portland Press.
and

held

up
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For Infants and Children

AND THEN SUBSCRIBE
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From Suffering by Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Hay.

M. Rcmp, Dec. 12th.
Chellis Gardner, Dec. 19th.

an

Be Scat*
Chenille Dots
Surface.
tered Over

CASTO R I A

k A. Holmes, April 13th.

How To Sleep Warm in
Cold Room

,1

Children Cry

Brown, March 30th.
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VEILS ARE NOVEL
HUSBAND
SAVES WIFE Huge
May

Jap

—
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Incarnate.

a copy

At Your Newsdealer

Yearly Subscription $1.50
Send for our new free eat-

clog of mechanical book*
Popular Mechanics Magazine
6

North Michigan Avenue, Chicago

Maine Central R. R.

M<? GALES

BELFAST AND BURNHAM

MAGAZINE

•

Nearly

For

This frock is of dark blue serge with
narrow skirt showing a cascade of
black silk braid at sides. The braid
forms the girdle, outlines the zouave
jacket effect and edges the deep sailor
collar. The l». S. A. hat has a crown
of beige satin and a brim and crownband of black soutache braid.
*
I
To Make Rosettes.

Fashion
Authority
50

Yearsl

i

lows:

Join the 1,300,000 women who turn to
McCALL'S every monvh for correct fash*
ions, for patterns, for economical buying,
for fancy needlework, for good stories—for
4
pleasure, for help, for style.
McCALL Patterns fit.

FROM

gether to give effect.

Bny Thrift Stamp!!
AND

Help Save Your Country.

FRm SEND A POSTAL CARD AND ASK FOX
R AMPLE COPY of McCALL’S; OP tlO.OO PIN-

Portland, Malao.

2 35
t 2 40
» 2 50
3 02
t3 14
3 20
3 35
i3 42
3 50
5 25
6 10
5 i0
5 30
8 25

Enquire of
4wlp

..

Waterville*.
Bangor.
Benton.

7 15
6 50
7 21

Clinton. 7 31
Burnham, leave. 8 35
Winnecook.t8 45

Citypoint.

Belfast, arrive.
t Flag station.
Unlimited tickets for Boston
$5.86 from Belfast.

Good

reasonably

MRS, H. G. PEASLEE.

make

AM

AM

CO

9C0

7

00

12 40

10 10
10 17
10 27
10 50
111 00
11 30
11 45

11 15
1 80

Will be sold

give opportunity
a

change

M.

*

THE

in

to

those

location for

desiring
a new

to

start

life.

Undeveloped Water

til 65
12 35

are now

AND

3 22

12 01
t3 29
3 89
4 10
t4 20
29
37
45
00
»6 10
t6 20
5 25

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

4
4
r4
5

sold al

‘Communications regarding locations
invited and will receive attentions
when addressed to any agent of the
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

are

I

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
MAINE

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

L. HARRIS.

General Passenger Agent.
D. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager, Portland Maine.

Power

i Unlimited Raw Material

AM

Sale

Camps

ON THE LINE OF

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

3

fl2 60

as new.

LOCATED

in

t9 45
9 50

sleigh, harness and robes.

and

BELFAST

The Republican Journal and the McCal ‘Unity. 8 54
Thorndike. 9 02
Magazine I or One Year for $2.25.
t9 10
(Knox.
| Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. t9 35

For

Farms,Sites

for Summer Hotels

PM

Portland

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillll..

Wagon,
THORNDIKE MACHINE COHPAPV,

depart. 7 00
Citypoint. >7 05
Waldo. t7 15
Brooks. 7 27
Knox. *7 39
Thorndike. 7 45
Unity. 7 53
Winnecook. tfc 03
Burnham, arrive. 8 15
Bangor. 12 05
Clinton. 8 34
8 43
Benton.
Waterville. 8 49
11
45
Portland.
Boston, pm. 3 30

Boston.

MONEY Offer to Women; or List of GIFTS given
without cost; or BICYCLE Offer to Boys and
Girls: or latest PATTERN CATALOGUE; or Big
Cash Offer to AGENTS; or $moo Frias Oiler to
ciiOBca.
AddreM
SIEIcCAU CO, 236-250 Wol 374 Strut NnrYet, & Y.

Send for circulars on WOOD
SAWING OUTFITS.

In Use For Over 30 Years

PM

TO

Locations

Mill Sites,

AM

Factory

■+

l!==^=i-

BELFAST

Belfast

Quarries,

|j

at Burnnam and

--

Wind the ribbon around two fingers,
Then in
the desired distance apart.
the center wind and tie with thread.
Then pull loops apart and catch with
one or two stitches to hold top to-

and after Oct. 1. 1917, trains connecting
Waterville with through trains
anc
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland
folBoston, will run daily, except Sunday, as
On

(j^DJ

PORTLAND. MAINE.

8__

SWANVILLE CENTER.
recently presented the Red Cross with
$5 for supplies. Mrs. George A. Roberts
of the
Charles Curtis is able to be out again.
if
ews, one aunt, Mrs. Angie Gi Mudgett of has been chosen to take charge
you
Mrs. Everett Staples left Monday for a
Deepest sewf**/ Four new members were enMrs. Ann Webb is very ill. Her niefce,
Stockton and many cousins.
if
to
nervousness
or
few days’ visit with friends in Bangor.
Mrs. Snow of Belfast, is helping to care
sympathy is extended to the stricken rolled in December.
start
means
to
It is rumored that a steamer will soon relatives. No particulars of the funeral
for her.
your
be here for potatoes at the Cape Jellison have yet been received in Stockton.
Ray Robertson who is at Atlanta,
pier.
training camp is in the hospital
W. H. Lord is in Ne.v York on a busi- Georgia,
Mr. John H. Gerrish, called to Bangor
BROOKS.
with measles, but getting along well.
ill
ness trip this week.
by business, Jan. 15th, returned WednesMrs. David Moody who has had seriMrs. James Freeman entertained the
day night.
Ned Roberts is at work for Walter
ous trouble with one of her eyes is able
of
evening
A.
Thursday
T. F. S. S. class
Mrs. Alvah C. Treat was in Sandy- Bessey in Unity.
to hav^ the bandage removed and wjll
last week.
point last Friday afternoon calling upon
in
caller
a
business
not lose the vision of the eye as was
was
Norwood
W.
S.
has
Carmel
Miss Ruth Chipman of
Mrs. Jewett Ginn and her daughter, Mrs.
which is a concentrated
feared at first.
Belfast last Saturday.
been the guest of her sister, Mrs. Walter
Alston Ellis.
tonic to
had the misfortune to
E. O. Hall of Belfast was a business H. Atwood.
McKeen
Lee
power in the
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Unicaller in town last Saturday.
break a rib while taking a cake of ice
of
the
the
chairman
Thursforces
is
tone up the
meet
Mrs.
R.
Hill
to
C.
versalist parish is invited
Miss Mildred Bowen spent the week- committee on infants layettes to be sent from Swan lake. His tongs slipped and
day afternoon, Jan. 31st, with Mrs. Geo.
No alcohol in
he fell, striking on his side. Dr. F. C.
end with friends in Clinton, Me.
to destitute mothers in France.
S. Wardwell.
The imported Norwegian cod liver oil used in Scott*o EmuUion is now refined
Small of Belfast reduced the fracture.
and
Ed
in
our own American laboratories which guarantees it free from
Gibbs
Clifton
R.
J.
impurities.
Kenney,
Mr. and Mrs. Walter H. Atwood enterMr. John H. Wardwell is recuperating
Scott & Bowne, Bloomfield, N. J.
17-13
Godding are pressing hay in Troy.
Comet Grange will hold their installatained a family party Friday evening in
from a severe attack of bronchitis, alall
session
is
with
an
Waterville
26th
their
of
day
of
Jones
tion
Jan.
Miss Christine
he is
honor of the first anniversary
Reserve District No. 1.
though at this writing, Monday,
and Granite Grange of North Searsport N‘”2642
spending a week with her parents.
marriage.
still unable to leave the house.
REPORT
OF
THE
CONDITION
OF
wfll attend by invitation. The installMr. and Mrs. Manter Murphy were
Mrs. John Young placed a service flag
Mr. and Mrs. W H. Morrison, accombe
Mr.
Mrs.
Fred
will
and
officers
left business callers in Belfast Jan. 19th.
in her window last week in honor of her ing
panied by their little daughter Mary,
“somewhere in Nickerson of Monroe.
the school son Carlton who is
is
Canaan.
in
Roberts
driving
Clifton
mother
his
visit
to
•Jan. 14th
At Searsport, in the State of Maine, at the close of
France.”
team formerly driven by C. F. Fogg.
On account of many being sick and
They returned Friday afternoon.
been ill several bad traveling, the attendance at the sohas
ara whist party
E.
who
held
P.
Girls
Brownville
Fire
of
Hopkins
The
Camp
Goodere
business on December 31, 1917.
Miss Muriel
weeks wi.th typhoid fever had several ill- ! ciable Saturday night at Comet Grange
rived last Saturday to visit her former in Crockett’s Hall last Thursday night.
was
the
Cross
the
hall for
benefit of the Red
RESOURCES.
Dollars. Cts
been under
Mrs. E. C. Boody has been having a turns last week. He has
schoolmates, the Misses Grace Blanchard
small but greatly enjoyed by those pres- Loans and discounts. .$159,514 05
and Louise Shute. She returned Wednes- ! serious time with blood poisoning in her care of a trained nurse.
03
Total loans

searsportT
/

_

Thompson anMr. and Mrs. Robert
nounce the birth of a son.
now be in
Out going noon mail must

Ford spent Saturday in Bangor..
Roscoe N. Arey has been appointed
Electric
manager of the Penobscot Bay
Co ’s Searsport office.

teacher in the Grammar grades,
atMessrs. Duncan, Trundy and Smart
tended the joint school board meeting
held in Belfast Wednesday evening.

Miss Eugenia Kidder rallied sufficiently
taken to Bela serious ill turn to be
fast Monday to the Waldo County HospiMiss Thelma Dunnifer arrived in town
with

Ernest Gray has been appoimeu

Messenger and will make the morning
charge
run on the B. A A. R- R > having
and
of all express between Searsport
Bangor.
used for the

plough
first time Sunday. Under the direction
condiof Selectman Myron F. Parker the
tion of the roads through town yvas greatly improved.

The following changes in time went into
B. &
effect Monday, January 21st. on the
and
A. R. R- TrainsJeave Searsport 6.30
Trains due in Searsport at
11.30 a. m
m.

I). L>. G. M. Nellie G. Coombs of Isles- Wednesday
the
“Current Events” as the topic for
boro, will install the officers of Anchor
hostess.
the
selected
by
Chapter, O. E. S., Monday, January 28th. l reading,
Miss Leora Partridge, although slowly
Tight refreshments will be served. Each
indoors by
member of tile chapter has the privilege improving, is still confined
atthe remnants of her long and severe
of inviting one guest.

Fred Blethen of Hazelton, Pa., was in
town Saturday, accompanying the remains of his brother, Hugh Ross Blethen
Mr. Blethen was fiftyof New York.
eight years of age, the son of Isaiah and
Hannah Ross Blethen, formerly of Searsport.
News of the death of Miss Helen Fairchild. a Red Cross nurse in a French hoswas leceived Monday byr her broth-

pital

Dr. Fairchild
L. Fairchild.
accompanied by his wife, left Tuesday
for a brief visit with his parents in WatDuring his absence his
sontown, Pawill ho attended by Dr Carl

er,

Ur.

S.

patients

Ste\ens of Belfast. Dr. Stevens will have
office hours every other day at the Fairchild house

on

Elm street.

The Garfield holidays have not seriousSearsport. Electric power is

town

|
|
j

M., will be the installing

C. A. McKenney has been very ill a
I)r.
his home on Commercial street.

166 15

;

i

Woodcock of Bangor was called Saturday for consultation with the attending

physician, Dr. C. tl. Nason. He is
comfortable at the present writing.

more

Friday.

Mr. Donald Thayer attended the FarmInstitute at Brooks last week. Mr.

Thayer is

3,000 00
3,000 00
1,400 00
2,250 00
12,672 4!
22,912 3"

«

\

22,912 37
4 051 0^

2,5«»0 00
$435 922 5b

LIABILITIES.

of

one

our

most wide awake

Less current expenses, interest and taxes paid.
Circulating notes outstanding.
Net amount due to banks, bankers anu trust companies..
Total of Items....
Demand deposits, (other than bank deposit*) subject to Reserve (deposits payable within 30 days):
Individual deposits subject to check.
Certificates of deposit'due in less than 30 days (other than for money

The ten cent social at Comet Grange
last Saturday night though not

largely attended
een

was

much enjoyed and

$4.00 and $5.00 realized for the

the saw mill in the shipyard.
The limb was set by Ur. H. E. Small assisted by Ur. G. A. Stevens. The break

soon

resume

Total.

CURRENT.

Corrected WeeKly for The Journal.

10

Cotton Seed.
Codfish, dry,
Cranbe ries,
Clover seed.

Flour,

G. Seed,
Card,

3 l.ri Plaster,
5‘ *VP Meal,
1
bo'ts,

chenbach,

Subscribed and

sworn

knowledge

daughter.
MARRIED

Probate

Ordered, that notice thereof he given thrc
successively in The Republican Journal
newspaper publish# d in Belfast, in said t oun*
ty. that ell persons interested may attend at
Probate Court, to b#-hi-Id at Belfast, on the 12t.
day of February next, and show cause, if ai
they have, why the said account should n
be allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN Judge.
weeks
a

A true copy.

J

\

Winnipeg.
MAClLROY-SPEEDE.

j

In

Belfast,

published

three weeks

suc-

In

tate for allowance.

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, thn
successively, in The Republican Jou
nal, a newspaper published in Belfast, in sa
County, that al! persons interested may after
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, m
the 12th day of February next, and show
c use, if any they have, why th» said sceour
should noi l e allowed.
ELLERY BOWDEN, Judge.
weekr*

A true copy.
p

Attest:

Chas. E. Johnson, Register.

Notice of First Netting of Creditors,
In the District Court of the United States f
the District of Maine, Northern Division.

In the matter ..f Kr.d A.
,n B(,nkr,lptcy
Hate h. Bankrupt. I
to the Creditors of Fred A, Hatch of Knox
in the < ounty of Waldo and District aforesaid, a Bankrupt.
You are hereby notified that on the 14th da_\
A
of January. A. I). 1918, the said hied
Hatch was duly adjudicated a Bankrupt am
h<
>v\ll
Creditors
Ins
of
the
Fust
that
Meeting
Morse, having?
held at the office oi Dunton
Bmk building in Belfast, Maine, on the 15H
ten o'clock it
at
A
D.
1918,
of
February.
day
the forenoon, at which time and pla« e uie sai
claims, ap
their
creditors may attend, prove
an.
point a Trustee, examine the Bankrupt,

;!

a newscessively in The Republican Journal,
in said County,
paper published at Belfast,
to be j
that they may appear at a Probate Court,
held at Belfast, within and for said County, on !
ten
at
I).
A.
1918,
the 12th day of February,
if any 1;
of the clock before noon.and show cause,
said petitioner
they have, why the prayer of
!
should not be granted.
!
BOWDEN,
Judge.
ELLERY
I transact such other business

Jan.

19, at the home of Mrs. Julia Speede
High St., by Rev. J. Wilbor Richardson,
Delance Macllroy and Miss Virginia
Speede, both of Davidson, Maine.
PERRY-K.ALLOCH. In Rockland, Jan.
12, by Rev. Pliny A. Allen, Benjamin C.
Perry, Jr., and Miss Margaret E. Kalloch,

true copy.

A

Attest:
Chas E

Register.

Johnson.

! come

as

may

properly

before said meeting

JOtiN R. MASON.
Referee in Bankruptcy,
Bangor, Maine, January 18. 1918

held at
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate,
ol JanuBelfast, in vacation, on the 18th day
1-----—
1918, John H. Montgomery, administraary

both of Rockland.
In Belfast, Jan.
PUSHOR-STEVENS.
9, by Rev. D. Brackett, Lewis Morton
Pushorand Miss Jennie Stevens, both of

j

be

Johnson. Register.

Court of ProOate, held a
on the 22nd day of JinuR< here F. Dunton, executor t.f tl
a y, 1918
will of Aurilla Baker, la. of Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his secom
and final account of adniims-r..tion of said eWALDO Sis

At a Probate Court neiu hi Belfast, within and
for the C runty of Waldo, in vacation, on the
i8th day of January A, L). 1918.
JOHN H. MONTGOMERY of Buckspt rt. in
i the County of Hancock, administrator of the
! estate of Helen R. Houston, late >f Belfast, in
I said County of Waldo deceased, havmg.presented a petition praying that the actual mar! ket value of the prope-ty of said deceased,
the payment of
ow in his nands. subject to
I the collateral inheritance tax, the persons inand the
thereto
terested in the succession
amount of the tax thereto may be determined

to

Attest:
Ciias E.

Belfast, in vacation,

1

the Judge of Probate
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice
of
to till persons interested by causing a copy

PENDLETON, I

WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast, in vacation, on the 18th day oi Jain,
ary, 1918, Franklin Waterman, administrator of the estate of Lydia T. Waterman, lat>
of Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
presented hts first ami final account of admin
Dtration of said estate for al! wance.

Notices.

1

this order

NICHOLS. Cashier

me this 14th day of January,
J. H. SULLIVAN, Judge of the Searsport Municipal Court.
Attest:
Correct.
B, F COLCORD,
D. C,NIC HOLS.
Directors.

to before

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, in vacation on the
17th day of January, A. D. 1918
A certain instrument, purporting to he the
last will and testament of Julia M Gilkey, late
of Sears pert, in said County of Waldo, deceased, having been presented for probate,
v.i h petition praying that said will be allowed
and that letters testamentary issue to Charles
H. Gilkey, one of the executors named therewith
in, without giving bond, in accordance
the provisions in said will, William K. Gilkey,

I

that the above state-

swear

A. II.
1918.

| by
HEAL-NEWBERT. In Camden, Jan. 15,
by Rev S. L. Frohock, Harold Heal and
Miss Maude Newbert, both of Camden.
K.NOWLTON-DRYSDALE. In Winnipeg,
Canada, Jan. 7, Stanley Rcscoe Knowlton
of Belfast and Miss Hattie Drysdale^of

58

and belief.

the other executor, having declined to act.
Ordered, That not ce be given to all persons
I '■--•ar.
interested by causing a copy of this order to he
12 00 i. 14 ilO
-*t. T. I.,
! published three weeks successively in I !'•*• Re3 25j Sweet Potatoes,
publican Journal, a ne wspaper published.at Bel31 Wheat Meal,
I fast, in said County, that they may appe-r at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within arid
for said County, on the second Tuesday of
BORN
n of the clock before noon,
February next, at
ami show cause,if any they have,why the same
and allowed
; should not be proved, approved
ELLERY BOWuEN, Judge.
In Rockland, Jan. 15, to Mr.
A true copy. Attest:
Fred C. Black, a daughter,
Chas. F. Johnson, Register.

a

20.000 Of

$435.922

..

WM. C.

10

Black.
and Mrs.
Catherine Berry.
In Camden, I)ec.2 1. to Mr.
CARVER.
and Mrs. Leroy Carver, a son, Willis Leroy, weight 7 1-2 pounds.
PAGE. In Bucksport, Jan. 17, to Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Page, a son, Stanley
Oscar.
Winchenbach. In South Waldoboro,
Jan. 13, to Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Win-

13,607 ij
1.018 2
144,498 12

of

ment is true to the best ot my

PAID PRODUCFR.
PRODUCE MARKET.
12 U0
bbl,2 00■* 300 Hay.
Apples.per
"
7
18
Hides,
dried, per ib.,
8 50 Lamb,
25
Beane, pep,
9 00 Lamb Skins, l.fOal.75
Beans, Y. E.,
40.45 Mutton.
8
Butler.
98
12-13 Oats. 32 lb.,
Beef, sides.
12 Potatoes,
160
Beef, forequarters,
00 Round Hoj',
22
Barley, bu,
32 Straw,
8 ()0
Cl eese,
25 Turkey,
26a30
Chicken,
3S fallow,
2
La If Skins,
20 Veal.
16al8
Duck.
62
10
Wooi, unwashed.
Epgs,
22 Wood, hard,
7 (JO
Foa/|,
18 Wood, soft,
5 00
Geese,

6
17
11
33
1 13
7
-45
10

363 4
2.018 3:
x2,040 Of;

..

Maine, County of Waldo, ss:
1, A. H. Nichols, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly

State

Orono, Me., held a three days’ school at
RETAIL MARKET.
RETAIL PRICE
John Lassell is quite low at. this writCrockett’s hall last week. Quite a num1
22h28 Lime.
Beef, Corned,
and
the
subing.
were
present
of
ber
people
18 22 0«: Meal,
Butter Salt.
is a clean one and although the patient
2 19 Onions,
Mrs. Geo. Gushee is with the Misses Corn,
suffered greatly at first, he is now com- jects taken up were very interesting.
16
2 04 Oil, kerosene.
Crack* d Corn,
Mrs. P. H. Grant, assisted by the young McFarlands.
fortable. Sympathy is extended to the
2 04 Pollock,
Corn Meal,
32
Pork,
this calamity. people Ul Lilia LUWU,
czuwgv.
Mr. Melvin Ripley has recently en- Cheese,
young man and his wife in

103 634 34

Other time deposits.
Total of time deposits, subject to reserve..$159,123 53
United States deposits (other than postal savings):
Bills payable, other than with Federal Reserve Bank, including all obligations representing money borrowed, other than rediscounts.

her duties as teacher

public schools in Everett,

BELFAST PRICE

$14,121 70

..

Mass.

|

work in

.•

Mrs. Henry Chase of Waldo was the
guest of Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Chase Friday. When she returned home, she was
accompanied by Miss Julia Chase who
will

10.323 7:
49,297 6<
14,121 7

borrowed)..
Cashier’s checks outstanding...
Dividends unpaid.
Total demand deposits (otherihan bank deposits) subject to reserve. $108,050 06
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subject to 30
days or more notice, and postal savings):
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed).
Postal savings deposits.

benefit of the Red Cross.

in one of the

25 000 00

..

Hall
betv

GTS
50.000 Ot

DOLLARS'.

C pital stock paid in.
Surplus fund.
Undivided profits....$ 10,323 79

young farmers who lets no chance for improvement escape him.

The Thursday evening prayer meetings
memare being held at the homes of the
bers in order to save fuel.

1

160 2<‘6 53
5 000 00
2,250 00

on

Mizpah Rebekah Lodge held its annual
installation of officers, Wednesday even-

Cook and family.

16,075 00

..

ers

M. Lawrence Cook of Jackson spent
the week-end with his brother, Dr. N. R.

10.000 00

..

Owing to the railroad befftg blocked by
the heavy snow storm of Tuesday, Jan.
15th, there was no mail service from
Tuesday a. m., until Thursday a. m. The
mail carriers made their regular trips
Wednesday for collection.

ONE YEAR nor n;o.e than THREE YEARS’ time.
Total bonds, securities, etc.
Stocks, other than Federal Reserve Bank stock.
S^ock of Federal Reserve Bunk (50 per cent of subscription).
V lue of banking house.
in banking house.
Saturday night Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Equity
Furniture and fixtures..
Nickerson attended Monroe Grange and i Real estate owned other than banking house.
reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.
installed the officers for the ensuing year. ! Lawful
Cash in vault and net amounts due from national banks..
Total of Items..$
We were glad to hear the steam whistle
Checks on banks located outside of city or town of reporting bank and
other cash items.
at C. R. Nickerson’s mill Monday mornfund with U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer..
He has been running by water Redemption
I ing.
all
winter.
Total..*.
power

50,000 0C

SWANVlLLE.

1

|
j

159,514

..

to stage the play, "Her Friend the listed in the navy.
Mrs. freeman burden or Littleton, ments
Feb. 7th. The proceeds of
on
with
visit
Enemy,”
her
and grocery stores closed their doors at ;
of
close
the
Mr. and Mrs. Horace Ripley are rejoicColo., after
be given to the Ked Cross.
will
The Carver Memorial Library will
noon.
Althis
Mrs.
and
play
Mr.
ing over the birth of a daughter.
her sister and husband,
be closed until Saturday.
The Pythian Sisters Lodge ga?e Mrs.
bert M. Ames, her mother, Mrs. Medora
Mrs. Sarah Bryant of Moody Mountain
in Stockton E. C. Boody a surprise party last ThursC. F. has Marden and other relatives
Utu
spent
Sunday with Mrs. Susan Andrews.
Notes.
Fire
camp
foi
to serve, and Prospect, left Friday, Jan. 11th,
day evening. There were eight sisters
Mr. Eugene Reynolds of Lowell is visitelected the following officers
Mr. W ilbur
Frances Ireland, Bangor, for a brief visit with
present. Games were played and a good ing his mother, Mrs. Matilda Reynolds.
during the ensuing year:
the next day for Boston, time was enjoyed. They presented Mrs. :
leaving
Vice
Grant,
Pres.;,
Cunningham,
Pres.; Doris
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wing, Mrs. Ora
her long journey to Colorado. Boody with a very handsome dish
Lilli Nickerson, Sec.; Gertrude Lloyd, en route for
Bryant and Bertram Luce attended O. E.
Kane- Unfortunately for our friend, at Buffalo,
Reporter.
Vincent,
Vivian
S.
will
B.
H.
of
preTreas.;
The Senior clasjs
£>. Installation at Liberty, Saturday eventhe home o£ Annie: N. Y., she ran into the big western snow
lota C. F. met at
sent the great war play, “The American
two
for
traffic
all
ing, Jan. IP. Rosewood Chapter O. E. S.
which
officers:
delayed
storm,
Rogers to install the following
Flag,” at Jackson tonight, Thursday, I installation will be Jan. 25th.
Christine Lames, days and compelled the waiting passenPres.;
Rogers,
All those with a
Frances
weather permitting.
Edith gers to take a new route through Detroit.
The Searsmont High School ImproveVice Pres ; Isabel Frame, Sec.;
good Red Cross and school spirit should I
all
difcheerful
disposition
a
Guardian’s Assistant,; Blest with
a public entertainment
Treas.;
Parse,
see this play tonight and the Red Cross j ment League gave
her
of-and
ficulties were made the best
Jan.
:
Annie Rogers.
“Her Friend the Enemy,” at Union I and social in the Victor grange hall
play,
home reached after many delays.
which was well attended. The Prin!
7th.
14th,
Feb.
the
of
j
Hall, Brooks,
The arrival in an Atlantic port
cipal and students of the High school j
Last Friday a telephone was received
Albert T. j
sch. t'ccelia N. Dunlap, Capt.
The officers of Happy Valley Chapter, wish the
R. Hichborn announcing
public to know that they feel
Mr.
Harry
considerrelieved
by
Whittier in command,
O. E. S., were installed in a very impresMcG.
for
Olivia
the interest shown. The obMrs.
his
of
grateful
aunt,
a
the decease
able anxiety. Capt. Whittier reports
evening, Jan.
Being sive manner, Wednesday
The Mudgett of La Jolla, California.
ject of the league cannot be attained
hardship.
continuous
of
passage
by Rev. W. E. Streeter assisted by without the co-operation of the parents,
enin frail health, although usually comfort- 16th,
Dunlap was light and a few dajs out
Those
Mrs. M. L. Fogg as marshal.
of
the
so we hope that the public will be so inretired
night
countering bad weather and lloating ice ! able, Mrs. Mudgett
were: N. M., Frances
the
for
elected
year
lfith and passed away j
terested in our future entertainments
Jan.
course.
At
her
of!
Wednesday,
miles
300
j
was carried
B. Carpenter;
The funeral A Merritt; A. M., MeHora
the
that the school may prove of the greatest,
night.
during
an
knots
ten
quietly
one time she was making
N. P., Clarence Hamlin; Sec., Lettielarr
possible service, not only to the students,
Decks and rig- I took place Saturday, the interment being ;
hour under bare poles.
A. Staples; Cond., Anthe sea,—a suburb of j Cox; Treas., Mary
but also to the community. The followthis
in
to
the
by
add
village
to
and
iced
;
ging were badly
W. Brown; Asst., Mabel Fogg; Chap., !
she has for many years. nie
ing program was rendered: Instrumental
discomfort fuel and food became alarm- San Diego, where
W.
S.
Mrs. Isabelle Boody; Marshal,
made her home. A native of this village,
| piece, Helen Plaisted; recitation, Eva
ingly short. Fighting her way against
Jones: organist, Mrs. W. S. Jones; Wara i the oldest child of the late Capt. and
reached
Palmer; dialogue, Buying Eggs; solo, Anschooner
the
tremendous odds,
Lizzie Stiles; Sent., Forest Roberts;
nie Crie; reading, Mr. Wentworth; tabofficers and ;j Mrs. Henry McGilvery, Mrs. Mudgett den,
home port 20 days over due,
D.
Vesta
HigAda., Addie Fogg; Ruth,
a general favorite
to
here,
maturity
leau, Before and After Marriage; duet,
exposure
grew
from
anxiety,
suffering
crew
j
Esther, Mabel Roberts; Martha, Vena Miller and Annie Crie; dialogue,
\
j among relatives and associates, because gins;
A
and lack of food.
Dow.
Abbie
Electa,
Evelyn Gibbs;
Behind the Sofa; solo, Helen Plaisted;
of her marvellously pleasant disposition,
was passed with |
The many friends of Sgt. Nehemiah ,
very pleasant evening
j
lvone ivncw
and generous nature,
Howard Plaisted; solo, Eva
Kindly
;
!
recitation,
folin
the
j
remarks and very amusing readRoulstone will be interested
Sister s
and when in 1B67, music,
her”
to
love
but
lier
A Palmer; dialogue, Entertaining
lowing letter received by his mother Mrs. j!
ings by Brothers Stiles and Streeter.
Beau.
she moved with her parents to Belfast
is
fine,
Masons
The
“Everything
Flora N. Roulstone:
; bullet luncheon was served.
regrets were expressed by her j
many
on conWe are working hard just now
and their wives were guests of the evenor two, she
a
KNOX.
After
year
schoolmates.
:
assemble j
struction work and will soon
ing.
Mr.
Alvali
late
the
j
a j became the wife of
in
cement
wheeling
am
1
]
our trucks.
1 He ionowing
RED CROSS NOTES.
Ben
this town, coming as a bride !
John Ingraham is hauling logs for
The work is hard but 1 Mudgett of
wheelbarrow.
been received from American !
has
letter
]
this
in
community.
They
bad and to dwell again
aren’t
hours
the
Tyler.
as
mind
;:
don’t
all Chapters:
house now known as the B. j Red Cross at Belfast: “To
in
eat and sleep warm. erected the
Clarence Bryant visited his folns
we have plenty to
has been received from
where
l Information
hospigenerous
B.
Sanborn
place,
with
recently.
:
We go to bed at 7.30, quit at 4.30
Morrill
to all old j Washington that the following garments
We have moved tality was lavishly dispensed
1 he
1 1-2 hours for lunch.
Nathan Davis is sawing wood around
the dissolution of the firm are required as soon as possible.
; friends.
After
comare
quite
into new barracks. They
and allotment for Waldo Co. is as follows: town with his gas engine.
Mr.
&
Libbey
Griffin,
of
Mudgett,
!
and good
fortable, dirt floors, but stoves
her paconvalescent robes, 22; pajamas (AmeriMiss Marian Atkinson visited
and cattle Mrs. Mudgett moved to New York city, |
bunks. The fields are green
j where he engaged in business, remaining ; can) 44; pajamas (French) 44; bed jackets, rents in North Searsmont over Sunday,
ever\at
|
but
night
(
are grazing all day,
bed shirts, 22; bed socks, 11; helpless
White
i
this ih there until his decease, after which the j 22;
Friends in town of Wayland
thing freezes up. I am writing
case
P.
shirts, 11; underdrawers (Am. and
Anson
Mrs.
her sister,
of his death, which
widow
hear
joined
know
what1
to
don’t
I
were
sorry
and
the Y. M. C. A.,
making frequent i Fr.) 110; undershirts (Am. and Fr.) 110; occurred in Montana recently.
the “Y." 1 spend j M. Mills at La Jolla,
we would do without
until failing hot water bottle covers, 54; sheets
to
visits
Maine,
and com- summer
of the Waldo
all my evenings there, warm
A Red Cross branch
pillow slips (Amerihealth rendered the long journey too ex- (Am. and Fr.) 110;
was organized here Jan.
fortable. Just remember I am feeling
Chapter
towCounty
(French)
110;
Mourning can) 110; pillow slips
hausting to be undertaken.
Mrs. Susie Hubbard;
fine and everything is O. K.” Letters to
Each branch and auxiliary is 18th. Chairman,
her els, 220.
Motor the death of her infant son early in
be
addressed,
Roulstone
may
Miss Mildred Webb; treasurer,
Sgt.
Brooks
secretary,
share.”
Already
its
do
to
grieve asked to
married life and never ceasing
Supply Train No. 401, Company No. 301,
sent for supplies. They Mrs. B. L. Aborn.
for her idolized husband, she bravely Red Cross have
A. E. F. via New York.
were
to
Boston for a large quansent
and
also
have
experiences
looked for the brightest
The officers of Sunlight Grange
Mrs. B. L.
sit- tity of yam. Our Red Cross workers
installed Jan. 17th by Mr. and
ADVERTISED LETTERS. The following strove to assist those less pleasantly
the Bel- uated than herself, until the Good Father, have sent the following supplies: Dec. Aborn, assisted by Mrs. Julia Curtis and
1 etters remained uncalled for in
has removed her 26th: 1 abdominal bandage, 1 muffler, 8 Emma Larrabee. The work was done in
fast post office for the week ending Jan. in His infinite wisdom,
Mrs. into the Heavenly Home of husband and sweaters, 2 pairs wristlets, 2 wash cloths, a very pleasing manrjpr. Refreshments
Jessie
Gately,
Ladies—Miss
1918:
22,
Eugene C. son, father, mother and brothers. Mrs. 18 pairs service socks; Jan. 19th: 12 pairs of cake and coffee was served at the close
Gentlemen
Lottie Smart.
1845. She is pajamas, 34 pairs service socks, 1 muffler of the meeting.
Warren, Chas. A. Webber, Mr. F E. Wil- Mudgett was born in July,
The Ladies Aid
survived by her sisters, Mrs. Fred Bean and 1 pair wristers.
son.

appetite.

schooner which makes

Mrs. Helen Hopkins of
ing, Jan. 16.
Brewer, D. D. I5., was installing officer,
with Mrs. Harriett L. Moore of Brewer,
i tack of bronchitis. Her mother, Mrs. L.
Marshal, and the following past grands
M. Partridge, has been enduring a tedious
The Camp Fire Girls plan to hold a of Mizpah Rcl ekah Lodge en suite: Mrs.
better.
coid for several weeks, but is now
whist party every Wednesday evening at Addie Shaw, G. W; Mrs. Blanche P.
Mr. W. F. Trundy is displaying in his Crockett’s Hall from 7.30 to 10.
Nealley, G. S.; Mrs. J. H. Thayer, G. C.;
window an heirloom—a Maine Farmer’s
The folO. W. Lane has been confined to Mrs. Mattie Carleton, G. I. G.
Mr.
one
Almanac, printed in 1819—this being
the house for several days with sciatic lowing were installed: Mrs. Effie A. Barreseems
It
quite
of the first edition.
rows, N. G.; Mrs. Stella Foley, V. G.;
rheumatism, but is now able to be out.
markable that, alter well nigh a century
Mrs. Florence Belches, S.: Mrs. Estella
here
in
town
Hall’s
shop
pant
E. O.
! of wear and tear, the pamphlet, except
A Campbell, T.; Mrs. Katharine Philclosed for five days to comply
been
has
a
is
in
I for the loss of its yellow covers,
R. S. N G., Mrs. Mattie
with the Government orders to save fuel. brook, Con.;
remarkable state of preservation.
L. S. N. G., Mrs. Addie Snow;
Carleton;
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Ellis, Jr., have re! Chap., Mrs. Annie R. Fernald; R. S. V.
The following schedule went into effect
ceived word from their son Frank who
morning:
! on the B. & A. R. R. Monday
G., Louise A. Smith; L. S. V. G., Juanita
is in training at Ayer, Mass., that he iias j
Hill; I G., Mrs. Lenora Gray'. The WarTrains leave at 6.52 a. m. and 11.26 a. m.
been promoted from Corporal to Sergeant.
den, Mrs. Mary Cole, and Outside Guarj for Bangor and Boston and arrive at 12.20
Seth W. Norwood arrived home from dian, Reuben
Snow, were not present.
p. m. and 3.45 p. in. from Bangor and
last Thursday and re- A letter was read from
Raymond Carlepoints West. It is hoped that this ar- King-field, Me.,
have closed for a few ton who is
convalescing from an attack
rangement will not be any more incon- ported that schools
of shortage in fuel.
of measles at Camp Devens, Ayer, Mass.
venient for our citizens than was the weeks on account
Girls held a food sale A Fast Noble Grand’s jewel was presented
Fire
The
Camp
last.
A brief program
with good success at W. S. Jones’, Mon- to Mrs. Maud Young.
The community heard with regret of
day afternoon. They pian to hold an- was presented. A banquet was served
of
the
breaking
the bad accident—the
other on Monday afternoon and evening, after the close of the meeting.
knee, of Mr.
right leg, just above the
Feb. ith.
Harold Hawes Monday forenoon, while at
SEARSMONT,
The Extension School of Agriculture of

ly affected
used by both the A. A. C. and Hubbard
Fertilizer plants and in the Littlefield
null and as the power is furnished by
water, operations need not be suspended.
Mnndav
hardware, dry goods and
were closed.
stores
Markets;
furnishing

—

blood, strengthen

and

Overdrafts secured, none; unsecured, 166 13..
Capt. J. H. Thayer, who commands a ent.
U S bonds deposited to secure circulation (par value). 5»'.000 00
coastwise trips
Mrs. Wm. Webb who had one of her
Total U S bonds (other than Liberty Bonds) and certificates of inj
debtedness.
from New York to New England ports, eyes removed some months ago has been
j arrived
Loan Bonds, unpledged, 3 1-2 per cent and 4 per cent...
lU.O'tO 00
Liberty
home Saturday night.
having serious trouble with her other
Liberty Loan Bonds, 3 12 per cent and 4 per cent, pledged to secure
oth^r
have
or
or
bills
went
to
a
to
.■
and
State
Bangor hospital
deposits
payable..
Howard Lodge, F. and A. M., will hold eye.
Bonds, other than U. S. bonds pledged to secure U S. deposits...
3,000 00
its annual installation of officers Friday it removed but the doctors were able to Securities, other than U. S. bonds, (not including stocks.) owned unbut
could
the
save
the
not
save
eye,
pledged.*. 141,13153
evening of this week. E. S. Young, P.
Collateral Trust and other notes of corporations issued for not iess than
vision.
w.
omcer.

I foot.
The regular meetings of the Red Cross
Alfred Decker of Islesboro was the
will be held for the present each Friday I week-end guest of Mrs. H. E. Jenkins
afternoon at the Masonic banquet hall. and son.
Remember the good work, and strenuousMiss Susie Colson of Belfast spent the
ly do your bit.
week-end with H. H. Hutchinson and
Mrs. Townsend of Bangor, the present mother.
Mr.
guest of her daughter and husband,
Mrs. H. J. Hamlin of Portland is visitand Mrs. John H. Gerrish, has recovered
friends and relatives in town for a
ing
suffrom an acute attack of rheumatism,
few days.
fered the past week.
Mrs. H. H. Webb and Mrs. Byron Webb
to
A revenue cutter is soon expected
were business cal^rs in W aterville last
It is
break up -the ice in our harbor.
Saturday.
the ice
thought that one breaking up of
Miss Thelma B. Spaulding was a busithe
will probably relieve ail trouble for
ness caller in Pittsfield, Me., a few days
remainder of the season.
last week.
be enThe Current Events Club will
Mr. Piper of Waterville, one of the firm
tertained by Mrs. George S. Wardwell, of The Brooks Grain and Feed Co. was in
afternoon, Jan. 30th, with
day.

Monday after spending her vacation
her parents in Winn and resumed her position at the Nichols school.

for the Boston boat, but was unsuccessful. The last landing made at this point,
was made January 2nd.

put

|

tal for treatment.

The ice situation remains unchanged.
On Saturday a cutter worked several
hours in an attempt to make a channel

listlessness,
strength with

build

THE SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK.

from

12.40 and 4 p.

troubled with catarrh,

SCOTT’S.

ships.

snow

headaches,
today

life

Principal Fred Nickerson and family
house on
will occupy the J. D. Sweetser
termschool
the
during
street
Mossman
for
Mrs. James Parse left Saturday
is employNew York where Capt. Parse
ed as Governmpnt inspector of transport

new

catch colds easily,

medicinal food and building*

to
Miss Annie Paul of Morrill returned
as
duties
her
resume
to
town Saturday

A

If

subject
by all

WIMEKPOKtT

the Post Office before 10.30.
Georgia
Mrs. H. B. Whittier and Miss

was

A Natural Fortification

of Hallowell and Mrs. A. P. M. Mills of
La Jolla, Cal., several nieces and neph-

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

te

on

the

estate

of Helen R

Houston, late of

|

at"

|

j

immediatelyanr

CARD OF THANKS

|

(e|
Belfast, in said County, deceased, having
of adminlssented his lirst. and final account
tration of said esrale for allowance.
be given, three
Unity.
Ordered, that notice thereof
Jourweeks successively, in The Republican in said
in Reliant
nal, a newspaper published
attend
DIED
Countv thar all persons interested may
^
n
at Belfast
Probate Court, to be held
and show i
12th liny of February next,
the
In Cannien, Jan. 17, Rod- i causefif any they nave, why the slid acc -unt
BEVERAGE.
3 months I 8h
should not be allowed.
ney Beverage, aged 65 years,
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
and 14 days.
Attest:
A true copyIn Hampden Highlands, Jan.
COLE.
E. Johnson. Register.
C'has.
U, Mrs. Zelphia D. Cole, formerly of.
The subDeer Isle, aged 87 years.
|
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
In Castine, .Jan. 5, Frank !
that lie has been
HOOPER.
ecriber hereby gives nutice
the will
8
and
with
months
8
72
years,
Hooper, aged
duly appointed administrator,,
days.
annexed, of the estate of
of Montville,
In Belfast, Jan. 23, Mrs.
MOODY.
ALMIRA H. TASKER, late
i
and given
Marian Elizabeth Moody, aged 68 years in the
County of Waldo, deceased,
having
and 4 months.
bonds as the law directs. All personsdeceased
said
of
Earl
PHILLIPS. In Belfast, Jan. 18,
demands against the estate
settlement
for
same
the
1
11
days. are desired to present
month,
Phillips, aged 23 years,
to make
and all indebted thereto are requested
SEEKINS In Swanville, Jan. 15, Mrs.
80
M.
aged
payment
years,
Seekins,
Elizabeth
^ C(JSHMAN.
6 months and 3 days.
Montville, Me., Jan. 8, 1918.
SEAVEY. In Rockland, Jan. 16, Deborah
The subL. (Cates), wife of Heman L. Seavey,
that she has been
scriber hereby gives notice
aged 72 years, 5 months and 5 days.
the estate of
SMART. In New Haven, Conn., Jan. duly appointed administratrix of
EDWARD B. BILLINGS, late of Lynn,
18, Ruth N. Smart, widow of Richard H.
Smart, formerly of Searsport, in her 93d Massachusetts, deceased, and given bonds as
demands
year. Burial in Swanville cemetery Jan. the law directs. All persons having
are desir22nd.
against the estate of said deceased
and ail
settlement,
for
same
SMALL. In Belfast, Jan. 21, Thomas, ed to nreaent the
thereto are requested to make payinfant son of Arthur and Flora Staples indebted
lied
agent
ment immediately to my author
Small.
FredR
n billings
STINSON. In Belfast, Jan. 16, James
and 10
Harvey Stinson, aged 69 years
Miib., January 8, 1918.

We wish to thank our relatives am
friends for their kindness and help in ou
recent bereavement and for the man>
beautiful flowers.
Harry Mahoney,
Mrs. Mark Mendali

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to thank the friends who s>
am
kindly assisted during the sickness
death of Earle Phillips, and lor the ilow
ers sent to the funeral.
Mrs. Elizabeth Phillips
Miss Ada Harvey.

CARD OF THANKS
We wish to express to our relatives ami
friends our great appreciation of then
show
help and of the many kindnesses
also foi
us in our recent bereavement;
the beautiful flowers received.
Elijah Gay
and Family.

_

"aDMINISTRATRIX’sIToTICE.

Pm,r.Be.faf.t,Me.p

months.

Lynn,

NOTICE
would result
Owing to the danger that
stafrom the lack of coal at the pumping
in
are requested to aid
the
public
tion,
a continsucli
avoid
to
every way possible
after faucets
gency by carefully looking
closed when not in use.
are
that

they

kept
BELFAST WATER CO.

f

